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Abstract
Almost 40 years since its conception, the excellent atomic resolution of the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) continues to be excavated to develop single‐molecule techniques. In the last
20 years, our group has developed and improved the single‐molecule absorption scanning tun‐
neling microscopy (SMA–STM) technique that enabled high‐resolution imaging of nanoparticles’
electron probability density. This method has set the stage for the STM to investigate the optical
andelectronic properties of nanoparticles, on aparticle‐by‐particle basis, with sub‐nanometer and
0.1‐eV resolutions. Most recent applications of the technique are the imaging and manipulating
of energy transfer in PbS quantum dots, the imaging of polarization‐dependent plasmons on gold
nanoislands, and the unraveling of the carbon dot’s fluorescencemechanism. Building on this suc‐
cess, a femtosecond time‐resolved optical setup has been implemented to integrate the extra time
dimension to provide a complete picture of (space, time, energy) for any given nanoparticle. The
combination of improvements in electronics, tip‐etching condition, and nanoparticle deposition
techniques made this instrumentation project possible. As a result, we were able to image the in‐
dividual ultrafast energy relaxation and transfer processes in carbon dots as well as quantum dots
with characteristic kinetics consistent with bulk scale measurements.
Furthermore, in our study of the glassy dynamics of ultra‐thin silica films, we achieved exceptional
vibrational energy resolution that enabled us to resolve the dynamics and energy levels of 1‐nm
vibrating silica clusters. In addition, wewere able to classify the five characteristic configurational
sampling behaviors and the frequencies at which they appear. Our measurements also showed
consistency in configurational and vibrational entropies with thermodynamic models of the glass
transition and that the entropies are comparable.
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Part A
REAL‐SPACE, REAL‐TIME OBSERVATION OF
EXCITED‐STATE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
BY SINGLE‐PARTICLE OPTICAL ABSORPTION
DETECTION
1
Is there a static spectral roughness on the inho­
mogeneous line that results from statistical num­
ber fluctuations or the discreteness of individual
molecules?
William E. Moerner (Nobel Lecture 2014)
Chapter 1
Single‐Particle Excited‐State Microscopy
Figure 1.1: Simulation of an inhomogeneously broadened line shape. The simulation assumes the case of uniform Gaus-
sian probability of selecting absorption frequencies, with N being the total number simulated in this figure (Moerner’s Nobel
Lecture).
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This chapter is partially reproduced with permission from the Annual Review of Physical Chem‐
istry, Volume 71 © 2020 by Annual Reviews, http://www.annualreviews.org/
In the late 1980s, William E. Moerner pioneered the first single‐molecule spectroscopy exper‐
iments with small dye molecules. Moerner was first able to detect the absorption statistical
fine structure (SFS) of 32 pentacene molecules doped inside p‐terphenyl crystal at 1.4‐K using
frequency‐modulated (FM) spectroscopy¹ and later,² a single pentacene molecule. Shortly after,
Orrit and Bernard reported the detection of fluorescence by a single pentacene molecule.³ At the
beginning of the chapter was Moerner’s simulation of the spectral broadening effect on a sample’s
absorption frequency by the increasing molecular population (Figure 1.1). With the reduction
of the molecular population, the simulation shows that the effect of the local environment on
individual molecules is revealed, creating spectral roughness that arises from the discreteness of
individual molecules. Single‐molecule experiments have evolved dramatically since then to study
chemical reactions.
Chemical reactions and transformation of materials generally involve electronic (e.g. excitons,
triplet states), vibrational (e.g. phonons, local modes), or electronic‐optical (e.g. plasmons) exci‐
tation. Optical spectroscopy is ideally suited for the investigation of excited states, but generally
provides much more information about the energy spectrum than about the wave function. We
learn about time‐averaged quantities such as the dipole spectrum I(Ej) = |⟨Ψ0i| μ |Ψj⟩|2, or time
correlation functions such asC(t) = |⟨Ψ0| μ |Ψ(t)⟩|2.⁴ For smallmolecules, highly homogeneous
samples of identicalmolecules can be prepared. Spectra or time‐traces can often be assigned accu‐
rately in conjunction with quantum‐mechanical calculations,⁵ yielding information about energy
transfer, excited states and reactivity of molecules.
Unlike small molecules, this is not the case for macromolecules and nanomaterials. By their na‐
ture, they are much more likely than small molecules to contain defects. Even in the most homo‐
geneously synthesized sample, almost no two may be alike. Even the best quantum dot synthesis
only produces a narrow size distribution,⁶ but not an ensemble of quantum dots identical down to
the last atom. At the same time, it becomes very hard to supplement spectroscopy experiments
with accurate calculations because of the sheer size of macromolecules or nanoparticles: the as‐
signment of energy levels or correlation functions to specific states becomes ambiguous. Thus,
even careful measurement of the energy spectrum or correlation functions still leaves assignment
to specific excited states, even with the help of theory, a difficult task.
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For complex molecules and materials, more direct information about the excited state wave func‐
tion and about electronic or vibrational structure is therefore very important to yield a more com‐
plete picture of properties and function. The ability to image defects on a particle‐by‐particle basis
at near‐atomic or even atomic resolution (sub‐nanometer) provides important information about
the macromolecule or material: Is the right amino acid in the right place? Is there a defect at a
junction between two quantum dots that affects their excited‐state energy transfer properties? ‐
and many more such questions.
Imaging at high spatial resolution and in the excited state simultaneously is a confluence of tech‐
niques, often involving optical‐ or electron‐beam approaches combined withmetal tips, apertures
and other resolution‐enhancement devices (Fig. 1.2). Such excited‐state imaging techniques
(super‐resolution microscopy or scanning near‐field optical microscopy) are currently limited to
a spatial resolution greater than 10 nm, larger than many nanoparticles that can be synthesized.
Techniques with sub‐nm resolution provide mainly ground‐state information (e.g. atomic force
microscopy (AFM), current‐imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS)).²,³,⁷–⁹ For example, CITS
maps a current‐voltage (I–V) characteristic curve, equivalent to quantifying the local density of
states of a molecule,¹⁰ but does not yield an excited‐state image. As another example, non‐contact
AFM has demonstrated bond imaging in the ground state at cryogenic conditions,¹¹,¹² and other
AFM variations are possible.¹³,¹⁴ Finally, other sub‐nm ground‐state imaging techniques include
electron microscopy (EM) and cryo‐EM.¹⁵–¹⁸
The problem is even harder when one tries to obtain information about excited‐state structure and
electron distribution with energy‐ or time‐resolution. Nonetheless, over the past 15 years, a num‐
ber of techniques have been developed that can sense sub‐nanometer resolution spatial informa‐
tion about a system’s excited‐state structure in addition to energy‐ or time‐resolved spectroscopic
information.¹⁹,²⁰,³¹–³⁴ In parallel, computational methodologies have advanced to interpret such
data at a high level.²¹,³⁵
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques have provided capabilities for ground state
imaging with atomic‐scale resolution since the early 1980s.³⁶ These techniques typically involve
rastering a metallic tip over a conductive or semiconducting material while applying a voltage
across the tip and sample, allowing for electrons to tunnel either from the tip to the sample or
from the sample to the tip. The tunneling current has a direct connection to the local density
of electronic states at a particular location and is also highly distance‐dependent.³⁷ Either the
change in tunneling current at a constant tip‐sample distance or the change in tip height at a
constant current can be recorded for a particular location on the surface and used to generate a
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Figure 1.2: Approximate current spatial and energy resolution for sub-nm (blue) and some lower resolution (red) imag-
ing techniques. The gradient coloring represents typical resolution ranges. References Pozzi et al. [8]; Kuhnke et al. [19];
Ballard et al. [20]; Nienhaus et al. [21]; Ho [22]; Schefold et al. [23];Ortalan and Zewail [24]; Imura et al. [25]; Yildiz and Selvin
[26]; Churchman and Spudich [27]; Gao et al. [28]; Vicidomini et al. [29]; Nowak et al. [30]. The abbreviations are defined as
follows: STM: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy; STM–TERS: STM-Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy; STM–L: STM-induced Lu-
minescence; EELS: Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy; SMA–STM: Single-Molecule Absorption detected by STM; UEM: Ultrafast
Electron Microscopy; FIONA: Fluorescence Imaging with One Nanometer Accuracy; SHREC: Single-Molecule High-Resolution
Colocalization; AFM–TERS: Atomic Force Microscopy-Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy; SNOM: Scanning Near-field Optical
Microscopy; STED: STimulated Emission Depletion; PiFM: Photo-induced Force Microscopy.
topography image of the surface. Naturally, because this technique provided some of the highest
spatial resolutions of all scanning probe microscopy techniques and due to its wide applications
in characterizing electrically and optically interesting materials, it drew attention for potential
applications in excited‐state imaging.
Techniques can be further distinguished by the physical signal detected and used to map out
excited states. One category of techniques detects the tunneling current associated with the
change in electronic structure upon excitation of a material.³⁸ In this approach, the signal
coupled with modulation of the excitation source is detected so that a difference in tunneling
current between the ground and excited state can be extracted.³⁹ Alternatively, some techniques
detect the luminescence associated with excitation and map out the relative spatial distribution
upon excitation.¹⁹,²²,⁴⁰
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The following sections highlight three major categories of techniques, categorized by their choice
of excitation source and signal detection method. I will first highlight STM‐tip enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (STM–TERS) as a method for using light as both the excitation and detection source
for excited‐state imaging.⁸ Next, STM‐induced luminescence (STM–L)will be outlined as amethod
in which a sample is electronically excited, and the resulting emission is used to map out excited
state structure.¹⁹ Finally, I discuss single‐molecule absorption scanning tunneling microscopy
(SMA–STM) as a sub‐nm technique that uses optical excitation and detects the resulting changes
in tunneling to map excited state structure.³⁵
1.1. Scanning TunnelingMicroscopyWith Tip‐enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy (STM–TERS)
Tip‐enhanced Raman Spectroscopy utilizes the resonance between a metallic tip and a local sur‐
face plasmon to deliver a sensitive, high‐spatial‐resolution local Raman vibrational spectrum of a
single nanoparticle.⁹ At the local tip‐metal junction, the electric field is several orders ofmagnitude
greater than the incident field due to surface plasmon resonance. Furthermore, tip enhancement
is pronounced for the Raman‐shifted scattered light, yielding an overall intensity enhancement ex‐
ceeding 10⁷ to allow single‐molecule detection.⁸ This enhancement factor is typically furthered 10⁵
folds by selecting a laser wavelength resonant withmolecular excitation, enabling TERS to achieve
sufficient sensitivity for single‐molecule Raman experiments. However, when referring to TERS
in this review, we imply themore general non‐resonant Raman, where the light‐matter interaction
excites the particle to a virtual state.
TERS is usually coupled to another microscopy instrument such as AFM, STM, or shear‐force mi‐
croscopy that can precisely position the metallic tip/cantilever at 1‐2 nm distance from the sam‐
ple for enhancement.⁸ This setup involves laser excitation at the tip‐sample junction to induce
surface plasmon hot spots, which enhance a multitude of processes, including Raman scattering.
Detection of the Raman signal coming out of the junction is accomplished by placing an optical
aperture near the junction to collect as much scattered light as possible. Various experimental de‐
signs on TERS and surface‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy (its predecessor) have been reviewed
elsewhere.⁸,⁹,⁴¹ Here we focus on TERS Raman vibrational mapping using STM at cryogenic tem‐
perature.
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Due to the requirement of sample cleanliness and control of thermal vibrations, sub‐nmTERSmap‐
ping experiments are done in ultrahigh‐vacuum (UHV) and at cryogenic temperature. Dong and
coworkers were the first to demonstrate sub‐nanometer lateral resolution with UHV‐STM–TERS
by imaging a porphyrin molecule at liquid‐nitrogen temperature.³² The Apkarian group improved
TERS mapping resolution by reducing the temperature to 6 K and tip‐sample distance to 2 Å (Fig.
1.3). They were able to look at the vibrational normal modes of a single CoTPP molecule immobi‐
lized on Cu(100).³¹ Themechanical stability of the cryo‐STM allowed for pm control over the 1 nm³
“picocavity” between the tip and sample.⁴² In this limit, localized surface plasmons and molecu‐
lar vibrations can be coupled coherently.¹² When this occurs, the Raman intensity enhancement
factor can increase by almost another order of amplitude.⁴² Submolecular TERS mapping has not
been reported yet at room temperature due to thermal vibrations/drift on tip/cantilever, which so
























Figure 1.3: Tip-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. (a) Jablonski diagram for the Raman process. The green arrow indicates
molecular excitation via a virtual state (dashed gray line). The dotted orange arrow indicates the scattered photon having hν
less energy than the excitation, depicting a vibrational excitation to a state hν in energy above the ground vibrational state
(thick black line). The thinner, lighter-colored lines indicate higher vibrational states. (b) Schematic of an STM–TERS (Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy–Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy experiment. Incident photon (green) excites the molecule (CoTPP:
Cobalt TetraPhenyl Porphyrin) adsorbed on a gold surface to a virtual state and plasmons (purple) inside the tip-substrate
junction. The plasmons localize the field intensity in the junction, leading to enhanced Raman scattering (orange) detectable
with optics near the junction. (c) Visualization of normal modes in CoTPP by STM–TERS at 6 K. Experimental Raman-intensity
maps of vibrational normal modes (29 × 29 Å2, 64 × 64 pixels) are reported. The color map indicates the low (dark purple) to
high (orange) Raman intensity. The vibrational frequencies are indicated. TERS image in panel (c) redrawn from data in Ref.
Lee et al. [31] with permission.
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Modeling the influence of the tip on TERS spatial resolution has been reviewed elsewhere.⁸,¹⁴ Semi‐
quantitatively, the resolution is dependent on the radius of curvature of the tip.¹¹ Pettinger esti‐
mated that TERS resolution should be half the radius of curvature of the tip apex, although typical
TERS resolution is better. More accurately, TERS resolution depends on the local volume of the
plasmon mode in the tip‐sample junction.¹⁴ Modeling the tip‐sample junction classically as two
identical solid metal spheres yielded a plasmon confinement width of w =
√
Rd, where R and
d are the radius of curvature of the tip and the tip‐sample distance.¹³ Below the small tip‐sample
gap limit (< 1 nm), quantum effects that work against confinement must be accounted for.⁴³ Calcu‐
lations of TERS images for molecular isomers of azobenzene on Au(111) for different tip‐sample
distances highlight the possibility for TERS to characterize structural switches.⁴⁴
Most commonly, theoretical determination of the resolution is done by time‐dependent density
functional theory,⁴⁴,⁴⁵ but for experimental purposes, this is still more time‐consuming than em‐
pirical determination. One of the most common methods is to do a profiling of TERS intensity
with small spatial steps over a molecule and estimate the resolution from the rising and falling
edges of the signal.¹⁹ Such direct measurement of the resolution is preferred to factor in the tech‐
nical aspect of the instrument, for example, thermal drift and tip vibrations which are significant,
especially for room temperature experiments, at ambient pressure or UHV condition.
1.2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Induced Luminescence
(STM–L)
STM‐inducedLuminescence employs emission to obtain informationon vibrational and electronic
excitations of single molecules. STM–L excites the particle by applying a high tunneling current
(~100s of pA) then probes the luminescence coming from a molecule. Examples of probing ex‐
cited electronic states with STM–L spectroscopy are reported in Refs. Imada et al. [46]; Stavale
et al. [47]. Examples of vibronic spectroscopy with STM–L can be found in Refs. Doppagne et al.
[48]; Doppagne et al. [49]; Ho [22]; Qiu et al. [50]. One complication is the need to decouple the
metallic surface from the molecule of interest to avoid luminescence quenching. Typically, a few
monolayers of a dielectric material (e.g. NaCl) are deposited between the surface and molecules
to ensure sufficient decoupling.⁴⁰,⁵¹
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The luminescence spectrum yields chemical information through the local vibronic structure of a
molecule. The spectrum typically contains an intense center wavelength whose energy and inten‐
sity describe the luminescence electronic state and a series of weaker red‐shifted lines, which con‐
tain vibrational information complementary to Raman.⁴⁸,⁴⁹ Dong and coworkers spatially (few Å)
and energetically (~2meV) resolved the vibrational information in the vibronic spectrum of ZnPc
dimers to probe the dipole‐dipole coupling between the units (Fig. 1.4).³³Higher‐energy electronic
states within amoleculemay bemore difficult to resolve since they require stronger tunneling cur‐
rent and are more fleeting. However, there exist studies where STM–L spectroscopically resolves
electronic states of charged (ZnPc+) and neutral (ZnPc) species of the samemolecule⁴⁹ and energy
transfer between electronic states of two molecules.⁴⁶
The mechanisms for STM–L excitation is still a matter of debate, in which plasmonic coupling
and carrier injection are the two most discussed processes. To describe the former, inside a tip‐
molecule‐substrate junction, an electron of energy eV can tunnel directly to the substrate (elastic
tunneling), or when eV is greater than hν, the energy of a molecular electronic transition, the
tunneling electron can lose hν from its energy (inelastic tunneling). The energy lost excites tip‐
surface plasmonmodes in the STM junction which in turn excites themolecule to a higher‐energy
electronic state and is followed by emission of a photon of energy hν by luminescence⁵²–⁵⁴ (mech‐
anism I in Fig. 1.4a). This mechanism creates a Fano‐like line shape on the STM–L spectrum.⁵⁴
Wilson Ho and coworkers were the first to use inelastic tunneling for vibrational spectroscopy on
the STM with meV resolution.⁵⁵
Another mechanism, shown as mechanism II in Fig. 1.4a, involves electron abstraction from a
filled state of themolecule simultaneously with electron injection to a higher‐energy unfilled state,
putting the molecule in an excited state similar to Dexter transfer.⁵⁶ This process occurs when
the Fermi levels of surface and tip are close in energy to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
and the highest occupied molecular orbital of the molecule. Luminescence then produces a more
narrow‐band spectrum, the key to distinguishing between the two mechanisms.⁵²,⁵⁴,⁵⁷
STM–L achieves sub‐nanometer lateral resolution by an interplay between reproducible piezoelec‐
tric control, thermally‐equilibrated cryogenic cooling, mechanical and sound isolation. Like con‐
ventional STM, STM–L typically operates with a tip‐surface gap ~1‐2 nm, where electron tunneling
occurs sequentially (single‐electron tunneling regime). In this regime, one electron excitation
translates to a single luminescence photon, with the tunneling condition measured at ~1 nA (10⁹
excitations per second). Luminescence collection typically employs collimating lenses mounted
inside the ultrahigh‐vacuum STM chamber near the STM tip, along with beam splitters, to route
the light towards a few detectors, typically charge‐coupled devices or avalanche photodiodes.
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Figure 1.4: STM-induced luminescence. (a) Experimental schematic and mechanisms. The molecule of interest is deposited
over an insulating layer (cyan) on top of a metal (orange) surface. Tunneling electrons from the tip sequentially travel towards
the substrate. Mechanism (I): [1] an electron tunnels to the conduction band of the surface, losing energy to [2] plasmon for-
mation, which then becomes a near-field light source that creates [3] an exciton. [4] Luminescence, centered in the UV–near-IR
range with a broadband spectrum of ~160 meV FWHM, follows shortly after when the molecule relaxes to the ground state.
Mechanism (II): [1] an electron is abstracted from a filled state of the molecule simultaneously with [2] an electron injection to
a higher-energy unfilled state, putting the molecule in an excited state similar to Dexter transfer. [3] Luminescence, centered
in the UV–near-IR range, follows after the molecule relaxes to the ground state and produces a more narrow-band spectrum
(~20 meV FWHM). In both mechanisms, the arrow colors and length correspond to the photon energy. The width corresponds
to the prevalence of the optical transitions. Band structure labeled “T” corresponds to “Tip”; “S”, “Surface”. (b) Intermolecular
dipole-dipole coupling modes between ZnPc polymers. (Left), schematic arrangements of the transition dipoles. The orange
(top) and blue (bottom) arrows represent the in-line dipole along the dimer axial direction and the parallel dipole perpendicular
to the dimer axial direction, respectively, which are superimposed on the molecular units. (Middle and Right), energy-resolved
experimental and DFT-simulated photon images of the corresponding modes illustrated on the left. Abbreviations: DFT, den-
sity functional theory; FWHM, full width at half maximum; ZnPc, Zinc Phthalocyanine. Figure adapted from Ref. Zhang et al.
[33], Nature Publishing Group.
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Since STM–L requires no optical excitation, it reduces thermal expansion. For this reason and
cryogenic cooling, STM–L imaging experiments can look at small conjugated molecules such as
zincphthalocyanine (ZnPc),⁴⁸ zinc tetraphenylporphyrin,⁵⁸ andhemin.⁵⁹ The electroluminescence
mapping of phthalocyaninewas demonstratedwith submolecular resolution.⁴⁸ In this paper, STM–
L was employed to spatially map out the vibrational modes of a single ZnPc molecule at 4.5 K. The
measurement was consistent with Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence spectra of ZnPc trapped
in Argon matrices. Prior to this, Hou and coworkers demonstrated imaging of the intermolecular
dipole‐dipole coupling modes between ZnPc polymers.³³
STM–L imaging studies on low‐dimensional nanostructures are still limited,⁶⁰ mainly due to the
difficulty of efficiently coupling the luminescence dipole transition to plasmons. The large size of
nanostructures reduces coupling between the tip plasmon and the surface plasmon polaritons.⁶¹
Nonetheless, the Ho group demonstrated imaging of a single Au nanocluster (3‐7 nm in diameter,
1.2‐1.5 nm in STM height) with sub‐nm resolution at 10 K. They detected strong, broad plasmon
emission peaks from the nanoclusters and attributed this to the strong coupling between the in‐
elastic tunneling transition and the tip‐nanocluster‐substrate plasmon.⁶² Future work is likely to
emphasize sensitive imaging of larger nanostructures and time‐resolved luminescence depletion
experiments.
1.3. Single‐molecule Absorption Detected by Scanning Tunnel‐
ing Microscopy (SMA–STM)
Previously described STM techniques employ a similar light detection scheme, where emitted/scat‐
tered photons are collected by far‐field (mm away) optics. While this works, questions arise as to
whether signal detected from far‐field constitutes reliable measurements due to subsequent scat‐
tering and artifacts caused by optical fiber transmission.¹⁴ Single‐molecule absorption detected
by scanning tunneling microscopy (SMA–STM) is a different approach to circumvent this issue via
the near‐field (~1 nm) detection of tunneling current.
Suchphoto‐assisted STM(PA–STM) experimentshavebeenattempted since the 1980s,with thefirst
reported in 1987 to improve the tunneling signal.⁶³ Since then, this technique has been expanded
with the aim of spatially resolving the changes in electron density distribution for materials down
to the nm‐scale. An early review of this field by S. Grafström gives a comprehensive look at some of
the major developments and problems encountered during the early PA–STM experimentation.³⁸
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While such photo‐assisted STM (PA–STM) experiments have been attempted since the 1980s, with
the first reported in 1987 to improve the tunneling signal,⁶³ SMA–STM is among the first to achieve
sub‐nmspatial resolution of excited state electronic structure of nanomaterials.⁶⁴ Ballard et al. first
reported the detection of optical absorption by isolated carbon nanotubes, showing its excited
state electronic structure exhibiting transverse polarization.²⁰ Carmichael et al. showed that laser
frequency modulation can be used to reduce heating effects, while the tip, depending on material
and sharpness, provides enhancements of the near‐field evanescent optical wave at the surface
by factors ranging from 10s to 1000s folds. This allows small laser powers (a few mW collimated
down to 0.01 mm²) to drive even rapidly relaxing systems (τ ≈ 100 fs) such as carbon nanotubes
into saturation, providing good signal‐to‐noise ratio for detection.³⁹
SMA–STM has been widely applied to resolving the excited state structure of electron density in
nanomaterials including quantum dots and carbon nanotubes. Nienhaus et al. reported imaging
of individual quantum dot orbital structures.²¹ Alongside experiments with quantum dot systems,
this technique has shown the ability to identify differences in excited state electronic structure at
chiral junctions in a single carbonnanotube.⁶⁵More recently, this techniquehas beenused to study
interactions between nanomaterials and local surface plasmons in Au films and nanoparticles.⁶⁶–
⁶⁸ Later chapters will dive into details of SMA–STM and the time‐resolved excited‐state dynamics
experiment.
1.4. Conclusion and Outlook
The STM techniques described work in different regimes. Raman detection relies on fluctuations
of molecular polarizability (∂α/∂Qi ≠ 0),⁶⁹ which describes how deformable the molecular elec‐
tron cloud can be under an electric field. In comparison to excitation by electrons and detection
by luminescence, this selection rule limits the number of vibrational features observable.⁷⁰ Sim‐
ilarly, dipole absorption selection rules in SMA–STM are more restrictive than excitation by elec‐
tron bombardment. On the other hand, Raman and absorption techniques do not constrain the
characterization to molecules with long luminescence lifetime.²,³ This is one of the reasons why
many STM–L studies exploit conjugated systems like pentacene or porphyrins as test molecules.
However, very fast relaxation ultimately also limits SMA–STM, as the system can then no longer
be driven near saturation where a strong contrast ∆I(x,y) between laser on/off in the STM image
can be observed.³⁹
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Figure 1.5: Orientation-dependent imaging of single particles with sub-nm resolution. (a, b) Topographic images of a PbS
quantum dot (QD) on the gold surface before (a) and after (b) the STM tip manipulation that rolls the QD along the yellow
arrow. Middle: Schematic of the QD orientations. corresponding SMA–STM images are shown in panels (c) and (d), revealing
two different views of the excited state structure. Scanning conditions: 10 pA, 1.5 V. All images are 10x9 nm. Figure redrawn
from data in Ref. Nguyen et al. [35]
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The ultimate goal of expanding on the chemical sensitivity of STM techniques is to monitor chem‐
ical reactions, preferably by taking a spectral image of a molecule before and after the reaction is
triggered. TERS has enabled plasmon‐driven selective reduction of two molecules (nitro to amino
group) while attaching them into a dimer, confirmed by simultaneously detecting Raman and IR
modes (the latter possible thanks to surface adsorption relaxing selection rules, and strong plas‐
monic enhancement).¹⁰ Another recent study from the Van Duyne group revealed oxygen adsorp‐
tion to CoPc, the first step in a metal‐catalyzed oxygen‐reduction reaction.⁷¹ In general, a signifi‐
cant number of TERS studies are focused on small molecules, exploiting the chemical sensitivity
to study their surface chemistry.
Outside the domain of vibrational imaging and cryogenic temperature, SMA–STM extends excited‐
state imaging to room temperature but lacks the high spectral resolution of TERS or STM–L (kBT
≈26 meV thermal limit). The major use of SMA–STM is thus in imaging the optically excited elec‐
tronic structure of nanoparticles such as plasmonic metals, carbon low‐dimensional materials,
and quantum dots, and to characterize defects along with particle interactions (e.g. energy trans‐
fer⁶⁶). SMA–STM ismore forgiving of the substrate than the other two techniques, as demonstrated
by excited‐state imaging on a large‐gap (~3‐eV) c–SiC substrates.⁶⁷ Near‐future improvements to
the spatial resolution of SMA–STM at room temperature are possible by developing a sub‐nm tip
apex by field‐directed sputtering and noblemetal‐coating.⁷² SMA–STM also has demonstrated that
a single particle can be rolled on the surface,³⁵ and the excited state imaged from different angles
(Figure 1.5). Multiple such images could allow true tomographic reconstruction of single‐particle
3‐D excited states but will require rolling without particle damage.
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By the help of microscopes, there is nothing so
small, as to escape our inquiry; hence there is a




Real‐Space Imaging of Optically Excited
Electronic Structure With Optically Assisted
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Figure 2.1: Single-molecule absorption scanning tunneling microscopy
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2.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer introduced scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 1981,¹ for
which they were awarded the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physics. In STM, a metal tip is precisely posi‐
tioned within 2 nm from a conductive or semiconducting surface, such as gold, silicon, or silicon
carbide. Between the tip and surface, a bias is applied, providing an electrical potential for elec‐
tron tunneling. The potential energy is converted into kinetic energy of the tunneling electron




In Eq. 2.1, the energy E is typically 1–3 eV, yielding a tunneling speed of (0.6–1)×10⁶ m/s. With this
speed, tunneling electrons cross the tip‐sample gap in ~2–4 fs.
Sample Tip
0 1 1.3 nm
Vbias
Figure 2.2: Reaction coordinate diagram for the tunneling electrons at the STM tip-sample junction. The potential surfaces
of the tip and sample are positioned ~1 nm apart, between which electrons tunnel. The potential surfaces are at Vbias in energy
from each other. The overlap between the tip and sample wave functions, hence tunneling currents (red arrows), strongly
depends on their distance.
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Tunneling in the tip‐sample junction occurs because ofwave function overlap between a fewatoms
near the tip apex and the surface. In the small distance of the tip‐sample junction, the overlap
between the s‐ and d‐orbitals of the tip apex and the sample’s surface states allows for quantum
tunneling of electrons in one direction, depending on the bias, creating a tunneling current be‐
tween the tip and sample (see Figure 2.2). The tunneling current and the tip‐sample distance have
an exponential relationship due to the exponential decay in the wave function,²,³ which allows
the microscope to achieve high vertical sensitivity, down to 10s of picometers, which we demon‐
strated in Ref. Nguyen et al. [4] by detecting the vibrational motion of silicon dioxide glass clus‐
ters. In addition, due to the small interaction volume between a few atoms at the tip apex and the
sample, lateral resolution of STM continues to be among the best of current electron microscopy
techniques. Due to high spatial resolution, STM becomes the base instrument for many other
modification techniques such as bond‐resolved STM using carbon‐monoxide‐adsorbed tip (Wil‐
son Ho group at UCI),⁵ STM‐induced luminescence⁶–⁸ (Limot, Scheurer, and Schull group; Kuhnke
group), tip‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy with STM⁹–¹¹ (Dong and Hou group (USTC, China), Ap‐
karian group (UCI), Van Duyne group (Northwestern)), and single‐molecule absorption detected
by STM¹²–¹⁴ (Gruebele group, UIUC).
Operations of the traditional STM consists of twomodes: constant current and constant height. In
constant heightmode, the STMoperates by locking the tip position in the tip‐sample axis while ras‐
tering laterally. The tunneling current is detected andmapped to each pixel to create a topographic
image. Due to the lack of feedback operation, operating in constant heightmode on rough surfaces
can crash tips easily. In contrast, constant current mode operates with a tunneling current feed‐
back loop, where the z‐axis piezoelectric actuator and a proportional‐integral (PI) controller are
employed to maintain the tunneling current setpoint so that the distance between the tip and the
local surface/sample is the same. Tomap the topographic images, the STM thenmaps the actuator
movement. Due to the controlled operation, the constant current mode is the preferred scanning
mode.
2.1.1. Atomic Resolution of Traditional STM
2.1.1.1. The tip radius
As a two‐dimensional imaging technique, besides the sub‐atomic vertical resolution (tip‐sample
axis), STM can achieve atomic resolution (sub‐nm) by engineering the STM tip. By reducing the
tip apex radius and the tunneling gap, one can achieve sub‐nm resolution. This relationship was
rigorously defined for 2×1 and 3×1 reconstruction of Au(110) by Tersoff and Hamann to be¹⁵
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ΔR = [2 × (R + d)]1/2 (2.2)
While not much change is possible to the tunneling gap (d), reducing tip radius (R) is the main
approach to improve the lateral resolution. This is also the approach that the Lyding group at UIUC
took when they invented field‐directed sputter sharpening (FDSS)¹⁶ and brought the tip radius to ≤
1 nm, which, by Eq. 2.2, equates to a lateral resolution of 6 Å using a 1‐nm gap and 1‐nm tip radius,
for Au(110).
Modeling STM resolution involves incorporating the s‐ and d‐orbitals of the tip as well as account‐
ing for tip geometry. Eq. 2.2 applies when the tip radius is small (~1 nm), so the contribution from
s‐orbital is major. Plus, this relationship only applies to a specific material. When the tip radius
is large, the contribution from d‐orbital is more significant.¹⁵ Often, despite the large radius (~50‐
100 nm), near‐atomic resolution can still be achieved if the overlap between the large, directional
d‐orbital of the tip apex and the surface wave function is localized. Typically, due to the lack of
a simple and robust method, the tip resolution is experimentally determined by scanning corru‐
gated surfaces such as Si(100) and Au(110). If the STM tip can produce the correct spacing between
the features (~0.77 nmbetween Si dimer rows, or 0.32 nmwithin the dimer), it is considered to have
atomic resolution (see Figure 2.3). Another estimate is from scanning step edges of the surface and
measuring the transition length of the steps.
































Figure 2.3: Atomic resolution estimation by scanning unpassivated Si(100). With a tungsten tip from TipTek Inc., the dis-
tance between the dimer rows of Si(100) is resolved correctly to be ~0.77 nm. A conservative estimation of the spatial resolution
can be about half the distance, ~0.36 nm.
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2.1.1.2. Tip making procedures
As discussed above, atomic resolution relies on the sharpness of the metal tip. There are two pro‐
cedures used in the STM lab for making tips. The simpler method is mechanical cutting. In this
procedure, the metal wire is held in one hand by a pair of needle‐nose pliers while the other hand
pulls and cuts the wire with a wire cutter as in Figure 2.4. This method is easy to perform and will
create workable tips. The drawback is in the low reproducibility rate due to uncontrolled pulling
and cutting force. Moreover, this technique typically creates rough tips, oftenwithmultiple apexes
which will image ghostly features (repetition of the same features due to multiple apexes).
Figure 2.4: Mechanical cutting technique of STM tips. The metal wire is held in one hand by a pair of needle-nose pliers
while the other hand pulls and cuts the wire with a wire cutter.
The other procedure is electrochemical etching. In this technique, ametal wire is dipped ~1.2mm
in an electrolyte solution along with a graphite counter electrode. An AC voltage (60‐Hz) is applied
across this setup. There are two stages of etching: coarse and fine. Coarse etching requires a
higher voltage to create an hour‐glass structure (See Figure 2.5) on the tip and is stopped when the
waist of this structure is thin (<100 μm). After this, fine etching is performed at a lower voltage to
gradually cut off this structure, leaving a sharp apex. A detailed recipe for electrochemical etching
of PtIr tips is given in the Appendix.
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Figure 2.5: Resulting hour-glass structure of PtIr STM tips after coarse electrochemical etching in CaCl2.
2.1.1.3. Tip conditioning practices
Pristine STM tip will degrade after certain hours of scanning, due to atomic changes at the apex
or tip crashing. Sharper tips (~1–10 nm in the radius of curvature at the apex) usually have low
mechanical strength at the apex and tend to degrade faster than slightly duller ones (~20–100 nm).
The common indications that a tip needs conditioning are blurry images, large transition lengths
for step edges, and ghostly features.
Atomic resolution of the STM tip is maintained through a few standard practices. Application of a
negative/positive bias larger than the work function of the working surface for a fewminutes helps
sharpen the tip by overcoming the tunneling barrier so that some metal atoms can be removed
or rearranged to yield a single‐atom apex. If this does not restore atomic resolution, perform a
tip touch. A tip touch is a controlled contact between the tip and surface, using the piezoelectric
actuator to move the tip a certain distance toward the surface with or without an application of a
high bias (~±8V). A tip touch is more useful on soft surfaces which can scrub on the tip to remove
contaminants without damaging it. It also helps to use a laser as a focused heat source to degas
and clean the tip apex.
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Following conditioning, the tip should be tested by performing a simple current‐distance (I‐S)mea‐
surement at a constant bias. This measurement provides a reliable characterization of the sharp‐
ness of the STM tip based on the single exponential fitting of the tunneling current. An exponent’s
prefactor of 10 nm‐¹ or 1 Å‐¹ is typical for a useable tip. With cleaning and conditioning, this pref‐
actor can be improved by 20‐50% (See Figure 2.6). In principle, the prefactor corresponds to the
work function of the material and can be as high as 2.3 Å‐¹ given the 5‐eV work function of Pt. The
low experimental prefactor is explained by the contaminations of Pt near the apex of the tip, of‐
ten by PtCl₂ salts and carbon from the etching process. By Ar+ ion bombardment, it is possible to
make improvements in this prefactor post‐etching. Performing the I‐S characterization also helps





















4.20e+01 * exp [-11.25 * x];
Estimated tip distance at 5.0 pA: 1.92 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 500 pA: 1.70 nm;













2.03e+01 * exp [-13.96 * x];
Estimated tip distance at 5.0 pA: 1.60 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 500 pA: 1.37 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 1 nA: 1.32 nm





















2.12e+01 * exp [-13.78 * x];
Estimated tip distance at 5.0 pA: 1.62 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 500 pA: 1.39 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 1 nA: 1.34 nm













3.60e+01 * exp [-11.93 * x];
Estimated tip distance at 5.0 pA: 1.82 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 500 pA: 1.60 nm;
Estimated tip distance at 1 nA: 1.54 nm
Figure 2.6: Typical I vs. S measurements for electrochemically etched PtIr tips. The measurements are done on the PtAu
surface, and the tip-sample distance is estimated by setting a tunneling current to a high value. The current gain is set to 1e+9.
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2.2. Optically Assisted Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Optically‐assisted STMhas been attempted since the 1980s in a variety of experimental setups,¹⁰,¹⁷–
²⁰ many of which focus on the using light to manipulate photo‐current between the tip‐sample
junction while others on imaging optical properties of nanostructures. Our group utilizes light in
single‐molecule absorption scanning tunneling microscopy (SMA–STM) to excite the nanostruc‐
ture then detect its absorption intensity using the metallic tip. Our focus is to use the high lateral
resolution of the STM to map the localization of the absorption signal with sub‐nanometer reso‐
lution. Regardless of the goal of the experiment, introducing the laser to the tip‐sample junction
calls for significant characterization tasks that our group and others undertook.¹²,²¹
2.2.1. Introducing Laser to the Tip‐sample Junction
Front and back illuminations are the two configurations for sending laser to the tip‐sample junc‐
tion. The major difference between these two is that with back illumination the laser is passed
through a transparent substrate before reaching the tip. A detailed overview of the illumination
configurations can be found in Refs. Jiang et al. [22]; Wang et al. [23]. The main advantage of back
illumination is reduced heating, and this configuration is employed for our optically‐assisted STM
setup.
2.2.1.1. Tunneling equation during laser excitation
Electron tunneling in the tip‐sample junction is sensitive to the distance, as discussed above. Thus,
inmany cases, when a nanoparticle is positioned on the surface, an electron tunnels to the surface
via an electronic state of the material. The optical excitation of the nanoparticle disrupts this tun‐
neling path due to the now excited electronic state. The changes manifest itself in a change in tun‐
neling current in phase with the laser. Thus, the current fluctuation is typically induced by laser
modulation and detected at the same frequency and phase. The physical description of SMA–STM
is described in Figure 2.7. This theory section is partially reproduced from Nguyen et al. [24].
The tip‐nanostructure‐surface system is best described by a double‐barrier tunnel junction. Fig‐
ure 2.7(a) illustrates the case of positive sample bias although similar equations apply for negative
bias. The tunneling rate is given approximately by the Fermi golden rule if the density of final
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Figure 2.7: SMA–STM theory. (a) Schematic diagram of the double-barrier junction and symbols used to derive the SMA–STM
signal by second-order perturbation theory, in analogy to Bardeen’s first-order perturbation theory for a single junction. E =
0 is the Fermi energy of the tip, and the surface is biased by –e·V below the tip by a positive bias, so electrons tunnel from
the tip to surface in this example. Tip, nanostructure, and surface wave functions are shown in blue, electrons by red arrows,
and holes by red circles. The optically excited (hν, green) electron and its hole are highlighted in orange. The nanostructure
band gap energy is shown as Egap. The bottom axis measures vertical distance starting with z = 0 at the surface. (b) Schematic
diagram of the SMA-STM signal with laser off or laser on, for a quantum dot “QD” on a gold surface. When the laser is on
(right), electrons from the tip cannot tunnel through the nearly resonant occupied spin-orbital any longer, but they can tunnel
through the off-resonant vacated spin-orbital, albeit withmuch smaller probability. This particular situation correspondsmost












Here V is the bias voltage applied to the STM sample. M(x0) is the coupling matrix element of the
tip‐nanostructure‐surface junction, which depends on the tip’s position x0 = (x0, y0, z0). ρS is the
density of states of the surface, and ρT is the density of states of the tip. The tunneling rate value
has the same sign as the sample bias, where (+) indicates tunneling from the tip to the sample.
The dotted line at E = 0 in Figure 2.7(a) corresponds to tunneling from the Fermi level of the tip,
and the bottom equation in (Eq. 2.3) makes the approximation that the tunneling probability for
tip states below the Fermi level at E = 0 decreases rapidly, so ρT(E) may be approximated by a
δ‐function.
A nanostructure with defects, such as a quantum dot or a carbon nanotube, has a much smaller
density of states than themetal tip ormetal surface and is best described in a localized orbital basis
rather than a Bloch basis. This is evident from the discrete peaks with relatively narrow widths
seen by STS spectroscopy of such nanostructures.²⁵We formulate ourmodel for the nanostructure
in terms of a basis of one‐electron spin‐orbitals |n⟩with orbital energies En so that the true overall
electronic state is approximated by the best Hartree‐Fock wave function formed from the orbitals
|n⟩. Only one‐electron excitation and one‐electron tunneling are considered.
Second‐order perturbation theory is required to describe the coupling across the double junction
in the one‐electron picture
M(⃗x0) = M(1) + M(2)
= ⟨ψT(⃗x0)| Ĥtun |ψS⟩ −
∑
n′
⟨ψT(⃗x0)| Ĥtun |n⟩ ⟨n| Ĥtun |ψS⟩
ΔEn
(2.4)
The first term in this expression describes the direct tip‐surface tunneling. The wave function
ψT(⃗x0) = ψT(x−x0, y−y0, z−z0) of the tip depends parametrically on the positioning (x0, y0, z0)
of the tip over the surface, with (0, 0, 0) corresponding to a position centered on the nanostructure
andwithin the tunneling range. The second term describes the tunneling via orbitals of the nanos‐
tructure, as indicated by the blue‐colored z‐axis cross‐section of wave function φ(⃗x) = ⟨x| n⟩ in
Figure 2.7(a). En is the energy gap between the tip Fermi level (at E = 0) and state n. The ener‐
gies En = E(r)n − iℏΓn may be complex to reflect the lifetime of state En. The summation over
n′ is a sum over spin‐orbitals |n⟩ available for tunneling, i.e., those unfilled with electrons. Spin
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orbitals that are occupied by an electron are inaccessible due to Fermi statistics. The matrix el‐
ement ⟨ψT(⃗x_0)| Ĥtun |n⟩ vanishes rapidly once |x0| ≫ 0 and |y0| ≫ 0: at positions far from
the center of the nanostructure, the state |n⟩ has vanishing probability and only direct tip‐surface
tunneling is observed. The filled state |ψT(⃗x_0)⟩ of the metal tip and the empty state |ψS⟩ of the
metal surface are degenerate, but the state |n⟩ (a specific excited state of the nanostructure) is not
necessarily degenerate with either.
In the above expression, the tunneling Hamiltonian is approximately proportional to the
momentum operator in the tunneling z‐direction.²⁶ This approximation is best when the tip‐
to‐nanostructure tunneling gap z0 − (r + dNS) and the nanostructure‐to‐surface gap r see 2.7
is sufficiently large so that the tip, nanostructure, and surface can still be treated as separate
sub‐systems




∂z(1 − P̂) (2.5)
Here P̂ is a permutation operator that switches the functions in the bracket surrounding Ĥtunnel.
This operator, when inserted into the first term of Eq. 2.5, and integrated over any surface Sa in
the tunneling region,



























for a perfect tip and uniform surface. HereW is thework function of the tip (ca.4.5 eV for tungsten).
In the case of the second term in Eq. 2.4, the twomatrix elements in the product in the numerator
look the same as Eq. 2.6, but the respective surfaces for evaluation in the Bardeen approximation
must lie between z0 > z > (r + dNS) for the MTn = ⟨ψT(⃗x0)| Ĥtunnel |n⟩ matrix element, and
between r > z > 0 for the MnS = ⟨n| Ĥtunnel |ψS⟩ matrix element.
The tunneling matrix element M(⃗x0) depends on x⃗0 = (x0, y0, z0), but here the (x0, y0) depen‐
dence will be of main interest. The tip is not perfectly sharp, and its electric field is not perfectly
perpendicular to the surface, so ψT(⃗x0) does not fall off to zero immediately when |x − x0| > 0
or |y − y0| > 0. For our tips, we find empirically (under laser illumination) that this limits the
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(x0, y0) resolution to about 0.5 nm. Features <0.5 nm cannot be interpreted without detailed mod‐
eling of the tip because ψS is not a simple plane wave state, and ψT does not drop off infinitely
rapidly with x, y distance from the tip apex. As seen below, the corrugations of the surface on
which the nanostructure sits (ψS) have little effect on the image.
Now consider one‐electron excitation from orbital |j⟩ → |i⟩. The matrix element M when |i⟩ be‐
comes occupied and |j⟩ becomes empty (laser has excited transition) is then given by









= M(1) + M(2) − M(2)i + M
(2)
j
= M0 + ΔM(2)ij .
(2.8)




j is the difference between the 2nd order matrix elements for the two
tunneling paths that are opened/closed by excitation. When optical excitation has occurred, the





|M0|2 + 2ReM0ΔM(2)ij +
∣∣∣ΔM(2)ij ∣∣∣2} ρS(0) (2.9)
When the laser has not excited the transition, the matrix element is given by Figure 2.7











The tunneling current is I(x0, y0) = ek. Thus, the maximum possible difference in tunneling
current (when the laser has Rabi‐cycled the transition to the excited state |i⟩, vs. when the electron
is in ground state |j⟩) is given by





∣∣∣ΔM(2)ij ∣∣∣2} ρS(0) (2.12)
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In practice, the current modulation is half that value if the system is excited by a continuous laser
and a time‐averaged SMA‐STMcurrent image I(x0, y0) is collected. Rabi‐cyclingwith a pulsed laser
and using ultrafast gating could, in principle, yield the maximum current signal. However, as
discussed in Carmichael et al. [12], the tip‐enhanced laser field easily drives the transition |j⟩ → |i⟩
into saturation for transition dipole moments obtainable with quantum dots or carbon nanotubes,
even if the excited state relaxes very rapidly and 1/Γi < 100fs.¹²
Equation Eq. 2.12 is exact within the Bardeen formalism and one‐electron approximation. With
some simplifying assumptions, it can be seen that Eq. 2.12 corresponds to imaging the structure
of the two orbitals i and j connected by the optical transition, which can be interpreted intuitively
even without the assistance of exact electronic structure modeling of the tip, nanostructure, and
surface as a multi‐electron system. Consider the following three cases, all of which assume that
the initial state of the system is the ground state with an ∞ lifetime:
Case (1): The tip Fermi level is on‐resonance with orbital |i⟩, and the excited state is sufficiently
long‐lived so that the small energy denominator −iℏΓi makes M(2)i large. In that case, |M
(2)
ij | ≈
|M(2)i |, and |M
(2)
i |2 ≫ 2ReM0M
(2)






|M(2)i |2 = (ℏΓi)−2|⟨ψT(⃗x0)| Ĥtunnel |i⟩|2|⟨i| Ĥtunnel |ψS⟩|2 (2.14)
In Eq. 2.13, the factor of two reduction noted below Eq. 2.12 has been added. The second of the
squares in Eq. 2.13, the nanostructure‐surface tunneling contribution, is independent of (x0, y0)
and contributes only a constant proportionality factor to the tunneling current modulation
I(x0, y0). For a perfect tip with wave functionψT ~ δ(x−x0)δ(y −y0)e+γ(za−z0) on surface Sa in the
tunneling region, and for a finite‐sized nanostructure whose real wave functions in the tunneling
region can be factored as φi(⃗x) ~ φi(x, y)e−γ(z−z0), the first square in Eq. 2.13, when inserted into
Eq. 2.6, yields
I(x0, y0) ∝ |φi(x0, y0)|2 exp [−γ(z0 − r − dNS)]ρS(0) (2.15)
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Thus, the tunneling current approximatelymaps out the probability density of the resonant orbital
|i⟩ as it appears at the interface between the tip and nanostructure, with a lateral resolution limited
by the spatial extent of the tip wave function.
Case (2): The tip Fermi level (set by the applied bias voltage V) is off‐resonant with both the orbitals
|i⟩ and |j⟩ so that |M0| ≫ |Mij|. According to Eq. 2.12,








The MkS(k = i, j) matrix elements in Eq. 2.16 are again independent of the tip position x⃗0. Thus,
in the x, y plane, the signal maps out the weighted projection of the states |i⟩ and |j⟩ onto the tip
wave function. If M0, which sums over a large number of states with different nodal structure,
is weakly position‐dependent and |ψT⟩ is again a perfect tip wave function, then the projection
becomes approximately
I(x0, y0) ∝ Re {ciφi(x0, y0) − cjφj(x0, y0)} (2.17)
Here we assumed again that the orbitals φ(x, y, z) can be factored into a z and (x, y) component
in the tunneling region between the tip and nanostructure. Note that this real part of the differ‐
ence between two orbitals, observed as an interference term between the unperturbed and laser‐
perturbed tunneling, can be either positive or negative.
Unlike in scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), the resonance of the system states in the tunnel‐
ing gap between the twometal surfaces (tip and substrate) is not required to observe an SMA‐STM
signal although the SMA‐STM signal is a weaker current perturbation than is the STS signal (typ‐
ically 0.1 pA for SMA‐STM at 10 pA tunneling currents, as expected from the above equations for
off‐resonance excitation).
Case (3): After excitation, the electron andhole forma strongly coupled exciton (i.e., with a binding
energy that would make it energetically unfavorable for another electron to occupy state |j⟩). In
that case, optical excitation still reduces tunneling through state |i⟩ but will have no effect on state
|j⟩, which remains inaccessible to tunneling. In the resonant case, Eq. 2.15 is recovered, and the
observed signal reflects the position dependence of the state occupied by the excited electron in
the coupled electron‐hole pair.
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In summary, in the simplest cases where one‐electron excitation is a good description of the elec‐
tronic structure of themolecule or nanostructure in the junction, the STM–SMA signal is related to
the shape of the orbitals involved in the transition. For strongly bound excitons, the approximation
still holds if the tunneling electron cannot occupy the hole state. Of course, for highly correlated
electronic states of the nanostructure, this approximation will fail, and one cannot approximate
the SMA–STM signal by the density of an orbital φi at energy Ei that solves the Hartree‐Fock self‐
consistent field equations for a wave function that is a product state of one‐electron orbitals. How‐
ever, even in more complex cases, we expect that full electronic structure calculations of the tun‐
neling current will reveal that the SMA‐STM signal maps out the localized structure in the excited
state due to defects arising from disorder, missing, or added atoms in the nanostructure.
2.2.2. Signal‐to‐noise: Detecting Absorption Signal From Single Particles
2.2.2.1. General approach
Detection of the absorption signal from a single particle poses a significant experimental design
challenge. Traditionally, spectroscopists measure sample absorption by detecting the attenuation
of incident light through a sample, commonly described by the well‐known Beer‐Lambert law:
A = εcl
where
A = − log(I/I0)
ε : molar absorptivity of the sample
c : concentration of the sample
l : path length of the incident light in the sample
(2.18)
Equation Eq. 2.18 shows the dependency of the absorption signal on the concentration of the sam‐
ple in the probe volumeof the laser beam. In a single‐molecule absorption experiment, as the limit
of the number of molecules in this probe volume approaches zero, the absorption signal likewise
vanishes as the light attenuation over a few molecules becomes too faint to be detected. This is
not only true for absorption, but also for other electrical and optical properties. Achieving single‐
molecule detection requires a combination of different elements of experimental design to lower
the noise level/increasing signal amplitude.
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Among the first to realize single‐molecule absorption detection, Moerner and Kador [27] ap‐
proached this problem by immobilizing molecules in a solid matrix at liquid He temperature and
employing a frequency‐modulated, narrow‐bandwidth laser to isolate absorption signal of small
groups of molecules within the modulation bandwidth. By immobilizing the molecules, Moerner
reduced spectral linewidth, hence the number of molecules detected. The 1/f noise level of
the experiment is decreased by the high‐frequency modulation. In principle, in order to detect
few‐molecule signals, it is essential to shrink the probe volume to the level of one molecule.
2.2.2.2. The SMA–STM approach: localized plasmon enhancement
Detection of absorption signal in SMA–STM is realized by the manipulation of laser fields. The
metallic tip and/or surface combination allows for the formation of localized surface plasmons
(collective oscillations of electrons at the optical frequency) when a laser is introduced to the tip‐
sample junction. With the plasmonic enhancement, the local field enhancement underneath the
STM tip can be multiplied up to 10⁷.²⁸ Local enhancement of the optical field makes it possible
to locally drive the nanoparticle to saturation, translating to an increased signal level of tunneling
current fluctuations, enabling detection of absorption by a single‐particle. Empirically, the tunnel‐
ing current fluctuations in SMA–STM experiments have been found to be on the order of 0.1–0.6
pA, while the detection limit of STM electronics is at a few‐fA level (DL1211 preamplifier). Signal
level can be enhanced when optical excitation is resonant with the absorption of the nanoparticle
as the field enhancement is improved. Even with the formation of plasmons solely on the STM
tip, optical enhancement is still possible.²⁹,³⁰ The best materials for plasmonic enhancement are
silver, copper, gold, and platinum.²⁹
Theorigin of plasmonic enhancement canbeunderstoodbyCoulombic theory andMaxwell’s equa‐
tions. Electron density at the sharp apex is greater than the rest of the tip. In this simplified picture
(see Figure 2.8), a comparison between a tip’s apex and shaft is drawn. In this picture, the apex is
fitted to a sphere of radius r, while the shaft, nr. The shaft and the apex are connected by a thin,
ideal conductor, depicted by the white line connecting the two spheres. The total charge of the
system is Q, and the charge of the apex is q. We start by examining the charge density at the apex.
Connected by the ideal conductor, the potential between the two spheres is equal. Using k =
1
4πε0


















Figure 2.8: Charge density localization at the STM tip apex. Large electric field divergence at the apex allows for localized





q = Qn + 1















Equation Eq. 2.19 shows that the electric field divergence at the pointy apex is larger than at the
shaft. During optical excitation, the laser evanescent field can interact with the field lines emit‐
ted from the apex to enhance the local laser electric field used to excite the nanoparticle. This
is called the “lightning rod effect”.³¹ To this end, a p‐polarized light creates more enhancement
than s‐polarized light (see Figure 2.9) due to the alignment of the laser field lines to the tip axis.³²
Because of the large electric field divergence at the apex (∇ · E = ρ/ε0), field enhancement is
the strongest under the apex and weaker elsewhere on the surface, as indicated by a red column
between the apex and the surface (localized surface plasmon resonance) in Figure 2.8. The lateral
extent of field enhancement depends on the apex radius, how close the tip is to the surface, and
the actual electric field divergence, which is dependent on the material of the tip. While the field
enhancement factor calculation requires a more complex formulation of the tip shape and mate‐
rial, the simplified picture coarsely illuminates the origin of the local enhancement of the laser
field under the STM tip‐sample junction.
Figure 2.9: Electric and magnetic fields at a medium interface for nanoparticle excitation by evanescent wave..(left) s-
polarized incident light wave, creating evanescent electric field lines in the surface; (right) p-polarized incident light wave,
creating evanescent electric field lines perpendicular to the surface. Field enhancement is stronger for p-polarized light than
for s-polarized light due to the alignment in field lines with the tip axis. Source: Olympus Java tutorial
A more detailed picture can be achieved by performing the finite‐element method (FEM) and/or
finite‐difference time‐domain (FDTD) simulations of electrodynamics. Many studies have inves‐
tigated the various configurations of the tip‐sample plasmonic enhancement: sphere‐sphere,³³
sphere‐surface,³⁴,³⁵ and conical tip over flat surfaces.²⁹ The field enhancement localization is esti‐
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mated by w = A
√
rd where w is the width of the plasmonic enhancement, and r and d are the
radius of curvature of the apex and the tip‐sample distance, respectively.³⁴,³⁶ In this square‐root
model, the constant factor A is experimentally determined (A = 1.57 for r = 10 nm).³⁴ This yields
the extent of localized molecular excitation of 3.5 nm when the tip‐sample gap is 0.5 nm. As the
tip‐sample gap closes toward a quantum‐mechanical distance of 0.31 nm, the width of plasmonic
enhancement approaches its quantum limit of wQL =
√rdQR = 1.76 nm for a 10 nm tip radius
then diverges quickly due to tunneling.³³ This is the quantum‐mechanical limit for plasmon con‐
finement.
Finally, an important consideration for optimizing SMA–STM signal is in the selection of tip mate‐
rial. In contrast to TERS, SMA–STMmakes use of excitation wavelengths ranging from Blue to IR.
Gold and silver achieve high enhancement factor in the red–near IR range while PtIr has a broad
field enhancement spectral coverage. Moreover, silver (highest enhancement capability) is read‐
ily oxidized during transport from air to STM. More cleaning is needed to remove oxides prior to
STM scanning. On the other hand, PtIr is inert, so it requires the least effort to scan with a PtIr tip
in SMA–STM than other metals.
2.2.3. Experimental Setup
The SMA–STM experiment is conducted under ultra‐high vacuum condition. The STM is a home‐
built system that follows the Lyding configuration, which was among the first atomic‐resolution
STM in theMidwest conducted at room temperature. TheLyding configurationhas the STM tip and
sample positioned horizontally, which reducesmechanical creep in the tip‐axis direction normally
due to gravity. This horizontal configuration also enables optical access from the sides, which elim‐
inates the need for in‐situ optics. The important chamber components are pictured in Figure 2.10.
The laser in use can be either a continuous‐wave diode laser or a pulsed laser. In the past, SMA–
STM experiments were performed with a continuous‐wave laser (Thorlabs). Since steady‐state ex‐
periments probe the final state of a nanoparticle systemwith a single laser, the diode was replaced
with a pulsed laser suitable for steady‐state and time‐resolved experiments being developed. More‐
over, the laser power in use for SMA–STM is in themilliwatt (5–10mW) range, focused to a spot size
of approximately 70 μm, yielding an average intensity of 130–260 W/cm², equivalent to an optical




= 21 − 30μV/nm at the surface, for evanescent wave excitation.
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Figure 2.10: Important chamber components. Loadlock is where an STM sample is first loaded and brought down to the
high-vacuum pressure. The preparation (prep) chamber is where the sample is processed (degassed, annealed, or reacted).
Most processes involve the dipstick, which forms the electrical connection to heat the sample up. The residual gas analyzer
(RGA) is a mass spectrometer that measures the partial pressures of gases in the prep chamber. The STM chamber is the
scanning chamber. The laser tube is the path of the laser beam from the optical table to the chamber.
2.2.3.1. Sample processing
The SMA–STM sample construction starts with a c‐plane sapphire wafer (University Wafer) diced
into 4.5‐mm x 6.5 mm rectangular substrates. The ECE machine shop then grinds a wedge of at
least 15° on one side (see Figure 2.11(a)) to enable total internal reflection inside the substrate. On
top of the substrate is a 5‐nm layer of platinum (at 580°C, 2.1‐A) followed by a 10‐nm layer of gold (at
380°C, 1.5‐A), both of which are deposited by electron beam deposition under high vacuum. The
detailed recipe can be found in Lea Nienhaus’ dissertation. Please note that the thermocouple has
since been replaced with a thicker, ceramic capped K‐type thermocouple, and the UHV heater was
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replaced (same version from the same company). The texture of the gold layer has been described
in Lea Nienhaus’ dissertation, and the AFM‐measured texture for one of my samples is shown in
Figure 2.11(b). The resulting sample measures on average 20% transmission in the UV–IR range








Figure 2.11: PtAu sample for SMA–STM experiments. (a) Construction diagram of the STM sample. On top of a 15°-wedged
c-plane sapphire wafer, a 5-nm platinum layer and a subsequent 10-nm gold layer are deposited by electron beam deposition.
(b) Drawing of the sample during SMA–STM scans. The texture of the gold is a real texture imaged by AFM.(c) Transmission
spectroscopy measurement on the sample from UV–IR. On average, the film is 20% transparent across this spectral range.
Nanoparticles (NPs) are deposited following one of two processes: dry‐contact transfer (DCT) and
aerosol spray deposition (ASD). In DCT, a fiber‐glass brush is deposited with nanoparticles outside
the STM then brought into the chambers to UHV pressure. During the deposition process, either
powder or concentrated (~5mg/mL, ~25μL) solution of nanoparticles is deposited on the applicator.
This applicator is degassed by resistive heating at 5–10 A overnight or until the pressure of the prep
chamber is under 1 nanotorr. The applicator is then brought into the STM chamber and stored in
one of the tip garages. A prepared sample is mechanically contacted with the applicator 3–5 times.
The light contact is enough to exfoliate a layer of nanoparticles from the applicator onto the sample
surface. For quantum dots (QDs), this exfoliation process works significantly better when QDs are
co‐deposited with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) than when only QDs are deposited.
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Figure 2.12: Actual PtAu sample. The picture shows the back side of the sample. The golden color is that of the ebeam-
deposited coating.
For QDs, CDs, and CNTs alike, the ASD process works if the material can be dissolved/suspended
in solution. In ASD, a pure carrier gas (N₂, 35 psi) and an airbrush (Iwata CM‐SB) are used. For
ASD, a high‐purity, high‐volatility solvent works best. Ideally, the solvent should dissolve only the
NPs and not other contaminants for the cleanest deposition. The nanomaterial stock solutions can
be serially diluted to ~1μg/mL in solvents such as methanol, ethanol, or dichloroethane (DCE). If
SMA–STM will be performed, the diluted solution should be checked for fluorescence/absorption
with a laser prior to deposition. The airbrush should be sonicated in 20‐min acetone/20‐min IPA,
then flushed with 5 cups each of clean acetone and IPA, and finally 5 cups of the NP’s pure solvent.
After cleaning, the airbrush should be primed with the NP solution by a few burst sprays. Set the
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airbrush opening to level 2 from the “closed” position. The STM sample is then positioned ~10 cm
away from the airbrush to allow solvent droplets to evaporate, leaving only the NPs reaching the
surface. The airbrush triggers 50 burst sprays separated by 3‐5 drying seconds (~300 μL solution).
The sample is then loaded to the STM with no or warm degas (filament degas at ~70°C).
2.2.3.2. Total internal reflection: metal‐vacuum coupling
Evanescent wave (EW) formation at the sample surface is responsible for nanoparticle excitation.
The formation of EW is due to the 15° wedge on the back of the substrate which creates total in‐
ternal reflection (TIR) and traps light inside. Without the wedge, TIR can be done by attaching
(302‐3M two‐part adhesive) a right‐angle prism on the side without the gold coating. However, the
limitation is that the sample cannot be heated at high temperatures.
To calculate the necessarywedge angle, we simplify the sample to just awedged sapphire substrate,







To maintain TIR, the ray angle must satisfy ϕϕc,f . The extrapolated ray at this angle to the wedge
makes an angle of ϕ − θ to the normal of the wedge. Applying Snell’s law at the vacuum‐wedge
interface for an incident angle of x degrees relative to the front face of the sample,
sin (π/2 − x − θ) = nsap sin (ϕ − θ)
Reduced to,
cos (x + θ) = nsap sin (ϕ − θ) (2.20)
The Eq. 2.20 does not have a closed form, so wemust numerically solve for θ (domain: [0,π]) given
values in radians for other variables. Experimental conditions require x ~ 30°–40°, nsap = 1.76,
and ϕ = 35°. With these values, θ can be solved to be 17° for x = 40°, 14° for x = 37°, and 9° for x







Figure 2.13: Total internal reflection raytracing simulation in awedged sapphirewafer. The laser is aligned at ~37° relative
to the sample’s front surface and focused through an achromatic lens (f = 40 cm) and an optical window to the back of the STM
sample. Inside the sample, total internal reflection traps the light and creates an evanescent wave which is enhanced by local
plasmons at the tip-sample junction.
ϕ = 35°. We can see that by machining a 15° wedge it is possible to use any incident angle ≤38°
and ≥0°. Figure 2.13 shows a TIR simulation in a sapphire wafer with a 15° wedge and an incident
angle of 37°. Experimentally, the incident angle should be set to ~30° (~middle of the gray working
area in Figure 2.14) to give headroom for satisfying the TIR condition.
EW excitation dramatically reduces heating compared to front illumination¹² by avoiding unnec‐
essary contact with the shaft of the tip. When the TIR condition is satisfied, only a ~200–400 nm
segment from the apex of the tip is illuminated. The intensity of EW decays exponentially from
the surface with a decay constant of about half the wavelength of the excitation light. Since the
heights of studied NPs are under 10 nm, the excitation should be approximately uniform for the
entire NP. EW can generate surface plasmons onmetal surfaces such as PtAu. Coupling of surface
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φ= 35°; nsap = 1.76
Figure 2.14: Wedge angles and the flexibility of the incident angle. Gray area shows the incident angles that would work
with a wedge angle of 15°.
and tip plasmons can generate localized plasmonic enhancement to increase the signal‐to‐noise
ratio as discussed above. The level of enhancement can be changed by adjusting the polarization
of the EW (see Figure 2.9) A far‐field image of an engaged illuminated tip‐sample junction is shown
in Figure 2.15.
2.2.3.3. Amplitude‐modulation of laser and phase‐sensitive detection (PSD) of
SMA–STM signal by the lock‐in amplifier
Amplitude‐modulation of the laser is the technique we use to isolate the SMA–STM tunneling cur‐
rent fluctuation signal. As discussed, the laser‐induced tunneling current fluctuation is in phase
with the laser excitation. When the sample is continuously illuminated, the fluctuation is in the
form of a constant offset in tunneling current and therefore cannot be detected due to the compen‐
sation from the close‐loop feedback of the STM. Thus, we modulate our laser beam with a chop‐
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Figure 2.15: Far-field image of an engaged illuminated tip-sample junction. A PtIr is engaged onto a PtAu sample under
the TIR illumination condition by a blue laser. The bright dot is the far-field scattering of the EW from the junction, which
illuminates other parts of the STM scanning head. The right side of the sapphire substrate is brighter than the left side due to
TIR. The strong hue on the left side is the back reflection of the incident light.
per wheel (Thorlabs) to bring the frequency of the current fluctuations beyond the mechanical
response of the STM piezoelectric z‐axis actuator. The original frequency response of the actuator
is ≥10‐kHz but is effectively 10‐kHz due to an implementation of a low‐pass filter inside the digital
signal processing (DSP) unit. To smooth out the frequency response of the actuator to reduce z‐axis
jittering due to the current fluctuations, we implemented another low‐pass filter (24dB/octave, 700
Hz cut‐off, Chebychev response) between the current amplifier and the STM electronics.
As a result, tunneling current fluctuation is protected from the STM mechanical response and is
detected by the lock‐in amplifier following a PSD scheme. The PSD scheme uses a small percent‐
age of the laser (1‐5% from optic reflection) to as a photodiode trigger for the lock‐in amplifier to
track the laser excitation. This photodiode signal has a constant phase relative to the SMA–STM
current fluctuation signal which can be determined by optimizing the x‐channel to be positive and
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nulling out the y‐channel. The x‐channel measures the RMS amplitude of the current fluctuation.
The y‐channel (90° out of phase) measures any lag signal which can be due to NP vibrations as a
mechanism for heat dissipation. The optimal lock‐in amplifier parameters depend on the laser
power, STM tip speed, and signal level. The most used lock‐in parameters are listed:




Time constant 3 ms, 10 ms
Signal input (A, AC, Float)
Reserve “High Reserve”
Filters (“LINE”, “2 x LINE”)
Choosing the correct lock‐in parameters can be confounding. It is generally helpful to connect the
x‐channel output to an oscilloscope while scanning with the laser to observe the RMS amplitude
of tunneling current fluctuation. If the lock‐in time constant is too high, the output will show
significant transient oscillations due to the high settling time. If possible, lower the time constant
(severe) or the slope (mild). Otherwise, scan at a lower rate.
2.2.3.4. Future improvements to the setup
There are two suggestions that I am very confident will improve the signal to noise ratio by at least
20 folds.
The current amplifier bandwidth determines whether the modulation frequency can be detected.
Thus, the first suggestion is to replace the current amplifier. The DL1211 current amplifier is solid
for traditional STM. However, the ‐3dB bandwidths at the 10⁹ and 10¹⁰ gain selections are only 4
kHz and 0.8 kHz, respectively. Signals beyond these frequencies are exponentially attenuated and
have a phase lag. According to the DL1211 frequency response plot, 3‐kHz signals are attenuated
to ~50% of its power at 10¹⁰ gain and 70% at 10⁹ gain. Regular SMA–STMwill perform fine at these
low‐frequency modulations, albeit cutting it close. For maximum SNR, these bandwidths must
cover the modulation frequency, so the ‐3dB bandwidth should be ≥ 15 kHz. With an improved
current amplifier, it should be possible to improve SNR by ~2 folds.
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Higher signal‐to‐noise ratio and scan speed can be achieved by increasing the modulation fre‐
quency. Currently, SMA–STM images are acquired at a scanning rate of ~1.5 ms/pixel. Each pixel
then contains ~5 cycles of tunneling current fluctuation. SNR scales by 1/
√
NwhereN is the num‐
ber of cycles. Increasing the number of cycles 10‐fold by implementing electro‐optic modulation
leads to a 3‐fold increase in SNR.With highermodulation frequency comes the flexibility of choos‐
ing faster scan rates, so the data flow is improved. Certainly, raising the modulation frequency
requires a higher bandwidth current amplifier, meaning the first suggestion must be fulfilled be‐
forehand.
Overall, these two improvements so far can improve the SNR by at least 6 folds. Furthermore, the
1/fα noise spectral density decrease by ~3–30 folds, depending on the actual value of α (0.5≤α≤1.5).
With this noise level decrease factored in, the overall increase can go up to 200 folds.
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Themost exciting phrase to hear in science, the one




STM Imaging of Localized Surface Plasmons
on Individual Gold Nanoislands
Figure 3.1: Detecting the effect of light polarization on the levels of absorption extinction efficiency in individual plas-
monic gold nanoislands.
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This chapter is partially reproduced from Huy A. Nguyen, Progna Banerjee, Duc Nguyen, Joseph
W. Lyding, Martin Gruebele, and Prashant K. Jain The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 2018
9 (8), 1970‐1976.
H. Nguyen and D. Nguyen collected SMA–STM data on gold nanoislands. P. Banerjee performed
calculation on the data.
3.1. Abstract
An optically modulated scanning tunneling microscopy technique developed for measurement of
single‐molecule optical absorption is used here to image the light absorption by individual Au
nanoislands and Au nanostructures. The technique is shown to spatiallymap, with nanometer res‐
olution, localized surface plasmons (LSPs) excited within the nanoislands. Electrodynamic simu‐
lations demonstrate the correspondence of themeasured images to plasmonic near‐field intensity
maps. The optical STM imaging technique captures the wavelength, polarization, and geometry
dependence of the LSP resonances and their corresponding near‐fields. Thus, we introduce a tool
for real‐space, nanometer‐scale visualization of optical energy absorption, transport, and dissipa‐
tion in complex plasmonic nanostructures.
3.2. Introduction
The plasmonic scattering and absorption of noble metal nanoparticles (NPs)¹ have found promise
in applications ranging from photonics²,³ to biomedical sciences.⁴–¹⁰ As a result, the size‐, shape‐,
and configuration‐tunable absorption and scattering spectra of plasmonic NPs have been char‐
acterized in ample detail using spectroscopy, both at the ensemble and single‐NP levels.¹¹–¹⁵ In
addition to these brilliant far‐field spectroscopic properties, the excitation of a localized surface
plasmon (LSP) on a NP is known to result in electric near‐fields enhanced orders‐of‐magnitude
relative to the incident field.¹⁶ These near‐fields have utility in surface‐enhanced spectroscopies,
most notably surface‐enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),¹⁷–²⁰ enhancement of light absorption
in photovoltaics,²¹–³⁰ Purcell enhancement of light emission,³¹–³³ plasmonic catalysis,³⁴–³⁸ and
hot electron photochemistry.³⁹,⁴⁰ However, the near‐field properties of plasmonic NPs are harder
to measure and therefore investigated more routinely using theoretical methods and electrody‐
namic simulations. Experimental methods such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)⁴¹,⁴²
and scanning tunnelingmicroscopy tip‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy (STM‐TERS)⁴³–⁴⁸ have now
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been advanced to a level where LSPs can be imaged in the near‐field. Imaging tools with clear
capability for real‐space nanometer‐resolved visualization of LSP excitations can promote deeper
understanding of photonic and energy transport processes in complex nanostructures. Here, we
demonstrate such a capability with a method known as single‐molecule absorption spectroscopy
detected by scanning tunneling microscopy (SMA‐STM). SMA‐STM is used to spatially map the
light absorption of Au nanoisland assemblies. The SMA‐STM map mirrors the spatial profile of
the LSP near‐field excited within the assembly, as demonstrated by electrodynamic simulations.
While SMA‐STM imaging⁴⁵–⁵⁰ of Pt clusters⁵⁴ and PbS semiconductor quantum dots⁵⁰,⁵²,⁵³ was re‐
ported by us in the past, here, we present the first account of real‐space imaging of LSPs on ametal
nanostructure surface by SMA‐STM. Themethod is further capable of imaging the light absorption
of complex Au nanostructures, where we observe intricate LSP spatial patterns that are tunable by
change of the excitation wavelength and polarization. Au nanoislands (termed as such due to their
morphology) are deposited on a PtAu layer on the side opposite to the substrate. As shown in Fig‐
ure 3.2, an incident laser illuminates the sample from the rear in a total internal reflection (TIR)
Kretschmann configuration achieved by machining a wedge into a sapphire substrate. This rear
illumination allows for the generation of LSPs at the Au surface and minimizes thermal perturba‐
tion at the STM tip–sample junction.⁵⁰,⁵¹,⁵⁵,⁵⁶ The sample surface is scanned by the STM tip in the
presence of the laser beam. To enhance detection sensitivity, the laser is amplitude‐modulated.
As the laser absorption modulates the electron density of the Au nanoislands, the resulting mod‐
ulation in the tunneling current is detected by a lock‐in amplifier, yielding the SMA‐STM image
(grayscale in figures). The SMA‐STM image maps with sub‐NP resolution where the Au nanois‐
lands are electronically (photo)excited by the laser light.⁵⁰,⁵⁵ We demonstrate that these SMA‐STM
images correspond to near‐field maps of LSPs excited on the Au nanoislands. The average tunnel‐
ing current is detected simultaneously to yield a topographic image (orange color scale in figures).
3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Observation of LSPs on Au Nanoislands
We scanned the STM tip over a three‐Au nanoisland assembly (whose topography is shown in Fig‐
ure 3.3 a) under 700 nm p‐polarized light excitation. The resulting SMA‐STM image is shown in
Figure 3.3 d. As we have established in the past,⁴⁹–⁵²,⁵⁴,⁵⁶ darker regions in such images correspond
to locations of larger tunneling current modulation, which are effectively locations of higher light









Figure 3.2: Schematic of the SMA-STM experiment and DDA simulation. (a) Schematic of the SMA-STM experiment: a mod-
ulated near-infrared laser beam with original polarization (p-polarization) oriented parallel to the optical table (shown in blue)
passes through a half-wave plate (resulting in s-polarization) and is focused onto a transparent sapphire substrate cut for a TIR
geometry. The wedge allows for plasmonic coupling with the Au nanoislands (red discs) formed on the PtAu thin film surface.
The light absorption of the NPs induces a change in the tunneling current when the tip raster-scans over them. The change
in tunneling current caused by photo-excitation is then detected by a lock-in amplifier. (b) Setup used for simulations, with p-
and s-polarizations indicated.
modulation level is different for each nanoisland. Nanoisland 1 has the largest reduction in tun‐
neling current upon illumination (image locally darker than the background). On the other hand,
for nanoisland 2, the tunneling current is actually enhanced(image locally brighter than the back‐
ground). Nanoisland 3 represents a situation intermediate to the former two cases.
We hypothesized that the SMA‐STMmethod images photo‐excitation of LSPs within the Au nanois‐
lands. LSP excitation of the Au nanoisland can promote electrons to excited states in the vacant
sp band above the Au Fermi level. Such a process would block tunneling through the previously
empty states, which would bemanifested in a lower tunneling current under photo‐excitation.⁵¹ A
nanoisland with a LSP resonance overlapping with the 700 nm excitation wavelength will absorb
light more strongly as compared to the PtAu substrate, which itself has broad absorption across
the near‐infrared (NIR) region (fig:PlasmonPaperFigS1) Such a nanoisland would exhibit a nega‐
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Figure 3.3: Assembly of three Au NPs near a grain boundary showing (a) the topography of the surface plotted in an orange
color intensity map, with the darkest regions representing the deepest features; (b) top-down view of the model of the assem-
bly used in DDA simulations. The thickness of the nanoislands used in the simulationmodel were based on topographic height
information from STM (#1 = 18 nm horizontally and 18 nm vertically, height of 2 nm above substrate, #2 = 21 nm horizontally
and 25 nm vertically, height of 4 nm above substrate, #3 = 17 nm horizontally and 26 nm vertically with a height of 5 nm
above the substrate). The assembly was supported on a rectangular Au slab (70 nm x 70 nm with 10 nm thickness) placed on
a rectangular Pt slab (70 nm x 70 nm with 5 nm thickness); (c) a line profile (blue line in a) over nanoisland 1, indicates that it
is a nanodisc of aspect ratio (diameter/height) of ~10 (d) the SMA–STM signal (current modulation) map in gray scale under
p-polarized TIR excitation by a 700-nm laser with an intensity of 3000 mW/mm2. Darker colors in the map denote stronger
absorption. The horizontal bright lines in (a) and the change in contrast 40% from the bottom in (d) are due to a tip change
during the scan. (e) DDA-simulated electric field intensity for the assembly in (b) under p-polarized excitation and 700 nm
wavelength. The arrow shows the projection of the polarization in the plane of the sample. A rainbow color scale shows the
magnitude of the field intensity, with blue being the low and red being the highest; and (f) DDA-simulated absorption spectra
for the assembly under p- and the s-polarized excitation. The STM scanning condition is 1.2 V, 5 pA. Scale bar: 20 nm in panels
a, b, and d.
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tive SMA‐STM signal. This is the case for nanoisland 1. Conversely, a nanoisland may have a LSP
resonance completely offset from the excitationwavelength. Such a nanoislandwould absorb light
less strongly than the PtAu substrate and consequently exhibit a positive SMA‐STM signal. Nanois‐
land 2 represents this latter scenario.
950 nm 850 nm 810 nm
790 nm 770 nm 740 nm















Figure 3.4: Imaging the absorption of the two Au nanoislands at various wavelengths in the NIR region. The gray images
are the experimental SMA–STM maps under p-polarized light excitation of different wavelengths, (a:950 nm, c:900 nm, e:850
nm, g:810 nm, i:790 nm, k:770 nm, m:740 nm respectively). The corresponding DDA simulated near-field intensity maps
obtained under p-polarized light excitation (b:950 nm, d:900 nm, f:850 nm, h:810 nm, j:790 nm, l:770 nm, n:740 nm respectively)
are plotted on a colored rainbow scale. Panel o shows the STM topographic image (orange scale) of the grain boundary region.
The STM scanning conditions are 1.5 V, 10 pA. The power densities of the laser at these wavelengths are 3,000 ± 500 mW/mm2.
Scale bars of SMA–STM and STM topographic images: 20 nm.
To test our formulated hypothesis, electrodynamic simulations of plasmonic near‐fields were
performed using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method. The DDA‐calculated near‐
field map for a reconstructed model of the experimental nanoisland assembly (under 700 nm,
p‐polarized light excitation) is shown in Figure 3.3 e. The calculated map qualitatively models the
experimental SMA‐STM image: nanoisland 1 exhibits the highest field intensity, and nanoislands
2 and 3 exhibit smaller field intensities.
Although there is qualitative agreement, the simulated electric field distribution and the experi‐
mental SMA‐STM signal contrast do not match quantitatively. The details of the electric field dis‐
tribution are sensitive to subtle features of the target structure, which are impossible to ascertain
with absolute precision from a top‐view STM perspective. Because structural uncertainties are in‐
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herent in such a scenario, we approximated the nanostructure geometry by assembly of idealized
cylinders, a procedure that is amenable to consistent application and reproducibility. These ap‐
proximations in the target structure are the likely cause of the quantitative discrepancy. The lack
of inclusion of quantum effects and the absence of a TIR excitation geometry in the simulations
may be other sources of discrepancy. Not withstanding the quantitative discrepancies, the simu‐
lations clearly demonstrate that the SMA‐STM images map the degree of light absorption and the
resulting near‐field of the plasmon‐excited nanoislands.
3.3.2. Wavelength‐Scanned SMA‐STM Imaging of LSPs
Figure 3.5: Experimental topographic image andmodel of a Au-grain boundary enclosed by nanoislands. (a) A topographic
image of a Au-grain boundary enclosed by nanoislands, two of which are labeled as 1 and 2. The topography is plotted on
an orange color intensity profile, with the darkest regions representing the deepest features; (b) Line profiles (horizontal and
vertical) over nanoisland 1 and 2; (c) angled perspective of the image in (a); (d) the reconstructed geometry used in DDA
simulations shown in a top-down view. This model was generated by using 11 nanoislands to enclose a 6 nm-deep trough
(grain boundary). The structure is supported on a rectangular Au slab (91 x 89 nm with a thickness of 7 nm), which itself
is placed on a rectangular Pt slab (91 x 89 nm with a thickness of 3 nm). (e) shows an angled perspective of the extended
structure.
Following this proof‐of‐concept demonstration of SMA‐STM imaging of an LSP excitation on a
model nanostructure geometry, we employ the method for real‐space mapping of the light ab‐
sorption of an irregularly shaped nanostructure. Such a heterogeneous, complex nanostructure
surface poses a real test of the utility of the SMA‐STM technique for drawing insights into the spa‐
tiotemporalmechanisms of light absorption and energy transport. The nanostructure consisted of
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Figure 3.6: To ensure the reproducibility of the wavelength-dependence observed in Figure 3.4, the excitation wavelength
was tuned back from long to short in steps, the results of which are shown here: (b) 850 nm, (c) 810 nm, (d) 790 nm, (e) 770
nm, and (f) 740 nm, respectively. (a) shows for comparison the forward scan from Fig. 3 obtained at 850 nm. The gray images
are the experimental SMA–STM maps under p-polarized light excitation of different wavelengths in the NIR region. Note the
Au islands in (b) seem stretched due to more significant tip heating at longer wavelength. The STM scanning conditions are
1.5 V, 10 pA. The power densities of the laser at these wavelengths are 3,000 ± 500 mW/mm2. All images are 100 nm x 100 nm.
twoAunanoislands (labeled 1 and 2) enclosing a grain boundary, as shownby the STM topographic
image (see Figure 3.4 o and Figure 3.5 a), four select line profiles taken across the topography (Fig‐
ure 3.5 b), and a perspective view of the topography (Figure 3.5 c). There are additional nanois‐
lands between the two numbered nanoislands, but these are found to exhibit considerably lower
absorption signal in the experiment as compared to the labeled nanoislands, as also confirmed by
the simulation.
As further validation of our methodology, we performed SMA‐STM imaging of this nanostructure
as a function of the excitation wavelength. In the past, we had been instrumentally limited to
single‐wavelength SMA‐STM imaging. We now have the ability to measure SMA‐STM images at
a range of wavelengths across the NIR region. Employing this ability, we measured the spectral
profile (action spectrum) of the SMA‐STM signal and examined whether this profile corresponds
to the LSP spectrum of the nanostructure (Figure 3.4). We obtained SMA‐STM images for a range
of excitation laser wavelengths (Figure 3.4) varied from 740 to 950 nm in increments of 30–50 nm.
Finally, the excitationwas switched back in steps to 740 nm, to confirm reproducibility of the imag‐
ing (Figure 3.6). The excitation was p‐polarized.
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As indicated in Figure 3.4 a,c, we observe little to no absorption signals at 950 and 900 nm from
either nanoisland 1 or 2. When the excitation energy is increased, we observe an increase in ab‐
sorption signal fromnanoislands 1 and 2. Themaximumabsorption appears at an excitationwave‐
length of 850 nm (Figure 3.4 e), followed by a progressive decrease in the signal as we move to
shorter wavelengths (Figure 3.4 g, i, k, m). However, the two nanoislands behave differently: the
absorption of nanoisland 2 drops off sharply as the wavelength is tuned away from 850 nm to lower
wavelengths. On the other hand, the absorption signal of nanoisland 1 remains fairly strong down
to 740 nm and only shows a gradual decrease when the excitation wavelength is tuned stepwise
from 850 to 740 nm. In this wavelength‐dependent study, the laser power density is maintained
within 0.5 W/mm² of 3 W/mm². Although the power density is not constant, its variation does not
account for the large change in the SMA‐STM signal contrast seen as a result of wavelength varia‐
tion.
For DDA simulations, we coarsely reconstructed the geometry of the nanoislands enclosing the
grain boundary (Figure 3.5 d, e), based on the experimental topography data. Near‐field inten‐
sity maps over the target surface were calculated for p‐polarized light excitation of the different
wavelengths employed in experiment. An absorption spectrum over this wavelength range was
also simulated for the model geometry (Figure 3.7 g, black curve). This simulated spectrum of the
nanostructure captures the wavelength‐dependent absorption signal observed in the experiment.
The spectrum is characterized by a broad LSP resonance band with a peak near 800 nm. The ab‐
sorption efficiency at 950 nm is small but intermediate at 740 nm.
The DDA‐simulated near‐field maps capture qualitatively the observed variation as a function of
excitation wavelength. The weakest near‐field intensity is observed at 950 nm (Figure 3.4 b). Both
nanoislands exhibit strong absorption at 850 nm. However, there are differences between the ex‐
perimental trend and the simulated one. The near‐field strength varies much more gradually as
a function of excitation wavelength, when compared to the experiment. In addition, the exper‐
iment shows stronger absorption on nanoisland 1, in general, whereas the simulations show a
stronger near‐field intensity on nanoisland 2, in general. As discussed earlier in the Letter, these
discrepancies result from the use of an idealized, coarse geometric representation of the complex
grain boundary/nanoisland structure imaged by SMA‐STM. In addition, the presence of the STM
tip can lead to some perturbation of the spatial and spectral characteristics of the LSPs. For in‐
stance, the applied tip bias can cause a field‐induced Stark shift of the LSP frequency.⁵⁷,⁵⁸ This
shift depends on factors such as the dielectric characteristics of the tip, the tip–sample distance,
and the applied voltage. Field gradients at the tip can contribute to further modulation of the LSP
spectrum. In fact, the small discrepancy observed between the absorption wavelength maximum
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of 850 nm measured by SMA‐STM (Figure 3.4 e) and the simulated LSP resonance maximum of
ca. 800 nm (Figure 3.7 g, p‐polarization) may, in part, be due to a tip bias‐induced LSP shift. How‐
ever, these effects are quite complex, difficult to incorporate in our simulations, and deserving of
further study.










































Figure 3.7: Dependence of plasmonic behavior on polarization of light. (a, c, and e), left: SMA–STM images (80 nm x 90
nm) of two nanoislands interacting with p-, sp- (45° between s and p), and s-polarized laser excitation of 850 nm wavelength,
respectively; (b, d, and f) right: corresponding DDA-calculated near-field intensity maps under 850 nm excitation with the
corresponding polarizations; (g) DDA-calculated absorption spectra of the reconstructed geometry for p-, sp-, and s-polarized
excitation.
In addition to wavelength dependence, such an anisotropic nanostructure should also exhibit a
polarization‐dependent LSP response (Figure 3.7). Using a zero‐order half‐wave plate, we changed
the polarization direction of the excitation laser from p‐ (parallel to the optical table and plane
of incidence) to sp‐ (linear combination of 50% s‐ and 50% p‐polarizations) to s‐(perpendicular to
the optical table and plane of incidence) and then back to p‐polarization, as shown in Figure 3.8.
SMA‐STM images were collected for each polarization direction, while the excitation wavelength
was fixed at 850 nm. Figure 3.7 a, c, e, (left column) shows the polarization dependence: on both
nanoislands, there is a systematic decrease in the SMA‐STM signal as we transition from p‐ to s‐
polarization via the intermediate sp‐ case. The trend indicates a lower absorption,i.e., a weaker
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LSP excitation under s‐polarized excitation. This experimental observation agrees with the near‐
field intensity maps (Figure 3.7 b, d, f, right column) and absorption spectra (Figure 3.7 g) for the
nanostructure simulated as a function of the excitation polarization. Simulations indeed show a
decrease in the absorption efficiency and a drop in the near‐field intensity (of both nanoislands)
when the polarization is changed from p to s.
We provide a proof‐of‐concept use of STM for real‐space, nanometer‐resolution imaging of the
light absorption and electric near‐fields of complex plasmonic nanostructures. The STM imaging
technique captures thewavelength, polarization, and geometry dependence of the LSP resonances.
The direct visualization made possible by this imaging approach may allow previously unattain‐
able insights into nanoscale mechanisms of light–matter coupling, interfacial energy transport,
and relaxation processes in nanoassemblies, including surface‐supported photocatalysts, light‐
emitting films, and photovoltaic devices.
Figure 3.8: To ensure the reproducibility of the polarization-dependence observed in Figure 3.7, the polarization was
changed back from s-polarized to p-polarized, the results of which are shown here: (a, b, and c, as in Figure 3.4) SMA–STM
images of two nanoislands excited with p, sp (45° between s and p), and s-polarized laser of 850 nm wavelength, respectively;




Figure 3.9: Transmittance spectrum of a representative PtAu substrate over the UV–vis–NIR wavelength region, as mea-
sured on a Varian–Cary 5G spectrometer at normal incidence. The transmittance spectrum of the sapphire substrate is shown
for comparison. The PtAu substrate exhibits broad light absorption across the NIR wavelength region.
Experiments are performed using a home‐built horizontal STM with a base pressure⁵⁹ of < 10−8
Pa and electrochemically etched Pt/Ir (80:20) tips. The STMoperates in constant currentmode, set
to 5 pA for the data in Figure 3.3 and 10 pA in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.7, and Figure 3.9, a setting that
was previously shown not to affect the optical absorption signal.⁴⁹ A bias in the range of +1.2 V to
+1.5 V is applied to the sample, whereas the tip is grounded.
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3.4.2. Substrate Preparation
The substrate is a transparent, conductive hybrid film of 5 nm Pt (bottom) and 10 nm Au(top) de‐
posited onto c‐plane sapphire by electron beamevaporation of 99.99%puremetal pellets. The tem‐
peratures of film growth are 600–700°C for Pt and 300–400°C for the top Au layer. The Au growth
temperature range controls the grain size of the Au film, which remains unalloyed with the Pt sup‐
port layer.⁶⁰ Au nanoislands form at the grain boundaries in various aspect ratios. Multiple STM
scanswere performed to look for Au nanoislandswith the onset of absorptionwithin the tunability
range of our laser. For better conductivity between the delicate film and the STM sample holder,
colloidal silver paint from Ted Pella Inc. is applied on top of the film at the two edges of the sample.
The sample undergoes a 12‐h degassing at 120°C prior to STM imaging at room temperature.
3.4.3. SMA‐STM Setup
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic of the SMA‐STM experiment. Laser excitation is incident on the
back of a transparent sapphire substrate machined to have a TIR geometry, which allows for plas‐
monic coupling of the laser into the Au nanoislands on the surface. This geometry also reduces
direct photo‐excitation and heating of the tip. The incidence angle is 143° with respect to the nor‐
mal of the flat surface of the sample, and the propagation vector is parallel to the floor. The STM
tip scans left to right on the sample surface at a rate of ~3 ms/pixel, and the SMA‐STM images
are typically 400 pixels×400 pixels. The laser is amplitude‐modulated at 2.2 kHz by a mechanical
chopper wheel, giving ~6 cycles/scanning pixel. Plasmonic light absorption by Au nanoislands
causes a change in tunneling current when the STM tip raster‐scans over the nanoisland. This
SMA‐STM absorption signal is detected as current modulation using a lock‐in amplifier (SR830)
that is locked to the chopping frequency and set to a time constant of 3 ms. With Pt/Ir tips,the opti‐
cal field amplitude enhancement is estimated to be ~30 (thus ~1000 for intensity enhancement).⁴⁹
For wavelength‐and polarization‐dependent scans, the same tunneling current and bias voltage
are maintained to eliminate trends originating from tip‐induced effects. We simultaneously col‐
lect the average tunneling current for the topographic image (orange color scale) and the tunnel‐
ing current modulation (gray scale) during SMA‐STM imaging. The tunneling current modulation
image is plotted with background subtraction. The background is obtained by fitting a first‐order
polynomial in the two lateral dimensions. The final image is obtained by subtracting pixel‐by‐pixel
this background from the original image. The detection technique is characterized in great detail
in past papers.⁵⁰,⁵¹,⁵³ The laser power is ~6 mWwith a spot size of 0.002 mm². The laser is tunable
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from 690 to 1040 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm (full width at half‐maximum or fwhm). The laser
field is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (p‐polarization) and can be incrementally ro‐
tated using a half‐wave plate to obtain an s‐polarization (perpendicular to the plane of incidence)
configuration.
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Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be un­
derstood. Now is the time to understand more, so
that we may fear less.
Marie Curie
Chapter 4
Unraveling the Fluorescence Mechanism in
Carbon Dots by Single‐Particle Absorption
Imaging
[–O] ➞ [=O]
Figure 4.1: Carbon dot fluorescence under black light
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4.1. Abstract
Carbon dot fluorescence, at least of CDsmade by solvothermal synthesis, is more related to sp² do‐
main size and the presence of oxidized surface defects than to overall particle size, as it is for quan‐
tum dots. We first separate solvothermally synthesized CDs into different colors by polarity‐based
chromatography. We then study themechanismof CDfluorescence by experimentally probing the
electronic band structure with STM, and by directly imaging optical absorption of individual CDs
with sub‐particle‐resolved optical absorption (SMA–STM).Wecandistinguish the band structure of
the core from localized defects on individual particles and determine by two different approaches
that emission occurs from defects. We directly measure for single CDs the relevant energy lev‐
els of optically active defect states, which agree with the emission wavelength of the ensemble
from which the CD was taken. Additional evidence from X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy and
pH‐dependent fluorescence titration show that protonatable oxygen‐containing functional groups
(e.g. phenolic ‐OH, –COOH) define the chemical identity of the defects. This observation explains
why we detect neither an indication of fluorescence from the bulk band edge nor a correlation be‐
tween size and emission wavelength. Instead, control of the number of oxygen‐containing defects




Discovered in the mid‐2000s as a new class of photoluminescent carbon‐based nanomaterials,¹–⁴
carbon dots (CDs) have since emerged in bioengineering and energy applications due to desirable
properties such as aqueous solubility,⁴,⁵ low toxicity,⁶,⁷ biocompatibility,⁸–¹⁰ ease of synthetic
preparation¹¹ and stable and bright fluorescence.¹²–¹⁴ Applications include bioimaging,¹⁵–¹⁸
anti‐cancer therapy,¹⁹–²² optical sensing,¹⁴,²³ and photocatalysis.²⁴–²⁶ CDs have been prepared
using a wide variety of precursors by several different synthetic approaches including hydro‐
/solvothermal reactions, laser ablation, pyrolysis, and microwave treatments.²⁷–²⁹ Irrespective of
the variability in the rawmaterials or synthetic procedures involved, it has been proposed that all
CDs have a common core of sp² domains that may contain nitrogen in the aromatic ring systems,
surrounded by nitrogen‐ and oxygen‐rich chemical groups at the surface.³⁰–³⁴
The proposed structure is supported by Raman spectroscopy.⁸ CD Raman spectra contain stretch‐
ing bands characteristic of both sp³ and sp² carbon (G‐band), with stronger G bands in red CDs,³⁵
and graphitic nitrogen also leading to red‐shifted fluorescence when compared to carbon‐richer
graphitic networks.³¹ Thus, both size and nitrogen content of individual sp²‐hybridized domains
in CDs influences emission wavelength, whereas wavelength does not necessarily correlate with
overall CD size.¹⁶ A wide size range of CDs is compatible with the same fluorescence color, fur‐
ther showing that chemical groups and graphitic domain size, not simply overall size, dictate CDs
emission wavelength.³⁶
The emission wavelength and decay lifetime of solvothermally synthesized CDs depend on the
solvent environment and hydrogen bonding capability of the solvent.³⁷ Emission of blue CDs in
particular likely results from surface defects to which energy migrates from the initially excited
graphitic core.³⁷,³⁸ The defects could be localized chemical groups at the surface of the CDs, such
as the oxygen/nitrogen‐containing pyridone‐derived functional group.³² The different pH depen‐
dence of blue vs. red emission indicates that different types of defects are responsible for the two
types of emission.³⁹ Fluorescence of CDs synthesized solvothermally can be red‐shifted by surface
oxidation.³⁵ Quantum yield of CDs generally decreases as more oxygen‐rich centers are added,
due to the enhanced probability of non‐radiative recombination at multiple defects.³⁶ Graphitic
domain size and oxidation can act in concert to red‐shift CD emission.⁴⁰
Hydro‐ and solvothermal syntheses yield heterogeneous products that have hampered studies of
the relative contribution of graphitic core vs. traps to the optical properties.⁴¹ Here we combine
a solvothermal synthesis route using carboxylic acid and amine‐rich precursors with careful pu‐
rification and single‐particle characterization of the electronic structure and optical absorption of
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CDs, thereby avoiding signal contaminations from solvents and other impurities commonly met
in bulk optical spectroscopy. In particular, we use the technique of single‐molecule absorption de‐
tected by scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (SMA–STM) to image the excited state of CDs under blue
laser illumination with approximately 1 nm spatial resolution. Images of the excited state with
nanometer spatial resolution show that the graphitic core has a larger band gap than is consistent
with fluorescence, whereas the surface defects have electronic gaps consistent with the observed
emission wavelength of red dots (rCDs) and blue dots (bCDs). This observation supports energy
transfer from the graphitic core to highly localized surface defects for our solvothermal CDs. X‐ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and pH‐dependent fluorescence titration further reveal that the
wavelength tunability is likely due to the oxygen‐containing carboxylic acid, diketone or phenolic
groups at the CD surface, withmore such chemical defects at the surface increasing the probability
of a defect with a small energy gap that acts as the final trap before emission.
4.3. Results
4.3.1. Bulk Characterization of the Composition and Optical Properties of Car‐
bon Dots
1,2,4,5‐benzenetetracarboxylic acid and 2,7‐diaminofluorene were selected to synthesize CDs us‐
ing a solvothermal synthesis route at a temperature of 200°C and reaction time of 8 hours (Fig‐
ure 4.2 a), which were optimized based on previous works.⁴²–⁴⁵ We selected these precursors to
allow the introduction of both nitrogen and oxygen defects to CDs. The as‐prepared product ob‐
tained was a mixture of CDs with different emission wavelengths, which were then separated via
silica column chromatography owing to their different polarities.¹⁵,¹⁶,⁴⁶
It has been shown previously that increased CD polarity correlates with increased emission wave‐
length from blue (bCD) to red (rCD).¹⁷,³¹ After the separation procedure was completed, four dis‐
tinct CD samples were obtained and visualized under daylight as well as UV light. Dynamic light
scatteringmeasurements on these CDs yielded hydrodynamic diameters between 3–10 nmwith no
clear wavelength correlation (Figure 4.2 b). Zeta potential measurements⁴⁷ revealed increasingly
negative electrophoretic potential frombCD to rCD, leading to the hypothesis that polar carboxylic
acid and hydroxyl groups are more abundant in rCDs (Figure 4.2 c). The UV‐vis absorption spectra
of all CDs were similar in the 300–350 nm region, but above 400 nm shifted to longer wavelength
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for more polar CDs (Figure 4.2 d and Figure 4.3). Fluorescence emission spectra of the four sam‐
ples excited indicated emission peaks at 475 nm (excitation at 360 nm), 520 nm (excitation at 400
nm), 560 nm (excitation at 450 nm) and 605 nm excitation at 500 nm), corresponding to blue, green,
yellow, and red emission (Figure 4.2 e).
Figure 4.2: (a) Synthesis of CDs via a solvothermal process. (b) Hydrodynamic diameter measurements by dynamic light
scattering indicate no size trend of blue to red CDs, (c) Zeta potential measurements indicate higher polarity for redder CD, (d)
UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and (e) fluorescence emission spectra of the four fractionated CD samples.
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Figure 4.3: UV-Vis absorption spectra of bCD and rCD.
4.3.2. Single‐particle Characterization of Defects and Optical Absorption
STM topographic images reveal that the sizes of bCDs and rCDs are similar, averaging 5 to 7 nm
in diameter (Figure 4.4 ae). The corresponding electronic density of states image stack of the blue
and red dots from Figure 4.4 ae is reported in (Supporting Movies 2a,e). The electronic density
of states image stack was obtained (see Methods) from I‐V curves measured at different locations
on each CD by tunneling spectroscopy (CITS⁴⁸,⁴⁹). By sequentially applying principal component
analysis (PCA) and then k‐means clustering to the density of states stack (see Methods), the local
density of states as a function of energy (LDOS spectra in Figure 4.4 c,g) neatly separates into two
linearly‐independent clusters (Figure 4.4 dh, dashed red decision line). The two clusters have dif‐
ferent band gaps and spatial localization on the CDs (Figure 4.4 b,f): for both the rCD and bCD,
one cluster has a large band gap (Figure 4.4 c,g top panels) and spatially maps onto the bulk of the
CD (Figure 4.4 b,f top panels), whereas the other cluster has a smaller band gap and spatially maps
onto highly localized defects on the CD (Figure 4.4 b,c,f,g bottom panels). For all CDswemeasured












Figure 4.4: Density of states imaging of blue- and red-emitting carbon dots. (a, e) Topographic images of one bCD (a) and
one rCD (e) in a dashed white box with scale bars of 5 nm and a color map indicating STM height. (b, f) Two groups of spatial
components resulting from PCA and k-means clustering of the CITS data for the CDs in (a) and (e); gray frame indicates image
for PCA component 1 group and a blue- (b) and orange- (f) colored frames the PCA component 2 group; the colormap indicates
low (blue) to high (yellow) density of states, showing that PCA1 covers the core of the CD, whereas PCA 2 consists of localized
defects. (c, g) Weighted averaged density of state spectra of the PCA groups 1 and 2, core (gray) and defect (blue/red). The
dashed double-sided arrows indicate the observed electronic band gaps for these two groups of features. (d, h) Two groups of
PCA components for bCDs and rCDs (color-coded), respectively, separated by k-means clustering. The dashed line represents
the decision boundary.
To confirm the localization of the defects and identify whether the energy gap between optically
active states in the defects is consistent with the emission wavelength, a single‐molecule optical
absorption STM (SMA–STM) experiment was performed on several bCDs (e.g. Figure 4.5). In SMA–
STM,⁵⁰,⁵¹ the nanoparticle is excited by a modulated laser (here 410 nm) through the back of the
substrate. The excited electrons thenblock tunneling through the excited state. The resultingmod‐
ulation of the tunneling current images the optically excited electron density (Figure 4.5 a(ii)),⁵²
while the average current yields the ordinary STM image (Figure 4.5 a(i)). As a control, no local‐
ization in the SMA–STM image is observed with the laser off ( in Figure 4.5 a(iii)). At the localized
electronic density defect pointed to by the blue arrow in Figure 4.5 a(ii), we collected scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) I–V curves⁵³,⁵⁴ with the laser illumination on and off (Figure 4.5 b(i‐
ii)). To observe the states connected by the optical transition, we perform PCA decomposition on
the STS curves with the laser on and off. The four largest PCA components multiplied by their
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corresponding weights are plotted in Figure 4.5 c, revealing that the major participating states in
the optical transition localized in the defect pointed to by the blue arrow are separated by 2.6 eV.
















Figure 4.5: Resolving the location of optical defects and the energy levels of optically active states by SMA–STM and STS.
(a) Topographic image of a bCDwith an orange colormap indicating STM height (i), SMA–STM absorption imagewhen the laser
is on (ii) with a blue arrow indicating the localization of optical absorption, and when the laser is off (iii); the gray color map
indicates negative to positive tunneling current modulation; (b) the density of states spectra when the 410 nm laser is on (i)
and off (ii) at the location of the defect (blue arrow) in (a); (c) the first four principal components multiplied by their respective
PCA weights showing the major difference between laser on and off, pointing out the optically active states. The dash double-
sided arrow indicates the energy difference at 477 nm and 2.6 eV where fluorescence would occur in the state populated after
optical excitation at 410 nm and relaxation. Scale bars in (a): 3 nm.
4.3.3. RCDs Contain More Oxygen‐rich Groups Than BCDs
To correlate elemental composition with defects observed by STM and SMA–STM, X‐Ray photo‐
electron spectroscopy (XPS⁵⁵) was performed (Figure 4.6). The full spectra presented in Figures
S8‐S11 demonstrated three typical peaks, namelyC1s (285 eV),N1s (400 eV), andO1s (531 eV),which
confirms that non‐carbon defects mainly contain N and O. The C1s band (Figure 4.6 a‐d) could be
deconvoluted into 3 peaks, corresponding to sp3 carbons (C–C/C–H) at 285.0 eV, sp² carbons (C=C )
at 286.1 eV, and carbonyl carbons (C=O) and carboxyl carbons (COOH) at 288.5 eV.23 The N1s band
can be deconvoluted into 2 peaks at ~394 eV and 398 eV corresponding to amide N and graphitic N,
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respectively. The O1s band contained 2 peaks at 531 eV and 534 eV for C=O and C–O, respectively.
It was interesting to note that as we moved from bCD to rCD, there was an increase in the content
of oxygen‐rich groups from 17% to 29%, suggesting an increase in the degree of oxidation of CDs,
especially presence of carbonyl‐containing groups. Another important thing to note is that there
was very little difference in the N1s bands between the different CDs, downplaying any role of ni‐
trogen content in emission shift. These results exhibited that the degree of oxidation of our CDs
increased gradually as we moved from bCD to rCD.
Figure 4.6: High-resolution XPS C1s (a-d), N1s (e-h) and O1s spectra (i-l) of four fractionated CD samples, one per column.
Each band was deconvoluted using the literature.16,46
Since carbonyl‐containing groups such as –COOH may be de‐protonatable, we next checked
whether the fluorescence emission of the CDs is pH‐dependent (Figure 4.7). For the excitation/e‐
mission pair of 360 nm/460 nm, bCD showed a decrease in emission intensity as the pH was
increased from 2 to 12. Likewise, when the excitation/emission pair was changed to 530 nm/590
nm, rCD showed a decrease in emission intensity as the pH was increased from 2 to 12. Both rCD
and bCD exhibit a transition near pH 6–10. As a control, 360 nm/460 nm excitation/emission of the
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Figure 4.7: Fluorescence spectra were collected on plate readers (circles) for both bCD and rCD at varying pH (from pH
2 to pH 12) with excitation/emission filters on the plate readers being set to (a) 360 nm/460 nm and (b) 530 nm/590 nm.
Fluorescence dims between pH 6 and 10 for bCDs excited at 360 nm and between 4 and 10 for rCDs excited at 530 nm.
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4.4. Discussion
To see whether localized excited states or delocalized excited states are responsible for the fluores‐
cence, the sub‐CD‐resolved spatial maps of the local electronic density of states were examined
(Figure 4.4 b for bCD) and Figure 4.4 f for rCD). k‐means clustering revealed two distinct regions in
each CD. The first k‐means ‘core’ cluster shows uniform signal across the CD, whereas the second
k‐means ‘defect’ cluster shows a spatially localized signal. The core density of states has a constant
band gap of ~5 eV for both bCDs and rCDs (Figure 4.4 cg, top), whereas the defect density of states
has a band gap correlated with fluorescence color for all CDs we measured: in the example of Fig‐
ure 4.4 cg (bottom) about 2.1 eV for the bCD and about 1.8 eV for the rCD. Thus spatially localized
defects, not core, are responsible for fluorescence of the CDs.
The narrowest band gap (2.1 and 1.8 eV in Figure 4.4) is not necessarily the one responsible for
fluorescence. For example, the gaps of 2.1 eV (= 590 nm) for bCD and 1.8 eV (= 689 nm) for rCD
are smaller than the measured emission peak wavelengths of 475 nm and 605 nm for the bulk
samples in Figure 4.2. Rather, the absorption and emission must originate from dipole‐coupled
states (⟨Ψi| μ |Ψf⟩ 0) which we call an emissive pair of states (see also Figure 4.8). Not all oxidized
defects will be emissive, and in particular, the closest pair of states (2.1 and 1.8 eV in Figure 4.4)
are not necessarily the emissive states.
We investigated the difference between the smallest gap states and the emissive states further by
SMA–STM.While the electronicmeasurements in Figure 4.4 can identify defect locations irrespec‐
tive of emissivity, the relevant subset of fluorescent defects has to be determined by optical mea‐
surement. To this end, the combination of SMA–STM and STS locates the relevant emissive states
in bCDs (Figure 4.5; rCDs are not accessible within our SMA–STM tuning range) and tells us what
their energy difference is.
When the excitation laser is turned on at 410 nm, a strong spatially localized signal is observed by
SMA–STM (indicated by a blue arrow in Figure 4.5 a(ii)). This corresponds to the electronic density
of the emissive defect populated after absorption of light andwhich blocks tunneling.52 STS on this
defect with the laser on and off (Figure 4.5 b(i‐ii)) reveals the energy difference of defect states that
are populated after optical excitation and relaxation to the defect: there is an increase in LDOS
in the conduction band and decrease in the valence band for only certain states when the laser is
switched on, while other states retain similar LDOS signal. In Figure 4.5 c, the major change upon
optical excitation corresponds to states at ‐1.7 eV and 0.9 eV. That energy difference corresponds
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Figure 4.8: Density of states spectral mapping of blue- (a-d) and red-emitting (e-h) carbon dots.
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Figure 4.9: Resolving the location of the fluorescence center on a bCD and energy levels of optically active states by
SMA–STM and STS. Scale bar = 3 nm.
Figure 4.10: Resolving the location of the fluorescence center on a bCD and energy levels of optically active states by
SMA–STM and STS. Scale bar = 3 nm.
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to 2.6 eV (477 nm), an excellent match with the peak bulk fluorescence of bCDs. With 3 replicating
experiments, we find an average fluorescence photon energy of ~2.4 eV, with a standard deviation
of 0.2 eV (Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10). This corresponds to an emission wavelength distribution of
480–560 nm, within the broad fluorescence band of the purified bCDs described in Figure 4.2 e.
From the bulk, electronic and optical STM measurements, we thus conclude that fluorescence of
CDs synthesized by the solvothermalmethod is caused by spatially localized emissive defects intro‐
duced by oxidation of CDs with similar size distribution. Of the two models developed to explain
the emission properties of CDs, band gap transitions of conjugated pi‐domains⁵⁸ vs. oxidized sur‐
face defects,³⁹,⁵⁹–⁶² like the study by Ding et. al.,⁴⁶ we find that the latter mechanism best explains
our data.
Next, we narrowed down the chemical identity of these defects by XPS and pH‐dependent fluores‐
cence titration. Our chemical characterization via XPS shows that there is no substantial differ‐
ence in nitrogen‐rich groups between bCDs and rCDs, but there is an increase in the content of
oxygen‐rich groups correlated with red‐shifted emission (Figure 4.6). It has been reported that a
higher degree of oxidation on the CD surface impliesmore surface defects. Defects in turn capture
excitonic energy, resulting in surface‐state controlled fluorescence.⁵⁷,⁶³ Increasing the number of
oxidized defects increases the likelihood of an emissive one having a small band gap, and this be‐
comes the lowest energy trap to control emission wavelength, not CD size.
To further characterize the chemical nature of oxygen‐rich defects, we studied the pH‐dependent
behavior of our CDs in water because certain oxygen‐rich groups such as –COOH and –OH will
deprotonate when the pH is increased. We found in Figure 4.7 that bCDs lose their fluorescence
between pH 6 and 10, and rCDs between pH 4 and 10, indicating surface‐accessible defects. These
ranges are consistent with carboxylic acids (pKa ~ 4–5) beta‐diketones (pKa ~ 9), and phenols (pKa
~7–10), but not with simple alcohols (pKa ~15–24) or ketones (pKa ~20).⁶⁴ Although imides (pKa ~
8⁶⁴) and hydroxamic acid (pKa ~ 9⁶⁴) are also potential candidates, XPS data finds no evidence for
an increase of nitrogen‐rich groups between our bCDs and rCDs, as discussed above. Table 4.1 lists
other candidates for the chemical identities of these surface defectswith their corresponding pKa’s.
The deprotonated species become charge centers that relax rapidly via non‐radiative channels.⁶⁰,⁶⁵
In conclusion, the picture that emerges for solvothermal CDs is that surface‐accessible spatially lo‐
calized oxidized defects, most likely carboxylates and phenolic hydroxyls, are responsible for their
fluorescence properties. While models for fluorescence red‐shift in solvothermally prepared CDs
based on degrees of sp²‐hydridization of carbon surface domains exist,³⁰,⁵⁸ our data suggest that
emission from oxygen‐rich surface defects is the major mechanism, due to the sensitivity to pH of
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the CD’s fluorescence. More such defects increase the probability of a trap with a smaller energy
gap and hence red fluorescence. SMA–STM reveals that the emissive defects are not necessarily
the ones with the smallest electronic band gap, although smaller gaps correlate with emission
wavelength.













STM sample preparation: A purified CD solution is deposited on a pristine PtAu substrate fabri‐
cated according to previously reported procedure by aerosol deposition using nitrogen as the car‐
rier gas. A solution of 1 μg/mL of carbon dots in ethanol is prepared and tested for fluorescence
by exposing to the 400‐nm laser prior to deposition. Then ~200 μL of the solution is pulse‐sprayed
(Iwata CM‐SB airbrush, N₂ carrier gas) onto the substrate at a distance of at least 10 cm, for a total
of 50 pulses, separated by a few seconds of drying time. The completed sample is then loaded to
the STMandoutgassed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) overnight until the pressure reaches 2×10‐¹³
atm.
STMScanningconditions: Anelectrochemically etchedPt/Ir (80/20) tipwas employed for imaging.
The field enhancement factor of the tip was previously reported to be ~1000, or ~10⁶ for intensity.⁶⁷
The STM operates under constant current mode, with a current / voltage setpoint at 10 pA / 1.3 V





































Figure 4.11: Analysis workflow of band structure measurement. (a) Current Imaging Tunneling Spectroscopy (CITS) data
structure; (b) data structure unraveling in preparation for Principal Component Analysis (PCA); (c) PCA of the data structure
in (b), returning a pair of spatial and spectral component sets, with components being ranked by PCA weights; (d) k-means
clustering of the spectral components into two major clusters, whose average features represent the “Core” and “Surface
Defects” of the carbon dot.
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and current‐imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS)
technique: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy and current‐imaging tunneling spectroscopy are
two related techniques. In STS, the STM parks the tip over a position, ramps through a range of
voltages, and measures the response of the tunneling current as a result. CITS makes a similar
measurement, except the STM tip rasters the surface and collects an STS current‐voltage curve at
every pixel. We performed STS and CITS to get the ground‐state electronic band structure of the
rCD and bCD systems.
CITS Data structure: The CITS raw data is a stack of 256 images, each of which is collected at
a different sample bias voltage (tip grounded), ranging from 3 → ‐3 V for bCDs and 2.75 → ‐2.75
V for rCDs. The intensity of the images corresponds to the tunneling current in response to the
different voltages. The raw I–V data is smoothed by a 5‐point moving median filter before being
used to calculate a stack of local density of states (LDOS) using the formula. On some spectra, near
0 V, the density of state function diverges, so peaks that appear in the ‐0.1 → 0.1 V are smoothed out
by a linear interpolation using a few adjacent points in this range. The colormap then corresponds
to the intensity of the LDOS.
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Figure 4.12: A statistical approach to separate the spatial and spectral features of the core and surface defects on blue
and red CDs. (a, c) Representative topographic images of bCDs and rCDs, respectively, with scale bars of 5 nm; (b) The first
singular-valued decomposition feature matrix (~40-50% weight) of the defect features (i, ii) and core features (iii, iv) of the
corresponding blue and red carbon dots in (a) and (b); (d, e) Representative density of state spectra of the core and defect
features in bCDs (top) and rCDs (bottom), calculated from 9 rCDs and 6 bCDs.
LDOSDataAnalysis: The calculatedDOSmap is subjected to a principal component analysis (PCA)
to determine the linearly independent components, each of which consists of a spatial map of
ortho‐normalized LDOS intensity and a corresponding LDOS spectra (LDOS vs. Voltage). The LDOS
spectra are clustered by k‐means to separate the PCA components into two uncorrelated groups.
The representative LDOS spectra and spatial maps are the averages of the components in their
respective groups (Figure 4.11). A second statistical approach was also attempted to confirm the
results of the above analysis (Figure 4.12).
Single‐molecule absorption detected by scanning tunneling microscopy (SMA–STM): Details
about the instrumentation and theory of SMA–STM are previously reported in refs. 50–52 for UHV
conditions and, more recently, in ref. 68 for ambient conditions. SMA–STM is developed to probe
the optical excited‐state structure with sub‐nanometer resolution.⁵⁰,⁵¹,⁶⁹ In an SMA–STM experi‐
ment, a laser beam is amplitude‐modulated at a frequency faster than the response of the STM
feedback loop and is used to optically excite the CD. The modulated excitation induces a modu‐
lation in the tunneling current, whose amplitude is proportional to the local electron probability
density of the electronically excited state of the CD. This amplitude is typically on the order of 1%
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of the tunneling current setpoint and is demodulated by the SR830 DSP lock‐in amplifier using a
photodiode reference. In this work, the scanning voltage is positive on the sample, meaning we
are probing the conduction band states, so the dark‐to‐light color scheme on the SMA–STM image
of the CD indicate high to low excited‐state electron density, respectively.⁵²
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The difference between perseverance and obstinacy
is that one comes from a strong will, and the other
from a strong won’t.
Henry Ward Beecher
Chapter 5
Real‐Time Observation of a Single‐Particle’s
Time‐Dependent Probability Density With
Femtosecond Resolution
”A femtosecond i s comparable to one second in 32 mil l ion years .
I t i s l i k e watching a 32−mill ion−year movie to see one second . ”
−−− Ahmed Zewail
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Femtochemistry, the study of chemical reaction dynamics on the femtosecond time scale, was
pioneered by Ahmed Zewail, who received the 1999 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the subject.
The advances in time‐resolved laser spectroscopy came at the moment when electron mi‐
croscopy achieved atomic resolution, which has triggered many efforts to bring these two and
energy‐resolved techniques together into a unified method to provide the quantum mechanical
description of individual small molecules and nanoparticles.¹–⁵ This is also the ultimate goal of
SMA–STMafter achieving steady‐state absorption imaging of electron densitywith sub‐nanometer
spatial resolution.⁶–¹⁰ This chapter will discuss the scientific relevance and the experimental
design of fs‐SMA–STM.
5.1. The Scientific Relevance of Femtosecond SMA–STM (fs‐
SMA–STM)
Nanoparticles possess bulk optoelectronic properties that are superior to their macroscopic coun‐
terparts. For example, gold nanoparticles (d≤100 nm) find usage in chemotherapy, drug delivery,
and diagnostics.¹¹–¹⁵ Carbon dots and quantum dots (d≤10 nm) are promising materials for photo‐
sensitization, optoelectronic switching, and biomedical imaging.¹⁶–¹⁹ These nanoparticles share
an important characteristic of optical tunability, by tuning the size (quantum dots, gold nanopar‐
ticles) or the surface oxidations (carbon dots).
Unlike atoms and molecules that are identical copies of one another, a population of nanoparti‐
cles is statistically heterogeneous due to each nanoparticle being a unique combination of tens to
hundreds of atoms and molecules. As a result, even the best synthetic control can only reduce
the heterogeneity in nanoparticles.²⁰ Heterogeneity in nanoparticle‐based devices can cause the
performance to suffer due to energy traps that relax by heat dissipation.
Excited‐state optical properties are some of our group’s interests. Along with the efforts to design
the most controlled synthesis, there are many bulk optical characterization studies on nanoparti‐
cles.²¹–²³ For nanomaterials such as quantum dots that are tuned by band gaps, energy transfers
from higher band gaps to lower band gaps, so the path may be straightforward. However, it is not
easy to understand the energy pathways of fluorescent surface oxidations, for example, in carbon
dots, due to the pathswithin the nanoparticle aswell as inter‐dot energy/electron transfer. It would
be useful to follow the energy paths in individual nanoparticles with femtosecond and sub‐particle
resolution to understand the heterogeneity of these systems.
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Building an instrument that characterizes the energy/electron transfer pathways in nanoparticles
on the particle by particle basis is also relevant in industrial applications, especially in semicon‐
ductor process development. Moore’s law states that there exists an exponential relationship be‐
tween time and the number of transistors within a computer processing unit (CPU) form factor,
as seen in Figure 5.1. Current lithographic process technology allows for ~10B 7‐nm transistors
to be squeezed together. In this size range, quantummechanical processes become relevant, and
the thickness of the gate oxide is limited to 1 nm, below which electron/hole tunneling into/out
of the depletion region, maintaining the on state and making it impossible to control the source‐
drain current. With fs‐SMA–STM, it is possible to characterize the depletion region and how the







Figure 5.1: Moore’s law. Progress in improving computing power by squeezing ‘more’ transistor in a chip’s form factor by
shrinking the size of a transistor. The current technology is 7 nm and Intel Corporation is working on suitable lithographic
development for 5 nm. Figure reproduced from Max Roser’s - https://ourworldindata.org/uploads/2019/05/Transistor-Count-
over-time-to-2018.png, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=79751151
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5.2. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
Time‐resolved SMA–STM rest on the basis of transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). The first
requirement of TAS is a pulse laser, either from a mode‐locked operation (femtosecond range)
or a pulse shaper (nanosecond range). The time resolution is defined by the laser pulse width.
Processes occurring faster than the pulse width cannot be detected. The second component is
an interferometry setup between two laser beams, using the distance traveled to precisely set a
time delay between them. Dynamic information in TAS comes from the delay between the two
laser pulses, often called the pump and probe. In the simplest TAS experiment, the pump beam
first prepares the sample in an excited state, then the probe beam interacts with the sample at
some later time defined by the interferometer. If the pump and probe arrive at the same time, this
is called the time zero. Typically, the sample’s absorption (optical density) of the probe beam is
measured for every single interferometric delay.










Figure 5.2: Traditional pump-probe interferometry scheme. The laser beam from the oscillator is split into two paths: pump
and probe. The pump pulse prepares the sample in an optically excited state. The probe pulse arrives at a time delay ∆t relative
to the pump set by ∆d on the variable delay stage. The absorption signal level (optical density) of the probe pulse at each ∆t is
detected by a detector. In this scheme, the pump and probe paths are often non-collinear to eliminate signals from the pump.
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Figure 5.2 shows the traditional pump‐probe scheme for a TAS experiment. Following this scheme,
the laser beam from the oscillator is split into two paths: pump and probe. The pump pulse pre‐
pares the sample in an optically excited state. The probe pulse arrives at a time delay ∆t relative
to the pump set by ∆d on the variable delay stage. The absorption signal level (optical density) of
the probe pulse at each ∆t is detected by a detector. In this scheme, the pump and probe paths are
often non‐collinear to eliminate signals from the pump. This traditional scheme is the basis for
other pump‐probe configurations.
Having the choice of wavelengths for the pump and probe can make the TAS experiment more
flexible and controlled. For single‐wavelength experiments, both pump and probe pulses must be
absorbed by the sample, which creates a symmetric pump‐probe trace around time zero. This sym‐
metry can create an issuewith data fitting, as there are no definitive time regions where there is no
dynamics (baseline) and where dynamics occurs. To mitigate this problem, the probe is typically
chosen not to be absorbed by the sample so that if it arrives before the pump, there is no dynamic
information. This is one practical aspect that differs between single‐molecule SMA–STM and bulk
TAS where it is often not easy to tell if a particle absorbs the probe or not before the pump‐probe
data is analyzed.
TAS is applied to study various physical phenomena, typically the lifetimes of excited states. A sim‐
ple example of excited‐state dynamics is given in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 5.3. A population
of ground states is excited by the pump pulse to E1, followed by probe‐pulse excitation to E2, at
time zero. The E2 population can then decay by various mechanisms, each with a characteristic
decay time constant describing the kinetics of the process. In the example in Figure 5.3, the E2
population first relaxes to the bottom of this manifold (τ₂), then further down to the E1 manifold
(τ₂₁) by non‐radiative mechanisms. Finally, the population in E1 relaxes to the ground state (τE₁‐
G) by a radiative mechanism, i.e. fluorescence. Although TAS cannot detect τE₁‐G of the radiative
process in this case since that is chosen as the baseline (pump pulse absorption), the other time
constants are contained within the time evolution of the optical density of the sample.
The kinetics of molecular processes in a pump‐probe trace is often described by a system of dif‐
ferential equations. Using the above example we have two detectable time constants that describe
the following molecular transitions,
E2 k2−→ E2g
k21−→ E1 (5.1)







Figure 5.3: Example of energy diagram of excited states and their dynamics. G, E1, and E2 are the electronic manifolds of
the ground state, excited-state 1, and excited-state 2, respectively. τ2, τ21, and τE1-G are the characteristic time constants of





dt = k21[E2g] − k2[E2]
(5.2)
Equations 5.2 is a set of first‐order differential equations, which have exponential decays as solu‐
tions. In general, such two‐process kinetics can be fitted by two exponential decays,
f(t) = aE2 (t) + bE2g (t) = b





+ ae(− tT1 )
if the pulsewidth is significantly smaller than the fastest time constant. However, signals frompro‐
cesses that are on the same time scale as the laser pulse width are convoluted with the response of
the pulse,R(t) = exp(−t2/2τ2)where τ is the pulse width. By convolving the exponential decays
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2 (T1 − T2)
(5.3)
It is advised that one uses a symbolic algebra program such as Sagemath to solve and input Eq. 5.3
to fit pump‐probe data.
5.2.2. The Reproducibility Requirement of the Physical Phenomenon
Themost critical assumption in a pump‐probe experiment is that the physical phenomenon being
studied must be reproducible. As discussed, a pump pulse defines the starting point, then a probe
pulsemeasures the optical density. Since there is only one probe pulse for every pumppulse in the
traditional scheme, this start–measure sequence must be repeated many times, each with differ‐
ent pump‐probe delays. If there are 400 time delays, the systemmust be pumped with aminimum
of 400 times, not counting the need to average over many times at each delay. Many systems, es‐
pecially irreversible reactions in the solid‐state, do not return to the initial state after each pump
pulse. In these cases, the traditional pump‐probe scheme will fail to track the dynamics.
Other than these irreversible scenarios, the reproducibility assumption is reasonable for many
scenarios of electron/energy transfer and relaxation dynamics. For example, as discussed, the
spatial paths of energy transferwithinQDarrays are, on average, deterministic. In amore complex
scenario, carbon dots have fluorescent centers that are the ultimate energy acceptors, and bulk
pump‐probe characterization determined a set of characteristic processes.²⁴ However, it is to be
determined whether the energy/exciton takes the same spatial path every time to the fluorescent
centers. This is, to my knowledge, out of scope for current pump‐probe spectroscopy. With fs‐
SMA–STM, this is one of the scopes that our experiment is expected to achieve.
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5.2.3. Single‐shot Experiment
A notable variation of the traditional pump‐probe scheme was built by Wakeham and Nelson [25]:
dual‐echelon single‐shot femtosecond spectroscopy. In this scheme, only one pump pulse arrives
at the sample, and many other probe pulses consecutively follow at even time increment. This is
achieved bymultiplying the probe pulse hundreds of times using two echelons, which are staircase
gratings and which separate a pulse into a 2D array of pulses (beamlets) that are slightly delayed
from each other. This technique measures absorption at all delays from a single pump pulse and
therefore is suitable for studying irreversible processes.
5.3. Femtosecond SMA–STM
Following the understanding of the STM, SMA–STM, and the ultrafast time resolution of optical
spectroscopy, this section discusses the instrumentation in order to achieve 100‐fs, sub‐nanometer
resolution with fs‐SMA–STM. The general scheme for SMA–STM is shown in Figure 5.4.
Modulator 2 Delay line
Modulator 1 
Pump pulse (~400 nm, SHG)























Figure 5.4: Schematic of fs-SMA–STM. A sub-100fs Ti:Sapphire laser is split into two beams, one is frequency-doubled with
a BBO crystal (second harmonic generation, SHG). The two beams are modulated at different frequencies by two mechanical
choppers and sent collinearly to the tip-sample junction. The signal from the STM is demodulated at the sum-frequency
modulation of the beams by the lock-in amplifier and mapped to STM locations. The delay line precisely sets the probe beam
at time delays relative to the pump, at each of which an fs-SMA–STM image is collected to create a delay stack of images.
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Similar to pump‐probe spectroscopy, two laser beams are needed to provide the time informa‐
tion in fs‐SMA–STM. Both beams come from the same p‐polarized sub‐100fs Ti:Sapphire laser op‐
erating at 80‐MHz repetition rate. The laser is split into two beams, one of which is then sent
through frequency‐doubling optics for second harmonic generation to create blue light. Next, the
two beams are separately modulated at different frequencies (few kHz) that are not multiples of
one another. Here the probe beam is positioned on a translation stage which sets the probe beam
at time delays relative to the pump. Finally, the two beams are combined and then sent collinearly
to the STM tip‐sample junction. Unlike the traditional pump‐probe scheme, the collinear beams
are necessary for fs‐SMA–STM to keep the incident angle and hence the TIR condition the same
for both beams.
At the junction, the laser beamswill create photo‐excited signals at various frequencies pertaining
to the fundamental frequencies of the twobeamsand their sumanddifferential frequencies. These
signals are demodulated by the lock‐in amplifier at the sum frequency, and the extracted signal is
mapped to the STM tip pixel locations, creating an fs‐SMA–STM image. This process is repeated
for every pump‐probe delay, and finally, generate a space‐time stack of ultrafast dynamics.
5.3.1. Time Zero Determination
The start of a pump‐probe experiment is defined by the time when the pump and probe pulses
both arrive at the sample. In fs‐SMA–STM, time zero is determined to within 100‐fs accuracy by
cross‐correlation of two 800‐nm beams in a thin BBO crystal (see Figure 5.6). First, the two beams
are aligned from the optical table to the STM so that both beams can be focused through an STM
sample into a 100‐μm pinhole (see Figure 5.5). To aid this process, the beams are tightly focused
into a 25‐μm pinhole located on the optical table first, then small adjustments, if any, can bemade
to guarantee that both beams clear the pinhole at the STM.
Next, at the optical table, the beams are focused through a thin BBO crystal at the correct angle
for an optimal second‐harmonic generation. In this process, the beam can be kept collinear or
parallel as in Figure 5.6. It is easier to see if the beams are parallel and there is a micrometer to
offset one beam for this configuration, but since the power and beam shape is slightly different
for the pump and probe beams it is still possible to see differentiate the beams at time zero, albeit
squinting. The advantage of the collinear method is having few adjustments to optics which can
cause slight changes to the alignment. If collinear, when close to time zero, there will be fringes
on the beams. At time zero, the center of the beams (collinear) is the brightest.
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Figure 5.5: Pump-probe alignment target. Actual PtAu sample was used as the focusing target. A 100-µm pinhole (not
pictured) is placed immediately next to the front face of the STM sample. Both beams need to focus in the back of the STM
sample and go through this pinhole to guarantee spatial overlap.
5.3.2. Second‐harmonic Generation: the Pump Beam
The pump beam is generated by second‐harmonic generation (SHG) from the Ti:Sapphire laser.
The beam is focused through a fused silica window into a thin BBO crystal using a 5‐cm achromatic
lens. Shorter focal lengths can be used to increase SHG power. Since the experiment must be able
to utilize a range of pump wavelengths, the BBO will turn, shifting the beam height coming out
of the doubling box. The silica window is there to adjust the beam height back to normal, so that
alignment with the probe beam is maintained (see Figure 5.7). The motors and controllers are
built with one Arduino Uno and a DRV8834 motor controller. The crystal angle is homed using a
bipolar hall sensor, with the homing position accurate to 0.03°. On the controller, press the knobs
twice to home. Press once to toggle fine/coarse rotation (0.9°/0.03°). Circuits are improvised and
are not available, but online tutorials are available. The motor controller code is available.
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Figure 5.6: Time-zero determination by cross-correlation between two 800-nm beams. The left and right beams are the
second harmonics of the 800-nm beams from the pump and probe paths. The center beam is the mixed second harmonic of




Figure 5.7: Doubler setup. On the left half is the motor controller for motor A (BBO) and for motor B (silica window). The inset
shows the zoom-in picture of the LCD display of the angles. On the right are the two motors with the BBO and silica window
mounted (3D-printed mount). The BBO motor is mounted on a micrometer, of which the z-axis controls the position the laser
hits the crystal, mainly to move away from burnt spots, and the lateral axis is to fine-tune the focus of the beam to optimize
for power. The BBO is slightly offset from the focal plane to avoid burning the crystal.
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The angles of the silica window and BBO are calibrated by ensuring that both beams clear the 25‐
μm pinhole. The following table is the calibration for various wavelengths (also taped on doubler
box):
Table 5.1: Calibration of silica window and BBO doubling crystal angles
Wavelength, λ Crystal angle, ° Silica window angle, °
750 ‐8.1 ‐5.4
760 ‐6.3 ‐3.6 → ‐1.8
770 ‐4.5 0.9 → 3.6
780 0.9 14.6 → 17.1
790 ‐0.9 11.7 → 13.5
800 0.9 13.5 → 16.2
810 1.8 17.1 → 18.9
820 3.6 20.7 → 23.4
830 4.5 22.5 → 24.3
840 6.3 27.0 → 28.8
850 8.1 31.5 → 32.4
5.3.3. Double‐modulation Pump‐probe Scheme
The double modulation scheme is very important for the isolation of dynamic signals (pump‐
probe) from a mixed bag of modulation signals when two beams are in use. In the general case,
given the modulation frequencies of f₁ and f₂ for the pump and probe beams, respectively (f₁ ≤ f₂),




Imixed(t) ∼ a sin(f1t) + b sin(f2t) + c sin[(f2 − f1)t] + d sin[(f2 + f1)t]
(5.4)
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Figure 5.8 a breaks down the sources of signal in the double modulation scheme. In the special
case when f₁=f₂, all signals are overlapped with one another in the frequency spectrum and there‐
fore cannot be isolated by the lock‐in amplifier. When f₁≠f₂, the pump‐probe (dynamics) current
fluctuations Ipp can be isolated from Imixed at the sum and difference frequencies. Figure 5.8 shows




















f1, f2, f1 + f2, f2 - f2
f1 + f2or f2 - f2
Figure 5.8: Simulated fs-SMA–STM signals in time and frequency domains. (a) Schematic of signal contents of each modu-
lation frequency. Pump and probe individual signals are like steady-state SMA–STM, containing a single frequency. Together,
their double-modulation mixed-signal contains four main frequencies, which include the dynamics and individual signals. Us-
ing the lock-in amplifier, the dynamic signals alone can be isolated. (b) Simulated time-domain signal of the mixed-signal. (c)
Simulated frequency-domain signal of themixed-signal, containing the individual modulations, f1 and f2, and the pump-probe
modulations, f2-f1 and f1+f2.
As the time delay between the pump and probe pulses are varied, the detected Ipp,0 amplitude
changes to reflect the absorption level of the nanoparticle. This is the dynamic information con‐
tained fs‐SMA–STM, which depends on the pump‐probe delay and the tip positions. Although it
is equivalent to extract the sum or difference frequency from the mixed fluctuations, the sum‐
frequency signal has a lower flicker noise level, and there are more cycles to average per image
pixel. Therefore, it is more preferable to extract this frequency over the other. Future improve‐
ments to the SNR can utilize two lock‐in amplifiers to extract the sum and difference frequencies
simultaneously, averaging them to improve the SNR.
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5.3.4. Sum‐frequency Demodulation
Themost important component of the demodulation scheme is the frequencymixer box I created
(seeAppendix for the circuit, Figure 5.9). In the demodulation scheme (Figure 5.4), a small amount
of laser power from each beam is used to trigger a photodiode (PD). Signals from these two pump
and probe PDs are fed into the mixer box, which yields the sum‐frequency reference that is phase‐
matchedwith the phases of the twobeams. Internally, eachPD signal is filtered by a bandpass filter
and sent to a frequencymixer integrated circuit (P/N: AD633 from Analog Devices, Inc.). Next, the
mixed PD signal is fed into a cascade of filters to select out the sum frequency component with a
tolerance of ±2 Hz as a sine wave. This is then the reference signal of the lock‐in amplifier, telling
it the correct frequency and phase of the pump‐probe signal.
Figure 5.9: Frequency Mixer. The left connector is for the pump PD which operates at lower modulation frequencies. The
right connector is for the probe PD, at higher frequencies. The connector in the back is the output reference for the lock-
in amplifier. Switching the BNC cable in the front ground between the pump and probe connector allows for switching the
reference between them for fundamental signal detection. Box is grounded internally for safety.
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In order to verify themeasurement scheme, it is essential that the lock‐in phases of the fundamen‐
tal frequencies and the sum frequency match. Mathematically, the sum‐frequency signal should
have a phase equal to the sum of fundamental phases. If this is not the case, the signal is either too
low that the sum‐frequency signal is not reliable, or there are some contaminants on the tip apex,
which calls for tip conditioning.
5.3.5. Careful Considerations in Laser Alignment
Total internal reflection allows sufficient heat reduction even for both beams, but alignment can be
tricky. Since the pump and probe beams have slightly different refractive indices in sapphire due
to their wavelengths, it is necessary to position the tip so that the 2nd+ TIR passes do not overlap
with the initial spot. If this happens, the pump‐probe trace from fs‐SMA–STMwill appear stretched
near time zero due to averaging over multiple passes, each of which at a slightly different pump‐
probe delay. To avoid this, after roughly aligning the beams so that both the fundamental, sum and
difference frequencies show up on the spectrum analyzer, one needs to check if there is any bright
corner on the sample. Like a retro‐reflector, bright corners reflect light back to the source.
Since the pump‐probe signal level is low, and plasmonic enhancement has a d−10 relationship
(see chapter 2), the sum frequency signal shows up only at ~50 pA where the tip is within 1 nm
toward the surface. Decreasing the tunneling current setpoint to ~30 pA drastically erases the
sum‐frequency signal. Alignment and scanning should, therefore, be done ~50 pA or more. Fur‐
thermore, once the tip has thermally equilibrated, it is good practice to find a nanoparticle, get to
tunneling range, and position the tip over the nanoparticle using the sequential keystrokes “MT”
(Move tip). Then, check if the sum frequency modulation becomes stronger. This is to confirm
that pump‐probe signal is higher on the nanoparticle than the surface and that it is worth it to
start movie collection (code provided in Appendix).
5.3.6. Improving the Signal‐to‐noise Ratio
As with any new experiment design, improvements on SNR are welcome. One approach is to im‐
prove plasmonic enhancement. Using different tip material such as gold (did not work with me‐
chanically cut tip) and silver for higher plasmonic enhancementmay improve the SNR. Itmay also
be worth it to etch tips with ~100‐nm radius of curvature as a compromise between enhancement
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level and stability during the laser experiment. It is possible to achieve very high SNR even with
the current setup, on occasion. The highest SNR was achieved with a particular tip with 2‐mW
power each on the pump and probe pulses. I believe this is a tip enhancement problem that can
be optimized further.
The other approach is to improve the electronics. As with SMA–STM, raising the modulation fre‐
quencies can improve the SNR up to 200 times. In conjunction, the bandwidth of the preamplifier
should be larger than the sum‐frequency modulation so that the pump‐probe signals are not sup‐
pressed. Achieving higher bandwidth can be done by replacing the preamplifier or using a lower
current gain (higher bandwidth) and subsequently amplifying the output voltage. Currently, a gain
of 1e+9 is used with a 4‐kHz bandwidth (1e+10 gain has a little 0.8‐kHz bandwidth). It is possible to
use a gain of 1e+8 with a 13‐kHz bandwidth and switch to the 10x amplification on the output. An
external precision voltage amplifier can be used to utilize the higher bandwidths on the current
preamplifier.
Lastly, a fresh STM sample would help, as older samples can be photo‐bleached over time. Signal
degradation was observed on average after many weeks of continuous experiments on the same
sample.
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To a certain degree, understanding the dynamics of energy/electron pathways (relaxation, transfer,
carrier transport) in nanomaterials such as carbon dots and quantum dots and electron transfer
systems is limited by the lack of spatially resolved information. In this study, we address this prob‐
lem directly by resolving the electron probability density distribution in time and space for carbon
dots and quantum dots at sub‐particle resolution and in the femtosecond time scale. Specifically,
we report the use of a femtosecond laser in combination with a scanning tunneling microscope to
probe the time‐dependent variations in the spatial distribution of electron density in carbon dots
and energy transfer among quantumdots. We are able to directly assign the kinetic time constants
to the specific processes by observing the changes in the spatial distribution.
6.2. Introduction
Optical absorption in a nanoparticle generates electron‐hole pairs as carriers of energy. Following
absorption, these electron‐hole pairs can either relax within their bands then recombine to form
photons or photons or followmore complex relaxation pathways due to interactions among the lo‐
cal structural inhomogeneities and to the presence of local fields.¹ To observe these phenomenon,
scientists commonly resort to ultrafast spectroscopic techniques such as transient absorption and
fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy,²–⁶ While spectroscopic measurements provide informa‐
tion in the timedomain, we learnmore about time‐averaged quantities such as the dipole spectrum
I(Ej) = |⟨Ψ0i| μ |Ψj⟩|2, or time correlation functions such as C(t) = |⟨Ψ0| μ |Ψ(t)⟩|2,⁷ than the
more direct information about the wave function itself. Furthermore, spectroscopy only yields
temporal information, and the complementary spatial information is typically from electronic
structure calculation.
Here, we demonstrate the relevance of a spatially and temporally resolved transient absorption
technique in investigating the energy pathways within individual carbon dots (CDs) and quantum
dots (QDs). We use a femtosecond optical pump‐probe setup in combinationwith scanning tunnel‐
ingmicroscopy (STM) tomeasure the transient absorption in these nanoparticles. The instrumen‐
tation is built on top of the single‐molecule absorption scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (SMA–STM)
method previously reported by our group⁸–¹⁰ and applied to image steady‐state excited‐state elec‐
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tronic structures of carbon nanotubes, gold nanoislands, QDs, and 2D materials.¹¹–¹⁵ We advance
to fs‐SMA–STM by incorporating a double‐modulation scheme (Figure 6.1(A)) andmeasuring sum‐
frequency current fluctuations as a function of the delay time between the pump and probe pulses,
thereby enabling non‐equilibrium dynamics measurements.
The choice of CDs and QDs is because these are the two classes of nanomaterials with different
emission tunabilitymechanisms. CDs, especially those synthesized from solvothermalmethods,¹⁶
are heterogeneous fluorescent productswhose emissionwavelength is tuned bymodifying surface
oxidations.¹⁷ On the other hand, quantum dots are nanoparticles emission‐tunable by quantum
confinement (size variation).¹⁸ By probing these systems with fs‐SMA–STM, we excite the individ‐
ual nanoparticles and track (1) the relaxation pathways within a single CD and (2) the energy trans‐
fer oscillation between two QDs, processes which, up to now, were only described by an exponen‐
tial decay constant.
6.3. Results and Discussion
The instrumentation of fs‐SMA–STM comprises an optical Mach‐Zehnder interferometer and the
STM (Figure 6.1(A)). Similar to pump‐probe spectroscopy, two laser beams are needed to pro‐
vide the time information in fs‐SMA–STM. Both beams come from the same p‐polarized sub‐100fs
Ti:Sapphire laser operating at an 80‐MHz repetition rate. The laser is split into two beams, one of
which is then sent through frequency‐doubling optics for second‐harmonic generation to create
blue light. Next, the two beams are separately modulated at different frequencies (few kHz) that
are not multiples of one another. Here the probe beam is positioned on a translation stage (~1‐μm
resolution) which sets the probe beam at time delays relative to the pump. Finally, the two beams
are combined and then sent collinearly to the STM tip‐sample junction. Here, the total internal re‐
flection (TIR) condition is satisfied, and the far‐field scattered light can be seen in the photograph
of a scanning sample in Figure 6.1(A).
At the junction, the laser beamswill create photo‐excited signals at various frequencies pertaining
to the fundamental frequencies of the twobeamsand their sumanddifferential frequencies. These
signals are demodulated by the lock‐in amplifier at the sum frequency, and the extracted signal is
mapped to the STM tip pixel locations, creating an fs‐SMA–STM image. This process is repeated
for every pump‐probe delay, and finally, generate a space‐time stack of ultrafast dynamics.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of fs-SMA–STM. (A) A sub-100fs Ti:Sapphire laser is split in two beams, one is frequency-doubled with
a BBO crystal (second-harmonic generation, SHG). The two beams are modulated at different frequencies by two mechanical
choppers and sent collinearly to the tip-sample junction. The photograph (top view) shows a scanning sample, where the lasers
(blue arrow) back-illuminate the PtAu thin film. The signal from the STM is demodulated at the sum-frequency modulation of
the beams by the lock-in amplifier and mapped to STM locations. The delay line precisely sets the probe beam at time delays
relative to the pump, at each of which an fs-SMA–STM image is collected to create a delay stack of images. (B) Single-point
fs-SMA–STM signal over a blue-emitting carbon dot. (C) Topographic image of the CD. The blue dot indicates the location
where the trace in (B) is collected. The scale bar is 2 nm. (D) Profile plot across the CD shows a 6.8-nm diameter, within the
distribution of the hydrodynamic diameter.
Figure 6.1(B) demonstrates the time‐dependent signal at the sum frequency when the tip is parked
over the CD at the blue dot in Figure 6.1(C). The CD has a diameter of 6.8 nm as shown in the
profile plot in Figure 6.1(D). This diameter is consistent with the size distribution obtained from
hydrodynamic measurements.
Figure 6.2 shows an fs‐SMA–STM delay stack of images of a bCD. The orange color panel (Fig‐
ure 6.2(A)) is the topographic image of the carbon dot. The time‐dependent fs‐SMA–STM images
(Figure 6.2(B.1‐6)) show changes in the localization of the electron density following excitation by
the pumppulse. The energy diagramFigure 6.2(C) shows a plausible energy relaxation path for the
optical excitation, with characteristic constants for the multi‐step kinetic process. Figure 6.2(D)
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Figure 6.2: Time evolution of the spatial distribution of electron density. (A) Topographic image of a bCD at 0.7 ps; (B.1-
6) fs-SMA–STM images of the same CD acquired at various delay times; (C) plausible energy relaxation path; (D) normalized
average lock-in signal inside a mask over the CD at different time delays. Laser wavelengths: 410-nm pump, 820-nm probe.
STM scanning condition: 100 pA, 1.3 V
From the hexagonal shape of the electron density distribution and the quick relaxation to the base‐
line in Figure 6.2, this is most likely an example of optical excitation in the core since its structure
is an amorphous mixture of graphitic flakes,¹⁹ then energy relaxes through non‐radiative mecha‐
nisms (few picoseconds) which reduces the number of nodes (dark features) over time. Specifi‐
cally, Figure 6.2(B.2‐6) show, respectively, ~6, 4, 3, 2, and 1 nodes, corresponding to various time
constants τEn (n=2,…6), illustrated in the energy diagram in Figure 6.2(C). The fluorescent time
constant (τE₁) is not detected due to the range of the translation stage.
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Since time‐dependent changes are localized on the CD, simply averaging over the dot such as in
Figure 6.2(D) will most likely bury the signal in the noise of inactive parts of the CD. To extract
the overall dynamics of the carbon dot and the locations at which changes occur, we performed
singular‐value decomposition (SVD) on the delay stack to determine the uncorrelated time and
space components that correspond to the dynamics. We obtain the overall time trace by averaging
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Figure 6.3: Hole migration in bCD. (A.1-8) fs-SMA–STM images showing a hole (white, indicated by the blue arrows) migrating
to recombine with the electron-rich region at the center of the CD. After the recombination, the dynamics of the CD remain the
same. (B) Normalized lock-in average over the CD as a function of time. (C) Dynamic time trace from averaging U vectors with
corrected signs, fitted to a single exponential function, yielding a time constant of 0.4 ps. The blue data points are truncated.
Laser power densities: 800 nm probe = 320 W/mm2; 400-nm pump = 1000 W/mm2. STM scanning condition: 50 pA, 1.3 V.
Figure 6.3 shows the space‐time dynamics of a 400‐fs hole migration event in a blue‐emitting CD
(bCD). The series of fs‐SMA–STM images (Figure 6.3(A.1‐8)) show that most of the CD electron
density remains the same except for a local part. Following the pump pulse excitation, this ~0.5‐
nmhole (white, pointed at by the blue arrow)migrates to recombinewith an electron‐dense region
(black) at the center of theCD.While averagingover theCD (Figure 6.3(B)) fails to capture this event,
showing mostly noisy signals from neighboring sites, the SVD analysis (Figure 6.3(C) highlights
the significant changes rather than the stationary parts and therefore was able to follow the event.
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The recombination event is fitted to a single exponential function with a time constant of 0.4 ps.
The rise in signal prior to ‐1 ps corresponds to some absorption of the probe beam prior to the
pump arrival. After migration, the hole did not appear to move further, indicating that it reached
equilibrium.
Another example of CD relaxation is shown in Figure 6.4 ((A): topography). The 3‐point average of
the fs‐SMA–STMimages (Figures 6.4(B.1‐8)) show two shape changes. Thebaseline images (Figures
6.4(B.1 and B.8)) are similar in shape. The first shape change occurs 4 ps following excitation (near
Figure 6.4(B.2)) when the electron density transitions to a 5‐node shape (Figure 6.4(B.4)). This is a
non‐radiative intraband relaxation within an excited core‐state of CD. The second change occurs
at ~102 ps, with a transition duration of ~98 ps (Figures 6.4(B.5,6)), and the Figures 6.4(B.7,8) show
that the long‐time baseline remains the same. By observing the two changes in the spatial shape,







Figure 6.4: Double-exponential decay of electron density in a bCD. (A) Topographic image of the bCD. (B.1-8) 3-point average
fs-SMA–STM images showing the time evolution of the spatial distribution of electron density. (C) Double-exponential fit to
the SVD extracted dynamic trace. STM scanning condition: 50 pA, 1.3 V.
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Beside probing energy relaxationwithin ananoparticle, we applied fs‐SMA–STM toCdSe/ZnS quan‐
tum dots (QDs) to probe energy transfer between two quantum dots. Figure 6.5 shows the optical
dynamics between the two QDs. The dynamics of the two QDs together can be fitted to a double‐
exponential function (Figure 6.5(E)). The shorter time constant (τ₁ = 0.9 ps) corresponds to the
intraband relaxation of the QDs, and the much longer time constant (τ₂ = 3 ns) corresponds to the
repeated energy transfer between them and to their energy decays. The individual space and time
components best highlight this oscillation. Figure 6.5(C) and 6.5(D) show the spatial components
2 and 3 of the data set. The signs of the two dots in Figure 6.5(C) are opposite, while they are the
same in Figure 6.5(D). Energy transfer between the QDs is responsible for the opposite signs in
Figure 6.5(C) and occurs for a total of 15 times back and forth (number of zero‐crossings in Fig‐
ure 6.5(E)). Meanwhile, both QDs also decay together as the signs are the same in component 3

















Figure 6.5: Energy transfer between twoCdSe/ZnS quantumdots. (A) Topographic image of the twoQDs. (B) an fs-SMA–STM
image of the QDs. (C) SVD spatial component 2. (D) SVD spatial component 3. (E) The dynamic trace from this movie, which is
fitted to a double-exponential function. (F) SVD time component 2. (G) SVD time component 3.
Moving to a three‐QD system (labeled (1, 2, 3) in Figure 6.6(A,B)), we can observe the energy
pathway directly within the system. The pump‐probe pulse pair first excites QDs 2 and 3 (Fig‐
ure 6.6(B.1)). The energy migrates to QD 1 in Figure 6.6(B.2,3). Then it can be seen from the
topographic images (see Movie 6.6) that some surface change causes energy to transfer back to
QD 3 (Figure 6.6(B.4)). Over the course of ~45 ps, the energy in QD 1 decays gradually, then in Fig‐
ure 6.6(B.9) QD 3 transfers most of its energy to QD 1 and some to QD2. Finally, QD 1 also starts to
dim near 380 ps and transfer part of its energy to QD 2. The description is consistent with QD en‐
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ergy transfer from large to small band gaps, wherein this case the bandgap order goes QD3 > QD1 >
QD2 (see Figure 6.6(C)). The dynamic trace from thismovie, which is fitted to a double‐exponential
function in Figure 6.7, alone does not give such detail description of the dynamics within this sys‐
tem,which is thewhy fs‐SMA–STM is valuable in providing the space, time, and energy description
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Figure 6.6: Energy transfer between three CdSe/ZnS quantum dots. (A) Topographic image of the three QDs. (B.1-10) fs-
SMA–STM images of the QDs. (C) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurement of the bandgaps of the three QDs. STM
scanning condition: 50 pA, 0.8 V.
6.4. Methods
Details on the fs‐SMA–STM instrumentation are discussed in chapters 5, and 2. This section pro‐
vides the data analysis method.
6.4.1. Pump‐probe Movie Analysis and Extraction of Dynamics Trace
Due to the localization of dynamics, taking an average of a mask over a carbon dot essentially
dilutes the signal, increasing the noise level. Therefore, analysis of pump‐probe movies is done
with singular‐value decomposition (SVD). Overall, the stack of space‐time data is reshaped into a
two‐dimensional matrix where each row is an fs‐SMA–STM image at a time delay. This matrix is
decomposed into three matrices: U, V, and D, each of which contains pieces of information about
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Figure 6.7: Double-exponential fit of the three QDs energy transfer dynamics. The short time constant corresponds to
the overall intraband relaxation lifetime, taken into account energy transfer between the dots. The longer time constant (an
extrapolation) is the radiative lifetime of the system.
the electron probability density of the individual carbon dot. Matrix U contains the time‐evolution
information, where matrix V contains the spatial distribution of the electron density. Finally, D
is a diagonal matrix containing the weights of each corresponding row and column in matrices
V and U, respectively. The rows and columns of V and U are organized from high to low weights
according to matrix D.
6.4.1.1. Data Preprocessing Before SVD
The success of the SVD pump‐probe analysis relies heavily on data preprocessing. Following is the
procedure we employed for the analysis:
1. De‐stripe fs‐SMA–STM images by wavelet filtering (using symlet 7 as the mother wavelet) to
remove the regular scan lines due to tip height fluctuations. Tip changes cannot be removed.
The de‐striping procedure is as follows:
• Decompose the image into horizontal, vertical, and diagonal wavelet coefficients.
• Fourier‐transform the horizontal coefficients.
• Perform SVD on the transformed horizontal coefficients.
• Reconstruct the Fourier‐transformed coefficients with high components (we use >6).
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• Transform back and reconstruct the image with the newly filtered horizontal coeffi‐
cients.
2. Plane‐subtract data by solving X · Θ = Y where X: coordinate matrix and Y is the height
data. Solve for Θ then the subtracted data follows as
imageplane subtracted = X · Θ
3. Standardize the data set using the formula.
data = frame − frameframestdev
for each frame in data
4. Normalize the data set to [0, 1].
5. Mask the data set over the carbon dot, then perform SVD on data within the mask.
The order of plane‐subtraction and mean subtraction makes no difference. Variation of the steps
does not change the analysis results significantly if there is no tip change in the raw data. With a
tip change, the frames with the tip change must be removed.
6.4.1.2. Extracting Dynamic Trace and Noise‐Reduced Movies from the SVDMa‐
trices
The time information from the SVD components of the U matrix is averaged to extract the dy‐
namics. In this process, due to the sign arbitrarity of SVD, it is necessary to average the U matrix
components with the right signs. We align the signs of the components so that the signals from
all components go in one direction at time zero. Then the components are multiplied by their
corresponding weights before averaged to give the dynamic trace. The number of components
in this analysis are limited to 9, which corresponds on average to ~98‐99% of data. Taking more
components does not significantly modify the dynamic trace.
With only nine components, the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the reconstructed fs‐SMA–STM images
is improved. The noise‐reduced images are reconstructed from the 9 U column vectors and V
row vectors. Since higher components typically contain noise, taking only nine components to
reconstruct the data set improves the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the imaging.
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Part B
SURFACE GLASSY DYNAMICS OF ULTRATHIN
SILICON DIOXIDE
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I learned very early the difference between know­




Multi‐scale Dynamics at the Glassy Silica
Surface
Figure 7.1: Surface dynamics on ultrathin silicon dioxide films
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This chapter is reproduced from Nguyen, H. A.; Liao, C.; Wallum, A.; Lyding, J.; Gruebele,
M. Multi‐Scale Dynamics at the Glassy Silica Surface. J. Chem. Phys. 2019, 151 (17), 174502.
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H. Nguyen prepared some samples, collected and analyzed data. C. Liao prepared some samples.
7.1. Abstract
Silica‐based glass is a household name, providing insulation for windows tomicroelectronics. The
debate over the types ofmotions thought to occur in or on SiO₂ glass well below the glass transition
temperature continues. Here, we form glassy silica films by oxidizing the Si(100) surface (from 0.5
to 1.5 nm thick, to allow tunneling). We then employ scanning tunneling microscopy in situ to
image and classify these motions at room temperature on a millisecond to hour time scale and
50‐pm to 5‐nm length scale. We observe two phenomena on different time scales. Withinminutes,
compact clusters with an average diameter of several SiO₂ glass‐forming units (GFUs) hop between
a few (mostly two) configurations, hop cooperatively (facilitation), and merge into larger clusters
(aging) or split into smaller clusters (rejuvenation). Within seconds, Si–O–Si bridges connect two
GFUswithin a single cluster flip, providing a vibrational fine structure to the energy landscape. We
assign the vibrational fine structure using electronic structure calculations. Calculations also show
that our measured barrier height for whole cluster hopping at the glass surface (configurational
dynamics) is consistent with the configurational entropy predicted by thermodynamic models of
the glass transition and that the vibrational entropy for GFU flipping and configurational entropy
for cluster hopping are comparable (on a per GFU basis).
7.2. Introduction
Despite thewidespreaduse of amorphousmaterials in various industries and in research, the struc‐
tural dynamics of the glass transition remains an open problem at the glass surface and in the bulk.
Some glass theories emphasize extended defects that facilitate kinetically constrained dynamics,¹–
⁵ while others describe metastable quasithermodynamic states on a rugged free energy landscape.
According to the latter, and following the picture of Goldstein, as temperature drops below Tg,
the glass ever more slowly rearranges over saddle points between incipient local minima, while
equilibrating rapidly within them.⁵,⁶
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Current thermodynamic models such as the random first order transition (RFOT) theory predict
that “what rearranges” are compact clusters of ≈ 100 glass forming units (GFUs), frequently just be‐
tween two local basins. The number of such basins scales exponentially with the size of the system
and the motion among them contributes to the glass’s collective configurational entropy.⁷,⁸ The
remaining vibrational entropy is attributed to more local molecular vibrations within a basin or
configuration, as suggested by Goldstein.⁹ Evidence for both types of entropic contributions (con‐
figurational and vibrational) has beenmeasured¹⁰ but has not yet been visualized directly. Cluster
size is predicted to be ~100¹/³ or 5 GFUs, being determined by the rapidly slowing kinetics as clus‐
ters age below Tg. Thus, compact clusters or “cooperatively rearranging regions” are expected to
be 5 GFUs or somewhat larger in well‐aged glasses.
Two‐dimensional silica films have revealed isodesmic (bond number‐preserving) rearrangements
from7+ 5 to 6 + 6 SiO₂ rings as elementary events of the glass agingprocess,¹¹ but they cannot reveal
collective motions of the 3‐D silica network or local vibrational motions such as Si–O–Si bridge‐
flipping within the network, both of which require a 3‐D lattice. Large‐ and small‐scale dynamics
have been observed on the surface of relatively fragile 3‐Dmetallic or semiconductor glasses,¹⁰,¹²–
¹⁵ but not on strong insulating glasses such as the prototypical strong glass former SiO₂, where
isodesmic bond breaking andmaking reactions lead to relaxation. In this context, “strong” means
that the slowdown of alpha‐relaxation obeys the Arrhenius equation rate ν† = exp[−F†/kBT],
where F† is an activation free energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and ν† ≈
(1 ps)‐¹ is the barrierless attempt frequency for a ~ 1 nm object to move ~ 1 nm by isodesmic bond
rearrangement.
Here, we present scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) imaging of real‐time surface dynamics of
3‐D silica films ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 nm in thickness to uncover two distinct time‐ and length‐
scales of glassy dynamics at the surface. Our room temperature experiments are conducted sev‐
eral hundred degrees Kelvin below the glass transition. The silica glass stoichiometric GFU is a
SiOx unit, x ≈ 2, with an approximate length of 0.2 nm. We observe silica clusters whose average
diameter ranges from 0.8 to 2.3 nm (4–11 GFUs) depending on surface thickness. These clusters
undergo two classes ofmotions. (1) Collective configurationalmotion: whole clusters hopbetween
sites, including correlated hopping of several clusters, merging of clusters and splitting of clusters.
The latter two motions could correspond, respectively, to macroscopic glass aging and rejuvena‐
tion. These motions occur on a ≈ 1 nm length scale and minutes time scale. (2) Local vibrational
motion at the GFU scale: Si–O–Si bridges between two GFUs within a single cluster flip on the
~50 pm length scale and seconds time scale. Combined with electronic structure calculations and
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thermodynamic models of the glass transition, our measurements allow us to compare the contri‐
butions of configurational (collective) and vibrational (local) dynamics to the entropy of the silica
glass surface well below the glass transition. This is a key observation of both types of dynamics
on the same strong glass surface.
7.3. Methods
7.3.1. Sample Preparation
Commercial Si (100) wafers, p‐type, with a resistivity of 0.01–0.02 Ω cm, are obtained from Uni‐
versity Wafer. The wafers are precleaned by a 30‐min sonication in acetone followed by isopropyl
alcohol (IPA). In UHV condition (Pbase = 2 × 10‐¹³ atm), the silicon sample is first degassed by resis‐
tive heating at 650–700 °C (by a calibrated pyrometer) until the pressure drops below 1 × 10‐¹² atm.
The native oxide is then removed by heat soaking the wafer at 1200 °C for 30 s/cycle for a total of
3 cycles. STM imaging is employed to check for formation of 2 × 1 dimer‐row surface reconstruc‐
tion prior to oxidation. The wafer is finally oxidized at 700–720 °C for 2 min, followed by a quick
rampdown (≈ 600 °C/s, roughly 2–3 times the typical rate in rapid thermal annealing), controlled
by a constant current power supply. Oxygen pressure (PO2 = 2.6 × 10−10 → 2.6 × 10−9 atm) con‐
trols the film thickness and ismaintained by a variable leak valve throughout the oxidation process.
XRD measurement characterizes the amorphous nature of the film (Fig. S1 of the supplementary
material).
7.3.2. Thickness Characterization
After being taken out of the UHV condition, oxide films are immediately preserved in a vacuum
box and transferred to a class‐100 cleanroom of the Micro and Nanotechnology Labs (MNTL) for
ellipsometrymeasurement. At least four data points are collected per film at various locations sur‐
rounding the scanning area. For thinner films that do not have full oxide coverage, STM imaging
prior to ellipsometry was used to cross‐check the thickness. This is done by measuring the height
of an oxide patch with reference to the silicon dimer surface. A comparison of films with and
without ellipsometry between preparation and STM showed no morphological differences.
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7.3.3. STM Scanning Condition and Instrumentation
An ultrasharp field‐directed sputter sharpened (FDSS) tungsten tip from TipTek16 was employed
for imaging. The STM operates under constant current mode, with a current/voltage setpoint at
10 pA/‐2 V for surface movies unless otherwise specified. Increasing the scanning current by 10
times to 100 pA increased the hopping rate by at most 20%. Thus, the 10 pA current does not result
in a large amount of tunneling‐induced hopping. Scanning is performed at room temperature.
Movies from repeated imaging, usually at 35 s/frame, are used to characterize surface dynamics
and structure (Figs. S2–S5 of the supplementary material).
A home‐built amplifier and data acquisition circuit boardwas employed for height trace collection.
The amplifier was put together with operational amplifiers from analog devices and the data ac‐
quisition board with an Arduino Uno and the LTC1859 16‐bit bipolar ADC from Linear Technology.
7.3.4. Collection and Preprocessing of Time Series Data
To observe smaller motions of a single cluster, we parked the STM tip over the cluster and moni‐
tored the tip height change over time, with 0.1 ms resolution. An image of the cluster is taken be‐
fore and after a time trace tomonitor tip drifting. Drifts in the vertical direction is compensated by
the instrument’s feedback, and the baseline is subtracted from the traces using the asymmetrically
reweighted penalized least squares (ARPLS) algorithm,¹⁷ implemented in Python. Furthermore, a
low‐pass filter is applied to remove high‐frequency noise in the traces.
7.3.5. Hidden‐Markov Model (HMM) Analysis
The hidden‐Markov code is adapted from the Julia code of Jeffrey W. Miller of Duke University,
Durham, NC, in Lecture Notes on Advanced Stochastic Modeling. For each time series, the code
takes an initial guess on the number of states and their height then computes the transition prob‐
ability matrix and distribution of the states on the STM height coordinate. Finally, the Viterbi
algorithm extracts the optimal sequence of state transitions that fit the experimental time series.
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7.3.6. Density Functional Theory Calculation for Local Dynamics
A representative geometry was manually built from a modified two six‐membered silicon ring as
described in previous DFT calculations.¹⁸ Next, the geometry is cleaned up to have reasonable
bond lengths and angles by applying a MMFF94 force field. Then, a “PRECISE” semiempirical
PM3 geometry optimization was done on the resulting geometry before performing DFT geometry
optimization. This process is repeated for the other two states.
7.4. Results
The topography of the surfaces ranging from pristine silicon (100) starting material to various
thicknesses of silica is shown in Figure 7.2. The orange color map corresponds to STM electronic
heights. The diagonal lines in Figure 7.2(a) are the dimer row characteristic of Si(100) 2 × 1 recon‐
struction. Occasional dark spots on this surface are dimer vacancies of silicon atoms. A model of
this surface is presented in Figure 7.2(g), where dark‐blue spheres indicate dimer vacancies. The
silicon atoms at the surface are unsaturated and readily react with oxygen molecules to form ox‐
ides Figure 7.2. To confirm oxidation, scanning tunneling spectroscopy was performed on the 5
Å‐thick oxide surface Figure 7.2 to show a bandgap of 3 eV, ≈ 2 eV higher than the well‐known Si
(100) bandgap of 1.1 eV and an indication of oxide formation.
All silica films consist of compact (near‐round) clusters with average diameters ranging from 0.8
to 2.3 nm (or 4–11 GFUs) depending on film thickness. On the 0.5–1.3 nm thick films, the average
cluster diameterwas in the range of 4–6GFUs, with a diameter spread (standard deviation) of about
±1 GFU; only on the thickest 1.5 nm oxide film was the average cluster diameter 11 GFUs, with
a much wider size range (Fig. S6 of the supplementary material). Surface XRD measurements
confirm the amorphous nature of the films, as shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material.
We model the oxide films as a composition of clusters of SiO₂ units, where covalent bonds are
present within the clusters and at the silicon‐silica interface. The model is shown in Figure 7.2(h).
7.4.1. Collective Configurational Dynamics of Whole Clusters
Themost obvious behavior of the silica clusters is hopping, where a cluster several GFUs in diame‐
ter explores two localminima in the configurational landscape, as shown in Figure 7.3 (Multimedia
view). Such collective GFU dynamics is a manifestation of configurational entropy of the system.
In the example of Figure 7.3 (Multimedia view), a series of 12 consecutive frames from a movie
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Figure 7.2: Topography of thin silicon oxide films at various thicknesses. (a) Bare Si (100) surface before oxidation char-
acteristic of the silicon dimer rows and occasional dark spots of dimer vacancies (DV). (b-l) Silicon oxide films at 5, 8, 12, 13,
15 Å thicknesses, respectively. Bright spots are the compact silica cluster. (g) Cartoon of the bare silicon (100) (blue) surface
in (a), with some dark-blue spheres indicating the locations of DV. (h) Cartoon of the oxide films, showing compact spherical
structures built from 4-11 SiO2 units. (i) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (IV curve) of a cluster indicated by a (+) sign in (b).
The band gap of 3 eV > 1.1 eV (bare Si) indicates oxidation of the film.
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Figure 7.3: Two-state hopping behavior of a single silica cluster. (a-l) 12 consecutive frames (35 s/frame) from a 253-frame
movie. The cluster hopped down (b) and up (c) is indicated by a white arrow in 2 frames. Blue (down) and red (up) circles
at the top right of each frame encode the up/down position. The majority of the surface remain immobile. The black ar-
row in (d) indicates a small subsidence of cluster height, a corelated energy landscape effect with a more detailed example
in Figure 7.4 (m) Single cluster time trace of transitions between states 0 and 1. Each transition registers ~150 pm in STM
height change. The black arrow again shows an overall subsidence of height (~50 pm). Scale bar = 1 nm. Multimedia view:
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.1
of 253 frames shows a cluster hopping at the same location several times over 7 min, indicated by
the red/blue dot (color‐coded for the states “up = 1” and “down = 0” of the cluster). With every hop,
the STM tip registers ≈ 150 pm of height change, as seen in the single particle dynamics trace in
Figure 7.3 (Multimedia view) for the entire trajectory. Although the cluster in Figure 7.3 (Multime‐
dia view) generally obeys two‐state behavior, its hopping permanently sags by about 50 pm after 2
min black arrow in 7.3, indicating collective effects (“glass quakes” that rearrange the local energy
landscape) discussed in more detail below. We typically find height changes of 100–200 pm (1/2–1
GFU length) for cluster hopping, large enough that swiveling or coupled bond breaking/making
events between two basins of similar free energy must be involved. On the other hand, the sub‐
GFU length scale of this collective motion is small enough that such motions could also occur in
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the bulk of the 3D glass film, albeit with a much higher activation barrier and thus much slower
rate due to increased confinement in the bulk (see Sec. IV). Thus, we believe that our 3D surface
cluster dynamics is an extension, facilitated by less steric hindrance, of cooperatively rearranging
clusters in the bulk.
Classification of the slow collective dynamics we observed reveals five types of structural dynam‐
ics as illustrated in Figure 7.4 (Multimedia view). While most surface clusters remain immobile
during the whole observation period, the vast number (>15 000) of STM movie frames allowed us
to create a table (Table S1 of the supplementary material) to summarize how frequently each type
of structural dynamics was observed.
The first type of collective dynamics in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4(a) (Multimedia view) is repeated
hopping between a pair of sites, as indicated by the white arrows. The restriction of these clusters
to two‐state dynamics is due to interaction with neighboring clusters, creating two local minima
with similar free energy and a barrier small enough for hopping to be observed on the time scale
of our measurements (seconds to hours). The corresponding model on the right of Figure 7.4(a)
(Multimedia view) shows the cluster being tied to the surface by a tetrahedral SiO₂ unit, so the
cluster can only hop by swiveling. Isodesmic bond breaking/making could yield similar hopping.
At room temperature, the ≈ 8‐min time scale or average single cluster hopping rate of 2 × 10‐³ s‐¹
determined from four clusters in movies of 7.3 is representative of two‐state hopping. The rate,
with an Arrhenius prefactor of (1 ps)‐¹, corresponds to a barrier F‡surf ≈ 34kBT, which we later use
to estimate the surface configurational entropy (see Sec. IV).
A second type of structural dynamics is a more freely relocating cluster which can hop among a
small number of local minima, shown in Figure 7.4(b) (Multimedia view). The white arrows show
how far the cluster has moved with respect to an immobile reference cluster on the right. The
first step took the cluster 1 nm away from its initial position; a second step added 0.3 nm. The first
and second steps are separated by 8 frames. The corresponding model shows a cluster breaking
two bonds and makes two other bonds to accomplish an isodesmic hop. This process is nearly
isoenergetic, as required to be seen at all.
The third behavior is the correlated motion of two (or a few) clusters, as shown in Figure 7.4(c)
(Multimedia view). The white arrows point at the two clusters whose hopping is correlated. As one
clustermoves, the resulting change in the local energy landscape facilitates themotion of a second
cluster. Few‐clusters correlatedmotion is often observed in consecutive frames or evenwithin one
frame ≤35 s in 7.4, so the hopping barrier of the second cluster is lowered to <34 kBTby the hopping
of the first cluster. A corresponding model is suggested on right. The clusters that move together
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Figure 7.4: Five most typical behaviors of collective dynamics, ranked by frequency of encounters. (a) two-state hop-
ping between a pair of sites, shown at the white arrow. The corresponding model shows a structural restriction at the
tetrahedral unit tying the cluster to the surface, forcing a hinging motion between two sites. (b) freely-relocating cluster,
pointed at by the dotted line, relative to one of many immobile clusters nearby. Each step occurs overall longer than 35
s. The model shows a cluster breaks and makes two bonds to take a step. (c) correlated motion of two clusters pointed
at by two white arrows. The behavior is typically faster than the 35-s frame rate. The model describes the process as a fa-
cilitated hop of one cluster by another. (d) Merging of four adjacent clusters, pointed at by two white arrows, is detected
in the middle of frame 2. Frame 3 immediately shows the final fused cluster. The model explains the process by two ex-
ergonic bond making processes between open-shell Si and O atoms on two adjacent clusters. (e) Splitting of a cluster into
two smaller ones. The yellow arrows point at the original cluster, and the white ones point at the locations where two
smaller clusters appear. A hop of an adjacent cluster (red arrow, frame 2) is thought to facilitate the bond breaking pro-
cess. The splitting consequently facilitates another relocation (blue arrow). The majority of clusters is immobile. The model
shows a reverse process of merging. Scale bars = 1 nm. Scanning conditions: -2V, 10 pA (b, e), 100 pA (a, c, d). Multi-
media views: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.2; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.3; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.4;
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.5; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123228.6
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in Figure 7.4(c) are not in direct contact. Thus, a “glass quake” from structural reconfigurations
elsewhere on the surface or inside the film could cause this correlated motion. In fact, we have
observed rare large quakes potentially due tomechanical disturbance of the film that can alter the
entire surface configuration.
Clusters can also merge to become larger Figure 7.4 or split into smaller clusters Figure 7.4 (Mul‐
timedia view). The merging and splitting behaviors could lead to aging and rejuvenation of the
silica surface on a macroscopic scale, which suggests that the glass surface is indeed trapped in a
nonequilibrium state. Merging could be an elementary mechanism through which the glass sur‐
face very slowly approaches equilibrium. Since larger cluster hopping likely requires isodesmic
rearrangement of more bonds and is thus slower, merging events will reduce the rate of configu‐
rational sampling even further. Conversely, splitting of clusters could be an elementary event of
glass rejuvenation, a surprising behavior that was also recently observed in ultrastable metallic
glasses¹⁹ and was discussed in RFOT theory.²⁰,²¹ The cluster merging/splitting behavior is most
frequent in films with intermediate thickness, where oxide coverage is more complete, and clus‐
ters are more closely packed as discussed under Figure 7.5. Models for merging and splitting are
shown on the right of Figure 7.4(d) and Figure 7.4(e) (Multimedia view). Split clusters do not tend
to merge back because a change in surface bonding disorients the clusters following the splitting
event, such that the newly unbonded atoms are no longer adjacent.
For another set of examples of all five behaviors, see Fig. S7 of the supplementary material. Ta‐
ble S1 of the Supplementary material summarizes how many rearrangements of each type were
observed, with merging and splitting being 10 times rarer than correlated motion, which in turn
was about 10 times rarer than two‐state motion. We never observe stringlike rearranging regions,
predicted to be more typical near the glass transition temperature.⁸
Except for the thickest film (1.5 nm), the cluster diameter lies near 5GFUswide (Figure 7.5). Cluster
size does increase for the thickest film. A transition from 2D to 3D growth, known as the Stranski–
Krastanov growthmode,²² occurs. In thismode, there is a critical thickness beyondwhich the film
grows by forming and expanding 3D islands. The critical thickness of the silicon oxide film occurs
when the clusters’ cohesive force is greater than the surface adhesive force. Initially when oxygen
reacts with bare silicon, the clusters that form are highly covalently bonded to the silicon substrate.
Above ≈1 nm thickness, oxygen needs to diffuse through the oxide layer to react with silicon and
in the process can react with unsaturated silicon atoms to form larger clusters.
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Figure 7.5: Correlations between film thickness and collective dynamics (cluster hopping) & cluster diameter. The ma-
genta data points show a strong, mixed correlation between the rate of cluster hopping and silica film thickness. The blue
ones show a weak correlation between cluster diameter and film thickness, within the range still conductive enough to scan
by STM. The sharp transition may describe the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode (see main text). Each data point is one oxide
sample. The error bar of film thickness is the RMS roughness, from at least 4 ellipsometry measurements around the area
used for STM scans. The error bars for the hopping rates and cluster diameters are the standard errors, calculated from at
least 10 different well-separated (~10-100 µm) scanning locations.
The hopping rate per unit area increases from 0.5 to 0.8 nm and then decreases. This could be due
to two competing effects. Initially, the very thin surface is on the verge of the 2D to 3D regime and
has a low cluster density. Thus, fewer hops per unit area are simply due to fewer clusters per unit
area. On average, there are 68 ± 4 clusters/156 nm² on the 0.5 nm film, but 83 ± 3 clusters/156 nm²
on the 0.8 nm film partly explaining the rate increase. Above 0.8 nm thickness, crowding at the
surface jams up clusters and results in fewer hops and eventually larger clusters Figure 7.2. This
leads to both slower and more correlated dynamics, as described by Lubchenko and Wolynes in
Sec. II of Ref. 23. In the bulk, dynamics will be even slower and more correlated (see Sec. IV).
At sufficiently low temperature, one can also argue that the initial rate increase is due to the frustra‐
tion of strong interactions in the silica films as thickness grows, leading to a suppressed two‐level
tunneling system, hence a reduced hopping rate.²⁴ Pohl and White showed that this type of inter‐
action is limited to 0.75 nm by measurement of the internal friction in a‐SiO₂ films to which our
0.5 nm film could be an example of such a suppressed tunneling system.²⁵
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7.4.2. Local Vibrational Dynamics of Si‐O‐Si Bridges Within Clusters
In addition to the slow hopping dynamics between different free energy wells on a rough land‐
scape, where clusters made up of several GFUs sample different configurations of the glass, we
also observe dynamics on a ms to s time scale within a single cluster, which we attribute to vi‐
brational dynamics of GFUs within the local free energy well of a cluster. To measure this faster
dynamics, wemonitor the tip height changewhen the tip is parked over a single cluster. The ampli‐
tude of the height change involved with this class of dynamics is about 50 pm (1/4 GFU), 2–4 times
smaller than the 100–200 pm change observed during whole‐cluster hopping. Two single cluster
traces are shown in Figure 7.6(a) and Figure 7.6(d), as part of a set of 6 examples shown in Figs. S8
(raw) and S9 of the supplementary material (processed).
To identify the number of states a cluster can occupy, and their temporal connectivity, we per‐
formed hidden‐Markov model (HMM) analysis on each individual silica cluster trajectory. The
minimum number of states required to fit the majority (4 out of 6) of time series is 3, numbered
from 1 (lowest height) to 3 (greatest height). HMM reveals the transition probabilities between
states 1, 2, and 3 (Table S2 of the supplementary material). The 1 3 transition is always much less
likely than the 1 2 and 2 3 transitions.
For each of six clusters, we computed the free energy landscape by histogramming the time series
of heights onto the STM height coordinate and calculating the potential of mean force from the
resulting probability distribution as PMF = ΔG = −kBT ln(Pheight). The justification for height
as an approximate order parameter is the fixed lateral position and shape of the cluster of interest
as imaged before and after the time series Figure 7.6. The PMF is shown in Figure 7.6(b), with a
different cluster example in Figure 7.6(d) and Figure ??(e). We computed an average free energy
landscape from the six individual cluster traces Figure 7.6. The PMF analysis revealed that the
largest STM height always corresponds to the highest energy state “3” (by ≈ 4 kJ/mole), whereas
the energetic ordering for the smaller heights varies from cluster to cluster. Related energetics of
local dynamics in silica is described computationally in Refs. 26 and 27.
We postulate that the three states arise from torsional flipping of the Si–O–Si bridge between
GFUs, a vibrational motion that switches a surface bridge in a cluster locally between equatorial‐
equatorial to equatorial‐axial to axial‐axial conformations of the oxygen atom. The same type of
motion in vitreous silica was discussed in detail by Buchenau²⁸,²⁹ To test this structural hypothesis,
we performed B3LYP/6‐31G* DFT calculation on a variety of single‐cluster torsional geometries.
The resulting relative energies from DFT are in good agreement with the average experimental
free energy landscape Figure 7.6: states 1 and 2 are nearly degenerate, and state 3 is higher,
although DFT overestimated its energy by 3 kJ/mol relative to the experiment. With the geometry
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Figure 7.6: Local dynamics of individual clusters. (a) Up-down motions of a single cluster in the direction of the STM tip
(magenta) and the hidden-Markov model optimal trace (blue), fitting exactly three states (1-3 in increasing height); (b) the
potential of mean force (PMF) calculated from the cluster trace, showing state 2 & 3 are both ~4 kJ/mol higher in energy than
state 1 for this cluster. (c) STM images of the cluster in (a-b), showing no lateral motion before and after the trace. The average
PMF trace for 6 clusters shows the ordering of the states: state 3 is always ~4 kJ/mol above state 1. Black panels 1–3 show
calculated structures of three clusters modeling the states, and their absolute energies from PM3 calculation. The relative
energy ordering from the calculation is plotted as bold black lines on the PMF. (d, e) Like (a, b) for a different cluster.
of the structural models, the rarity of 1 3 transitions is explained by the increased number
of bridging oxygen flips required for this “double torsion” transitions to occur. It is clear that
torsional flipping preferentially occurs sequentially from equatorial‐equatorial to equatorial‐axial
to axial‐axial, but rarely in a concerted fashion from equatorial‐equatorial to axial‐axial.
A simple trigonometric calculation suggests that the height change (atom center‐to‐center) for one
equatorial‐to‐axial flip is ≈ 20 pm, whereas the STM registers ≈ 50 pm. Since the STM registers
electronic height in volts and converts to physical height, an increase in tunneling probability will
increase the height registered. Due to the elongation effect by the tip electric field when a bond is
on axis with the tunneling direction,³⁰ we propose that the extra height comes from the elongation
of the Si–O bonds after they flip from the equatorial to axial position, which aligns them with the
tip electric field and enhances tunneling.
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To demonstrate the plausibility of the variation of the energetic ordering of states 1–3, semiempir‐
ical PM3 calculations were performed on larger clusters (Fig. S10 of the supplementary material)
with the same four‐membered silicon ring closest to the STM tip. The results again flipped around
the energy ordering for the states 1 and state 2, but state 3 remained at the highest energy. The
PM3 result agreeswith someof the individual cluster traces, highlighting heterogeneity of the local
Si–O–Si environment and resulting torsional state energies in different clusters.
7.5. Discussion
We see that the topography of silica glass films far below Tg consists of compact, cooperatively
rearranging clusterswith an average diameter of 4–6GFUs except for the thickest surface (11GFUs)
(Fig. S6 of the supplementary material). These clusters exhibit two classes of motions that we
observed in the same strong glass former: collective (whole cluster and multicluster) and local
(intracluster) dynamics. The collective dynamics is governed by an isodesmic bond‐breaking and
bond‐making mechanism or by hingelike side‐by‐side motion of a cluster and occurs on a <200
pm (<1 GFU) length scale. This collective motion involves clusters exploring the configurational
energy landscape of the glass and occurs on averages in ≈ 8 min at room temperature.
Within the collective class, five types of configurational motion are observed: individual two‐state
hopping, individual multistate hopping, induced hopping, merging, and splitting. During land‐
scape exploration, a few clusters canmerge into a bigger cluster, which can be seen as the elemen‐
tary step ofmacroscopic aging in glass. They can also split into smaller clusters, which correspond
to macroscopic rejuvenation (or anti‐aging, as termed by some recent findings¹⁹).
We can make a comparison with thermodynamic glass theories such as RFOT to evaluate the con‐
figurational entropy sC from our data. In RFOT, the activation barrier at the surface is related to
the configurational entropy by¹³,²⁰
2F‡surfkBT ≃ 32sC (7.1)
, where the factor of 2 on the left extends the equation from the bulk barrier to the surface barrier.
We applied Eq. 7.1 to the two‐state hopping examples in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4(a) (Multimedia
view). We used the aforementioned two‐state hopping rate of 2 × 10‐³ s‐¹ to arrive at our experimen‐
tal value of F‡surf ≈ 34kBT in this equation. From this, we obtain a configurational entropy of sC
≈ 0.5kB per GFU. In Ref. 20, the surface entropy of a glassy surface is predicted to be universally
0.4 kB per GFU, in excellent agreement with the experimental energy barrier for collective cluster
hopping.
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Thus, we believe that the collective surface motions we observe are extensions of bulk configura‐
tional dynamics. This is also plausible because the motions are <1 GFU in length scale and could
still occur in an imperfectly packed glassy bulk system. Furthermore, the bulkmotion is predicted
to have twice the barrier height⁷,²¹ and thus will be much slower than surface motion because of
increased jamming in the bulk (9 × 10⁹ years instead of 8 min). While we find on the surface that
single cluster hopping is the most likely collective dynamics of GFUs, in the bulk, more correlated
and volume‐preserving dynamics is likely to be dominating. Interestingly, Figure 7.5 shows that,
very roughly, the collective rate decreases by a factor of 4 as the surface area increases by a factor
of 4, so Rate ≈ 1/Area. This is a very slow dependence of the rate on area, which implies that the
effective activation barrier grows only logarithmically with the cluster surface area.
Additionally, a cluster residing within a configurational minimum can explore vibrational states
by flipping Si–O–Si bridges between pairs of GFUs. We expect this floppymotionwith ω ≈ kBT0 (T0
= 295 K) to account for most of the cluster vibrational entropy at room temperature. The observed
three torsional vibrational states within the deep configurational minimum are 2–4 kJ/mol ≈ 0.8–
1.6 kBT₀ apart from one another, as confirmed by our DFT calculations. This corresponds to a
canonical partition function Z ≈ 1 + e−0.8T0/T + e−1.6T0/T and thus Svib = ∂kBT ln Z/∂T/T0 ≈
0.9kB per bridge between GFUs. For clusters with n = 4 to 6 GFUs in diameter observed here, 1‐([n‐
2]/n)3 > 70% of GFUs reside at the surface. Thus, configurational and vibrational entropy play a
comparable role for the entropy of SiO₂ glassy clusters, and both types of motion now have been
visualized directly on the sub‐nanometer to few nanometer length scales and millisecond to hour
time scales.
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Appendix A: Supplemental Videos
The supplementary files “Fig 2a cits_dos.mov”, “Fig 2e cits_dos.mov”, “10B6.avi”, “28Si4.avi”,
“5Si4.avi”, and “6Si4.avi” contain the dynamic movies for chapters 4 and 7. All supplementary
movies are listed below.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE 4.4A (“Fig 2a cits_dos.mov”). Stack of localized density of states cor‐
responding to a bCD. Each frame is an image of the DOS localization on the bCD at a certain volt‐
age.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE 4.4E (“Fig 2e cits_dos.mov”). Stack of localized density of states cor‐
responding to a rCD.Each frame is an image of theDOS localization on the rCD at a certain voltage.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE7.3 (“10B6.avi”). Two‐state hoppingbehavior of a single silica cluster.
Each frame takes 35s to acquire.
SUPPLEMENTARY MOVIE 7.4A (“5Si4.avi”). Two‐state hopping behavior of a single silica clus‐
ter.
SUPPLEMENTARY MOVIE 7.4B (“28Si4.avi”). Freely‐relocating behavior of a single silica clus‐
ter.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE 7.4C (“6Si4.avi”). Correlatedmotion behavior of two silica clusters.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE 7.4D (“10Si4.avi”). Mergingmotion behavior of two silica clusters.
SUPPLEMENTARYMOVIE 7.4E (“10B6.avi”). Splitting motion behavior of two silica clusters.
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Appendix B: Recipes and Blue Prints
Please find other codes for CITS, STS, image, and pump‐probe analysis on My GitHub
B.1. Platinum‐Iridium Tip Etching Recipe
Equipment and chemicals:
• Electrolyte stock solution: CaCl₂ (68 g / 100 mL DI water)
• Surfactant: 200 μL MeOH
• DI water
• Variac, 60 Hz AC >50 V
• Tip etching z‐axis stage, helping hands, and alligator clips
• Carbon electrode
• Gold loop
• 1‐Ω power resistor (10‐W)
• Two DMM (digital multimeter)
Process:
• Cut ~1.5 cm PtIr wire (0.25‐mm diameter)
• Prepare one coarse (1 stock: 2 DI) and one fine (2 stock: 1 DI) solutions. Add 200 μL MeOH
to each solution (to reduce big bubble formation, so may need to replenish every 3‐4 tips).
• Connect the Variac to the power resistor then to the tip through the z‐axis stage and the
carbon electrode through a helping hand.
• Hook up a DMM (DMM1) for voltage measurement between tip and carbon electrode.
• Hook up the other DMM (DMM2) for voltage measurement between Variac and resistor.
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• Coarse etching:
– Set the Variac to 35 V (check with DMM1, don’t dip the tip yet) then turn it off.
– Dip the tip ~1.2mm (using the ruler on the side of z‐axis stage) into the coarse solution.
– Be quick! Turn on the Variac and check DMM2. Make sure the reading is 0.36±0.02 (A).
If greater, raise the tip, and vice versa (turn off power when doing so).
– Monitor the current until ~0.1 A.
– The goal is to stop ~0.08 A or less. Now pulse the power switch (~2‐4 s in between).
Make sure the bubbles are not big, or clinging on the tip.
– Check if the tip hour glass structure forms and if it’s very thin.
– Clean the tip with DI and MeOH by gently dipping in these solution.
• Fine etching:
– Set the Variac to 4‐5 V (optimal).
– Replace the carbon electrode with the gold loop (diameter ~ 7 mm).
– Dip the gold loop in the fine etching solution to make a flat film.
– Dip the tip into the film, making sure the meniscus shows the smallest waistline.
– Start the Variac, monitor DMM2.
– Stop immediately when DMM2 goes to zero, or when no etching is visible (~30 s – 5
min, best if under 2 minutes).
– Remove the tip from the stage.
– Rinse the tip from the shaft in DI water then inMeOH.Make sure the apex is protected
by not swirling in the solutions. Best if rinsing in a stream of solution from the shaft.
– Set the tip in the tip box (apex up) for SEM imaging.
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B.2. Motor Controller Code
Put all three files in one folder and use the Arduino IDE to put in the Arduino UNO. Rotary_7.ino:
1000 / *
* Stepper Motors for ro t a t i ona l s tages
1002 * Driver : DRV8834 for microstepping
* Motor : Bipolar Sparkfun NEMA 17 Standard ; 1 .7A/ phase , 0 .9 deg / step
1004 * For microstepping , the reso lu t ion i s :
*
1006 * MS[ 0 ] MS[ 1 ] Resolut ion
* LOW LOW FULL STEP
1008 * HIGH LOW HALF STEP
* FLT LOW QUARTER STEP
1010 * LOW HIGH EIGHTH STEP
* HIGH HIGH SIXTEENTH STEP
1012 * FLT HIGH THIRTY−SECOND STEP
*
1014 * We ’ l l be using 32 th step for microstepping : connect MS1 pin
* to ( + ) l og i c power or connect s leep pin to MS1.
1016 * /
1018 # include <EnableInterrupt . h>
# include <EEPROM.h>
1020 # include <Liqu idCrys ta l . h>
# include <OneButton .h>
1022 / / # include <TimerOne .h>
1024 / / I n i t i a l i z e some constants
/ / pins : dir , step , sleep , eeprom , hal l , r e spec t i ve l y
1026 i n t pinsA [ 5 ] = {4 , 3 , 2 , 0 , 5 } ;
i n t pinsB [ 5 ] = {13 , 12 , 11 , 1 , 1 0 } ;
1028
/ / LED pins
1030 const in t ledA = 6 ;
const in t ledB = 9 ;
1032
/ / J oy s t i ck pins
1034 const in t joys t i ckA = A8 ;
const in t j oys t i ckB = A9 ;
1036 const in t joyButton = 22 ;
OneButton joy ( joyButton , true ) ;
1038 i n t joyA ;
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i n t joyB ;
1040
/ / LCD disp lay
1042 const in t rs = 7 , en = 8 , d4 = A3 , d5 = A2 , d6 = A1 , d7 = A0 ;
L iqu idCrys ta l lcd ( rs , en , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 ) ;
1044
s t ruc t MyStepper
1046 {
const in t dirPin ;
1048 const in t stepPin ;
const in t s leepPin ;
1050 const in t eepromAddress ;
const in t ha l lP in ;
1052 v o l a t i l e in t ha l l S t a t e = HIGH;
f l o a t angle0 = 0 ;
1054 const in t STEPS_PER_REV = 400;
const f l o a t s t ep_s i ze = 0 . 9 ;
1056 const in t microstepping = 32 ;
const f l o a t MICROSTEPS_PER_REV = STEPS_PER_REV * microstepping ;
1058 const f l o a t angle_reso lut ion = ( f l o a t ) 360 / MICROSTEPS_PER_REV ;
boolean homed = f a l s e ;
1060 boolean single_step_mode = f a l s e ;
1062 / / I n i t i a l i z e r l i s t
MyStepper ( in t pinArr [ 5 ] )
1064 : d irPin ( pinArr [ 0 ] ) , stepPin ( pinArr [ 1 ] ) , s leepPin ( pinArr [ 2 ] ) ,
eepromAddress ( pinArr [ 3 ] ) , ha l lP in ( pinArr [ 4 ] )
1066 / / ledPin = pinArr [ 5 ] ;
{
1068 }
1070 / / Methods
in t s tepCalc ( f l o a t newAngle )
1072 {
i n t s teps_ to_take = 0 ;
1074 i f ( newAngle > 180 | | newAngle < −180)
{
1076 s teps_ to_ take = 0 ;
}
1078 e l se
{
1080 s teps_ to_ take = in t ( round ( abs ( angle0 − newAngle ) / angle_reso lut ion ) ) ;
i f ( s teps_ to_take > MICROSTEPS_PER_REV / 2)
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1082 {
s teps_ to_take = MICROSTEPS_PER_REV − s teps_ to_take ;
1084 }
}
1086 return s teps_ to_take ;
}
1088
i n t whichDir ( f l o a t newAngle )
1090 {
i n t d i r = 0 ;
1092 i f ( newAngle < angle0 )
{
1094 i f ( abs ( newAngle − angle0 ) <= 180)
{
1096 dir = LOW;
}
1098 e l se i f ( abs ( newAngle − angle0 ) > 180)
{





i f ( abs ( newAngle − angle0 ) <= 180)
1106 {
d i r = HIGH;
1108 }
e l se i f ( abs ( newAngle − angle0 ) > 180)
1110 {
d i r = LOW;
1112 }
}
1114 return di r ;
}
1116
void Step ( in t s teps_to_take , f l o a t rpm, in t d i r )
1118 {
/ / rpm ~ 1 i s good
1120
i f ( d ig i t a lRead ( sleepPin ) == LOW)
1122 {
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( sleepPin , HIGH) ;
1124 delay ( 1 ) ;
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}
1126 f l o a t t = 1 / (rpm * MICROSTEPS_PER_REV / 60 / 1000000) ; / / in us
noInterrupts ( ) ;
1128 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( dirPin , d i r ) ;
for ( in t i = 0 ; i < abs ( s teps_ to_take ) ; ++ i )
1130 {
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( stepPin , HIGH) ;
1132 delayMicroseconds ( in t ( t / 2 ) ) ;
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( stepPin , LOW) ;
1134 delayMicroseconds ( in t ( t / 2 ) ) ;
}
1136 in t e r rup t s ( ) ;
/ / delay ( 1 ) ;
1138 }
1140 / / Adjust LOW HIGH in the two immediately fo l lowing funct ions a f t e r
/ / i n s t a l l i n g the magnets .
1142 void ifalreadyHomed ( )
{
1144 / / Move ~5 deg forward ( depend on the pole of Hall sensor ) . Then go back .
noInterrupts ( ) ;
1146 EEPROM. get ( eepromAddress , angle0 ) ;
i f ( angle0 >= 0)
1148 {
Step ( s tepCalc ( 5 ) , 0 . 5 , whichDir ( 5 ) ) ;
1150 }
in t e r rup t s ( ) ;
1152 delay (1000 ) ;
}
1154
void homing ( in t d i r )
1156 {
h a l l S t a t e = d ig i ta lRead ( ha l lP in ) ;
1158 i f ( h a l l S t a t e == LOW)
{
1160 ifalreadyHomed ( ) ;
h a l l S t a t e = d ig i ta lRead ( ha l lP in ) ;
1162 }
d i g i t a lWr i t e ( dirPin , d i r ) ;
1164 for ( in t i = 0 ; i < MICROSTEPS_PER_REV ; ++ i )
{
1166 i f ( h a l l S t a t e != d ig i ta lRead ( ha l lP in ) )
{
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1172 e l se
{




1178 i f ( h a l l S t a t e == LOW)
break ;
1180 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( stepPin , HIGH) ;
delay ( 5 ) ;
1182 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( stepPin , LOW) ;
delay ( 5 ) ;
1184 }
angle0 = 0 ;
1186 EEPROM. put ( eepromAddress , angle0 ) ;
homed = true ;
1188 }
1190 void sleep ( )
{
1192 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( sleepPin , LOW) ;
delay ( 1 ) ;
1194 }
1196 void wake ( )
{
1198 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( sleepPin , HIGH) ;
delay ( 1 ) ;
1200 }
1202 void toggleStepMode ( )
{





MyStepper motorA ( pinsA ) ;
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1002 MyStepper motorB ( pinsB ) ;
1004 void IsrA ( ) { / / TODO: Work ON ELIMINATING HALLSTATE MONITOR EVERY STEP
motorA . angle0 = 0 ;
1006 EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress ,motorA . angle0 ) ;
motorA . ha l l S t a t e = LOW;
1008 PORTH |= 1 << PORTH3; / / pu l l pin 6 high ; MEGA ONLY
}
1010
void IsrB ( ) { / / TODO: Work ON ELIMINATING HALLSTATE MONITOR EVERY STEP
1012 motorB . angle0 = 0 ;
EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress ,motorB . angle0 ) ;
1014 motorB . ha l l S t a t e = LOW;
PORTH |= 1 << PORTH6; / / pu l l pin 9 high ; MEGA ONLY
1016 }
1018 void setup ( ) {
/ / Enable the j o y s t i c k
1020 pinMode ( joys t ickA , INPUT) ;
pinMode ( joys t ickB , INPUT) ;
1022 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( joyButton ,HIGH) ;
/ / put your setup code here , to run once :
1024 lcd . begin (16 , 2 ) ;
/ / Pr in t a message to the LCD.
1026 lcd . pr in t ( ” Angle A; Angle B” ) ;
1028 / / Set pinModes for the motor pins
pinMode (motorA . dirPin ,OUTPUT) ;
1030 pinMode (motorB . dirPin ,OUTPUT) ;
pinMode (motorA . stepPin ,OUTPUT) ;
1032 pinMode (motorB . stepPin ,OUTPUT) ;
pinMode (motorA . sleepPin , OUTPUT) ;
1034 pinMode (motorB . sleepPin , OUTPUT) ;
pinMode (motorA . hal lPin , INPUT) ;
1036 pinMode (motorB . hal lPin , INPUT) ;
pinMode ( ledA ,OUTPUT) ;
1038 pinMode ( ledB ,OUTPUT) ;
1040 EEPROM. get (motorA . eepromAddress ,motorA . angle0 ) ;
EEPROM. get (motorB . eepromAddress ,motorB . angle0 ) ;
1042 Se r i a l . begin (38400 ) ;
motorA .wake ( ) ;
1044 motorB .wake ( ) ;
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1046 / / Attach encoder ’ s buttons
joy . at tachDoubleClick ( doubleClick ) ;
1048 joy . a t t achC l i ck ( s ing l eC l i ck ) ;
joy . attachLongPressStop ( longPressStop ) ;
1050
/ / Enable in ter rup t for ha l lP ins
1052 / / enableInterrupt (motorA . hal lPin , IsrA , FALLING) ;
/ / enableInterrupt (motorB . hal lPin , IsrB , FALLING) ;
1054 }
1056
void s ing l eC l i ck ( ) {
1058 motorA . homing (LOW) ;
}
1060
1062 void doubleClick ( ) {
motorA . toggleStepMode ( ) ;
1064 motorB . toggleStepMode ( ) ;
}
1066
void longPressStop ( ) {
1068 motorB . homing (LOW) ;
}
1070
/ / void checkHal lState ( ) {
1072 / / / / LED part
/ / motorA . ha l l S t a t e = d ig i ta lRead (motorA . ha l lP in ) ;
1074 / / motorB . ha l l S t a t e = d ig i ta lRead (motorB . ha l lP in ) ;
/ / i f (motorA . ha l l S t a t e == LOW) {
1076 / / d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledA ,HIGH) ;
/ / }
1078 / / e l se {
/ / d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledA ,LOW) ;
1080 / / }
/ / i f (motorB . ha l l S t a t e == LOW) {
1082 / / d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledB ,HIGH) ;
/ / }
1084 / / e l se {
/ / d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledB ,LOW) ;




void printLCD ( ) {
1090 / / Display angles on LCD
lcd . setCursor (0 , 1 ) ;
1092 lcd . pr in t (motorA . angle0 , 3 ) ;
i f ( abs (motorA . angle0 ) >= 100 ) {
1094 i f ( motorA . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
}
1096 e l se i f ( abs (motorA . angle0 ) >= 10 ) {
i f ( motorA . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
1098 e l se lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
}
1100 e l se {
i f ( motorA . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
1102 e l se lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
}
1104 lcd . setCursor ( 8 , 1 ) ;
lcd . pr in t (motorB . angle0 , 3 ) ;
1106 i f ( abs (motorB . angle0 ) >= 100 ) {
i f ( motorB . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
1108 }
e l se i f ( abs (motorB . angle0 ) >= 10 ) {
1110 i f ( motorB . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
e l se lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;
1112 }
e l se {
1114 i f ( motorB . angle0 >= 0 ) lcd . pr in t ( ” ” ) ;




1000 typedef union {
f l o a t f l oa t ingPo in t ;
1002 byte binary [ 4 ] ;
} b inaryFloat ;
1004
void loop ( )
1006 {
/ / LED part
1008 motorA . ha l l S t a t e = d ig i t a lRead (motorA . ha l lP in ) ;
motorB . ha l l S t a t e = d ig i ta lRead (motorB . ha l lP in ) ;
1010 i f (motorA . ha l l S t a t e == LOW)
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{
1012 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledA , HIGH) ;
}
1014 e l se
{
1016 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledA , LOW) ;
}
1018 i f (motorB . ha l l S t a t e == LOW)
{
1020 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledB , HIGH) ;
}
1022 e l se
{
1024 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( ledB , LOW) ;
}
1026
printLCD ( ) ;
1028
/ / J oy s t i ck
1030 joyA = analogRead ( joys t i ckA ) ;
joyB = analogRead ( joys t i ckB ) ;
1032 i f ( joyA > 923)
{
1034 i f (motorA . single_step_mode )
{
1036 motorA . Step (32 , 2 , HIGH) ;
motorA . angle0 +=
1038 motorA . s t ep_s i ze ;
}
1040 e l se
{
1042 motorA . Step (1 , 2 , HIGH) ;
motorA . angle0 += motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;
1044 }
delay ( 5 ) ;
1046 EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
}
1048 e l se i f ( joyA < 100)
{
1050 i f (motorA . single_step_mode )
{
1052 motorA . Step (32 , 2 , LOW) ;
motorA . angle0 −=
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1054 motorA . s t ep_s i ze ;
}
1056 e l se
{
1058 motorA . Step (1 , 2 , LOW) ;
motorA . angle0 −= motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;
1060 }
delay ( 5 ) ;
1062 EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
}
1064 i f ( joyB > 923)
{
1066 i f (motorB . single_step_mode )
{
1068 motorB . Step (32 , 2 , HIGH) ;
motorB . angle0 +=
1070 motorB . s t ep_s i ze ;
}
1072 e l se
{
1074 motorB . Step (1 , 2 , HIGH) ;
motorB . angle0 += motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;
1076 }
delay ( 5 ) ;
1078 EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress , motorB . angle0 ) ;
}
1080 e l se i f ( joyB < 100)
{
1082 i f (motorB . single_step_mode )
{
1084 motorB . Step (32 , 2 , LOW) ;
motorB . angle0 −=
1086 motorB . s t ep_s i ze ;
}
1088 e l se
{
1090 motorB . Step (1 , 2 , LOW) ;
motorB . angle0 −= motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;
1092 }
delay ( 5 ) ;




joy . t i c k ( ) ; / / Keep watching j o y s t i c k button
1098
/ / MOTOR part
1100 while ( S e r i a l . ava i l ab l e ( ) > 0)
{
1102 S t r ing cmd = Se r i a l . readStr ing ( ) ;
S t r ing subs = cmd. substr ing ( 1 ) ;
1104 i f (cmd. charAt ( 0 ) == ’A ’ )
{
1106 i f ( subs == ” curr_angle \n” )
{
1108 binaryFloat va l ;
va l . f l oa t ingPo in t = motorA . angle0 ;
1110 Se r i a l . wri te ( va l . binary , 4 ) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
1112 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” *IDN? \n” )
1114 {
/ / S e r i a l . pr in t ln ( ”MOTOR A SPECS : Sparkfun Bipolar Stepper Motor : 0 .9
1116 deg / step , 1 .7A / phase .Motor con t ro l l e r : DRV8834 , 1 / 32 microstepping . ” ) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( 0 ) ;
1118 Se r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
}
1120 e l se i f ( subs == ” sethome \n” )
{
1122 motorA . angle0 = 0 ;
EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
1124 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” sleep \n” )
1126 {
motorA . s leep ( ) ;
1128 }
e l se i f ( subs == ”wake \n” )
1130 {
motorA .wake ( ) ;
1132 }
e l se i f ( subs == ”home\n” )
1134 {
/ / CHANGE THIS PER MOTOR WIRING SCHEME
1136 motorA . homing (LOW) ;
}
1138 e l se i f ( subs == ” home_status \n” )
{
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1140 Se r i a l . wri te (motorA .homed) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
1142 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” set_home_status_to_fa lse \n” )
1144 {
motorA .homed = f a l s e ;
1146 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” set_home_status_to_true \n” )
1148 {
motorA .homed = true ;
1150 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” step_low \n” )
1152 {
motorA . Step (1 , 0 . 5 , LOW) ;
1154 motorA . angle0 −= motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
1156 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” step_high \n” )
1158 {
motorA . Step (1 , 0 . 5 , HIGH) ;
1160 motorA . angle0 += motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
1162 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” jog_low \n” )
1164 {
motorA . Step (10 , 5 , LOW) ;
1166 motorA . angle0 −= 10 * motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorA . eepromAddress , motorA . angle0 ) ;
1168 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” jog_high \n” )
1170 {
motorA . Step (10 , 5 , HIGH) ;
1172 motorA . angle0 += 10 * motorA . angle_reso lut ion ;




f l o a t newAngle = subs . toF loa t ( ) ;




1182 i n t steps_taken = motorA . stepCalc ( newAngle ) ;
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motorA . Step ( steps_taken , 0 . 5 , motorA . whichDir ( newAngle ) ) ;
1184 i f ( s teps_taken > 0)
{
1186 motorA . angle0 = newAngle ;




e l se i f (cmd. charAt ( 0 ) == ’B ’ )
1192 {
i f ( subs == ” curr_angle \n” )
1194 {
/ / S e r i a l . pr in t ln (motorB . angle0 , 3 ) ;
1196 binaryFloat va l ;
va l . f l oa t ingPo in t = motorB . angle0 ;
1198 Se r i a l . wri te ( va l . binary , 4 ) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
1200 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” *IDN? \n” )
1202 {
/ / S e r i a l . pr in t ln ( ”MOTOR B SPECS : Sparkfun Bipolar Stepper Motor : 0 .9
1204 deg / step , 1 .7A / phase .Motor con t ro l l e r : DRV8834 , 1 / 32 microstepping . ” ) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( 0 ) ;
1206 Se r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
}
1208 e l se i f ( subs == ” sethome \n” )
{
1210 motorB . angle0 = 0 ;
EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress , motorB . angle0 ) ;
1212 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” sleep \n” )
1214 {
motorB . s leep ( ) ;
1216 }
e l se i f ( subs == ”wake \n” )
1218 {
motorB .wake ( ) ;
1220 }
e l se i f ( subs == ”home\n” )
1222 {
/ / CHANGE THIS PER MOTOR WIRING SCHEME
1224 motorB . homing (LOW) ;
}
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1226 e l se i f ( subs == ” home_status \n” )
{
1228 Se r i a l . wri te (motorB .homed) ;
S e r i a l . wri te ( ” \ r \n” ) ;
1230 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” set_home_status_to_fa lse \n” )
1232 {
motorB .homed = f a l s e ;
1234 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” set_home_status_to_true \n” )
1236 {
motorB .homed = true ;
1238 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” step_low \n” )
1240 {
motorB . Step (1 , 0 . 5 , LOW) ;
1242 motorB . angle0 −= motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress , motorB . angle0 ) ;
1244 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” step_high \n” )
1246 {
motorB . Step (1 , 0 . 5 , HIGH) ;
1248 motorB . angle0 += motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress , motorB . angle0 ) ;
1250 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” jog_low \n” )
1252 {
motorB . Step (10 , 5 , LOW) ;
1254 motorB . angle0 −= 10 * motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;
EEPROM. put (motorB . eepromAddress , motorB . angle0 ) ;
1256 }
e l se i f ( subs == ” jog_high \n” )
1258 {
motorB . Step (10 , 5 , HIGH) ;
1260 motorB . angle0 += 10 * motorB . angle_reso lut ion ;




f l o a t newAngle = subs . toF loa t ( ) ;





1270 i n t steps_taken = motorB . stepCalc ( newAngle ) ;
motorB . Step ( steps_taken , 0 . 5 , motorB . whichDir ( newAngle ) ) ;
1272 i f ( s teps_taken > 0)
{
1274 motorB . angle0 = newAngle ;











B.3. Motor Controller Python Library
1000 import time
import s e r i a l
1002 import numpy as np
import s t ruc t
1004
1006 c l a s s Motor :
def __ in i t __ ( se l f , name, ser ) :
1008 s e l f . motor = name
s e l f . ser = ser
1010 s e l f . angle_reso lut ion = 360 / 400 / 32
s e l f . codeDict = {
1012 0 : ”MOTOR A SPECS : Sparkfun Bipolar Stepper Motor : 0 .9 deg / step , 1 .
7A/ phase . Motor con t ro l l e r : DRV8834 , 1/32 microstepping . ” ,
1014 1 : ”MOTOR B SPECS : Sparkfun Bipolar Stepper Motor : 0 .9 deg / step , 1 .
7A/ phase . Motor con t ro l l e r : DRV8834 , 1/32 microstepping . ” ,
1016 }
1018 def query ( se l f , command, wait =1 . 1 ) :
# i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
1020 # s e l f . ser . open ( )
s e l f . ser . rese t_ input_buf fer ( )
1022 s e l f . wri te (command)
time . s leep ( wait )
1024 # _instr_response = s e l f . ser . reada l l ( )
_ instr_response = s e l f . ser . readl ine ( ) . s p l i t ( b” \ r \n” ) [ 0 ]
1026
# return _instr_response . decode ( ’ utf −8 ’)
1028 return _instr_response
1030 def wri te ( se l f , command) :
s e l f . ser . wri te (





def current_angle ( s e l f ) :
1038 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1040 cmd = ” curr_angle \n”
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r e su l t = s e l f . query (cmd)
1042
return s t ruc t . unpack ( ”< f ” , r e su l t ) [ 0 ]
1044
def IDN( s e l f ) :
1046 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1048 cmd = ” *IDN? ”
r e su l t = s e l f . query (cmd)
1050 code = s t ruc t . unpack ( ”<b” , r e su l t ) [ 0 ]
pr in t ( s e l f . codeDict [ code ] )
1052
# IDN and current_angle both returns a value to Python , so query was needed
1054
def sethome ( s e l f ) :
1056 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1058 cmd = ”sethome \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1060 pr in t ( ”The home for motor %s i s se t . ” % s e l f . motor )
1062 def home( s e l f ) :
# i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
1064 # s e l f . ser . open ( )
cmd = ”home\n”
1066 s e l f . wri te (cmd)
while True :
1068 time . s leep ( 1 . 1 )
s t a t = s e l f .was_homed ( )
1070 i f s t a t :
break
1072 pr in t (
”Motor { a } i s homed. Current angle loca t ion i s 0 .000 degrees ” .
1074 format (
a= s e l f . motor
1076 )
)
1078 # s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1080 def was_homed( s e l f ) :
cmd = ” home_status \n”
1082 r e su l t = s e l f . query (cmd)
t ry :
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1084 return bool ( i n t ( s t ruc t . unpack ( ”<b” , r e su l t ) [ 0 ] ) )
except :
1086 return False
1088 def set_home_status ( se l f , s t a tu s ) :
cmd = ” set_home_status_to_ ” + s t r ( s t a tu s ) . lower ( )
1090 s e l f . wri te (cmd)
pr in t ( ”Homed s t a tu s se t to { a } ” . format ( a= s t a tu s ) )
1092
def sleep ( s e l f ) :
1094 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1096 cmd = ” sleep \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1098 # s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
time . s leep ( 2 )
1100 s e l f . set_home_status ( False )
pr in t ( ”Motor %s i s asleep . Homed s t a tu s se t to False ” % s e l f . motor )
1102
def wake ( s e l f ) :
1104 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1106 cmd = ”wake \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1108 # s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
pr in t ( ”Motor %s i s woke . ” % s e l f . motor )
1110
def step_low ( s e l f ) :
1112 cmd = ” step_low \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1114
def step_high ( s e l f ) :
1116 cmd = ” step_high \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1118
def jog_low ( s e l f ) :
1120 cmd = ” jog_low \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1122
def jog_high ( s e l f ) :
1124 cmd = ” jog_high \n”
s e l f . wri te (cmd)
1126
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def rotate_motor ( se l f , degrees ) :
1128 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1130 # modulo = degrees % s e l f . angle_reso lut ion i f degrees >= 0 e l se −(np .
# abs ( degrees ) % s e l f . angle_reso lut ion )
1132 # i f np . i s c l o s e (modulo , 0 ) :
# mod_degrees = np . round ( degrees , 2 )
1134 # e l se :
# mod_degrees = np . round ( degrees , 2 ) − modulo + s e l f .
1136 # angle_reso lut ion i f modulo /2 > s e l f . angle_reso lut ion \
# e l se np . round ( degrees , 2 ) − modulo
1138 s teps = np . in t (np . round ( degrees / s e l f . angle_reso lut ion ) )
mod_degrees = np . round ( s teps * s e l f . angle_resolut ion , 3 )
1140 i f −180 <= mod_degrees <= 180:
cmd = s t r (mod_degrees ) + ” \n”
1142 s e l f . wri te (cmd)
pr in t (
1144 ”Motor { a } current angle loca t ion : {b : . 3 f } degrees ” . format (
a= s e l f . motor , b=np . round (mod_degrees , 3 )
1146 )
)
1148 e l se :
pr in t ( ” Degrees must be between 180 and −180. ” )
1150
1152 c l a s s PyMotor :
def __ in i t __ (
1154 se l f ,
port ,
1156 baudrate =38400 ,
b i t s =8 ,
1158 par i t y =”N” ,
s top_b i t s =1 ,
1160 timeout =0 ,
xonxoff=False ,
1162 ) :
s e l f . ser = s e r i a l . S e r i a l (
1164 port , baudrate , b i t s , par i ty , s top_bi t s , timeout , xonxoff
)
1166 s e l f . port = s e l f . ser . port
s e l f . baudrate = s e l f . ser . baudrate
1168 s e l f . b i t s = s e l f . ser . by tes i ze
s e l f . par i t y = s e l f . ser . par i t y
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1170 s e l f . s t op_b i t s = s e l f . ser . s t opb i t s
s e l f . timeout = s e l f . ser . timeout
1172 s e l f . xonxoff = s e l f . ser . xonxoff
s e l f .motorA = Motor ( ”A” , s e l f . ser )
1174 s e l f .motorB = Motor ( ”B” , s e l f . ser )
1176 # s e r i a l i s a c l a s s and an instance of s e r i a l ( s e l f . ser ) was created to
# spec i fy the port
1178
def c lose ( s e l f ) :
1180 s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
pr in t (
1182 ” Device s t a tu s : { a } ” . format (




def open ( s e l f ) :
1188 s e l f . ser . open ( )
pr in t (
1190 ” Device s t a tu s : { a } ” . format (




def query ( se l f , command) :
1196 # i f s e l f . ser . is_open == False :
# s e l f . ser . open ( )
1198 s e l f . ser . rese t_ input_buf fer ( )
s e l f . wri te (command)
1200 time . s leep ( 3 )
# _instr_response = s e l f . ser . reada l l ( )
1202 _instr_response = s e l f . ser . readl ine ( ) . s p l i t ( b” \ r \n” ) [ 0 ]
1204 # return _instr_response . decode ( ’ utf −8 ’)
return _instr_response
1206
# query was made to make sure cer ta in funct ions wri te and also read and
1208 # return something to Python
1210 def wri te ( se l f , command) :
s e l f . ser . wri te ( ” { c } \ n” . format ( c=command. s t r i p ( ” \n” ) ) . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
1212
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def reada l l ( s e l f ) :
1214 s e l f . ser . r eada l l ( )
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B.4. Multichannel Arduino DAQ Code
1000 / *
* LTC1859 16−b i t ADC
1002 * Shie ld from Mayhew Labs
* Usage : SPI standard Arduino l i b r a r y
1004 * SPI i s a simultaneous data sending and rece iv ing protocol
* tha t al lows f a s t data t rans fe r over short d is tance




1010 # include <SPI . h>
# include < d i g i t a lWr i t eFa s t . h>
1012
/ / Pins
1014 #define CONVST 8
#define BUSY 9
1016 #define RD 10 / / Same as chip−s e l e c t pin for SPI protocol
1018 / / Input de f i n i t i on s
#define UNI 0
1020 #define BI 1
#define SGL 1 / / SGL /DIFFERENTIAL
1022 #define DIF 0
1024 / / SELECTED CHANNELS: CONFIGURE HERE; CHANGE ARRAY SIZE AS NEEDED, UP TO 8
const in t NoChan = 2 ;
1026 const unsigned in t channel [NoChan ] = { 0 , 2 } ;
const in t mode[NoChan] = { BI , BI } ;
1028 const in t rangeMax [NoChan] = { 5 , 5 } ;
const in t isSGL [NoChan] = {SGL , SGL } ;
1030
/ / Count var
1032 v o l a t i l e in t i = 0 ;
1034 / / Command byte
byte cmdbits = 128 ; / / w i l l change th i s var iab le with python
1036 byte cmds [NoChan ] ;
1038 / / Data var iab le s
v o l a t i l e byte x = 0 ; / / Most s i gn i f i c an t 8−b i t f i r s t
1040 v o l a t i l e byte y = 0 ; / / Least s i gn i f i c an t 8−b i t second
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1042
void setup ( ) {
1044 / / Set up s e r i a l connection
SerialUSB . begin (2000000) ;
1046 while ( ! SerialUSB ) { ; }
/ / SPI begin
1048 SPI . begin ( ) ;
1050 / / See ADC manual . I don ’ t remember what I did or why I did i t
/ / DDRB |= (1 << (CONVST−8) ) | (1 << (RD −8) ) ; / / Set CONVST and RD pins to
1052 OUTPUT
pinModeFast (CONVST, OUTPUT) ;
1054 pinModeFast (RD, OUTPUT) ;
/ / DDRB &= ~(1 << (BUSY−8) ) ; / / Set BUSY to INPUT
1056 pinModeFast (BUSY, INPUT) ;
/ / PORTB &= ~(1 << PORTB2) ; / / wri te LOW to pin RD
1058 d ig i t a lWr i t eFa s t (RD, LOW) ;
1060 / / priming the ADC
/ / PORTB |= (1 << PORTB0) ; / / wri te HIGH to pin CONVST
1062 d ig i t a lWr i t eFa s t (CONVST, HIGH) ;
/ / PORTB &= ~(1 << PORTB0) ; / / wri te LOW to pin CONVST
1064 d ig i t a lWr i t eFa s t (CONVST, LOW) ;
1066 / / declare the cmds
for ( in t i =0 ; i <NoChan ; ++ i ) {
1068 cmds [ i ] = build_cmd ( channel [ i ] ,mode[ i ] , rangeMax [ i ] , isSGL [ i ] ) ;
}
1070
delay ( 7 5 ) ; / / Delay to wait for python to setup
1072 }
1074 void loop ( ) {
/ / PORTB = PORTB | (1 << PB0 ) ; / / Tr igger conversion on pin CONVST: RISING
1076 EDGE
d ig i t a lWr i t eFa s t (CONVST, HIGH) ;
1078 / / PORTB = PORTB & ~(1 << PB0 ) ; / / Stop conversion on pin CONVST: FALING EDGE
d ig i t a lWr i t eFa s t (CONVST, LOW) ;
1080 / / while ( d ig i t a lRead (BUSY) ==LOW) ; / / Wait for BUSY to go HIGH: Conversion done
while ( d ig i t a lReadFas t (BUSY) ==LOW) ;
1082 / / PORTB = PORTB & ~(1 << PB2 ) ; / / Write LOW to pin RD (RD = Read Data )
d i g i t a lWr i t eFa s t (RD, LOW) ;
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1084 SPI . beginTransaction ( SPISe t t ings (1200000 ,MSBFIRST , SPI_MODE0) ) ;
x = SPI . t r ans fe r ( cmds [ i ] ) ; / / B means binary , f i r s t 8−bi t , channel 0
1086 y = SPI . t r ans fe r ( cmds [ i ] ) ; / / second 8−bi t , send throw away byte to get data
SPI . endTransaction ( ) ;
1088 delayMicroseconds ( 3 ) ;
/ / __bui l t in_arm_delay_cycles ( 4 8 ) ; / / 3 us
1090 / / PORTB = PORTB | (1 << PB2 ) ; / / S igna l I ’m done reading data (RD goes HIGH)
d i g i t a lWr i t e (RD, HIGH) ;
1092 SerialUSB . pr in t ( y , BIN ) ; / / wri te lowbyte f i r s t , then high . l i t t l e endian .
pr in t ln too slow
1094 SerialUSB . pr in t ( x , BIN ) ;
/ / SerialUSB . pr in t ln (word ( x , y ) ) ;
1096 / / SerialUSB . wri te ( y ) ;
/ / SerialUSB . wri te ( x ) ;
1098 i = ( i +1) % NoChan ;
}
1100
byte build_cmd ( unsigned in t channel , i n t mode, in t rangeMax , in t isSGL ) {
1102 / / channels from 0 . . 7
byte cmdbits = B10000000 ;
1104 / / UNI−GAIN ( BIT 2 ( rangeMax ) and 3 (UNI or BI ) , RIGHT TO LEFT)
switch ( rangeMax ) {
1106 case 5 : break ;
case 10 : cmdbits | = (1 < <2) ;




1112 case UNI : cmdbits | = (1 < <3) ;
case BI : break ;
1114 defau l t : BI ;
}
1116
switch ( isSGL ) {
1118 case SGL : break ;
case DIF : cmdbits &= ~(1 < <7) ;
1120 }
/ / CHANNEL SELECTION
1122 switch ( channel ) {
case 0 : break ;
1124 case 1 : cmdbits | = (1 < <6) ; break ;
case 2 : cmdbits | = (1 < <4) ; break ;
1126 case 3 : cmdbits | = (1 < <4) | (1 < <6) ; break ;
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case 4 : cmdbits | = (1 < <5) ; break ;
1128 case 5 : cmdbits | = (1 < <6) | (1 < <5) ; break ;
case 6 : cmdbits | = (1 < <4) | (1 < <5) ; break ;
1130 case 7 : cmdbits | = (1 < <6) | (1 < <5) | (1 < <4) ; break ;





B.5. STMDrift Correction Code
1000 # Written by Huy Nguyen ( hanguyn2@ill inois . edu ) , Gruebele Group , Univers i ty of
I l l i n o i s a t Urbana−Champaign
#
1002 # This s c r i p t i s wri t ten to automate the pump−probe imaging process :
# * The STM i s put on batch−mode when running the s c r i p t . Tip d r i f t w i l l be corrected
continuously throughout
1004 # * the experiment .
#
1006 # * A lock−in X image i s saved with the delay in the filename at every time delay ,
and there w i l l be a log . t x t
# * f i l e to keep track of which delay corresponds to which STM f i l e . The experiment
repeats a f t e r the a l l time
1008 # * points have been co l l ec t ed .
#
1010 # * The user spec i fy the read and wri te fo lders , the delay increments , the short−long
time cu to f f (more time
# * points near time zero , l e s s time points far away ) .
1012 #
1014 ################### SCRIPT #####################
import os
1016
os . environ [ ”FOR_DISABLE_CONSOLE_CTRL_HANDLER” ] = ” 1 ”
1018 import time
import s t ruc t
1020 import errno
import numpy as np
1022
from skimage . fea ture import r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on
1024 import matplo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
import errno
1026 import parseSTM as ps
from detrend2d import subtract_plane
1028
import pys t r ipe as s t r i p e
1030 import imageio
from matplo t l ib import cm
1032 from simple_pid import PID
from myImageToolset import destr ipe_by_wavelet_svd
1034
cmap_topo = cm. get_cmap ( ” afmhot ” , 2 ** 16)
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1036 cmap_X = cm. get_cmap ( ” gray_r ” , 2 ** 16)
1038
# Make sure the connection to the stage i s closed properly i f error occurs
1040 import s i gna l
import sys
1042
1044 def signalHandler ( signo , frame ) :
sys . e x i t ( 0 )
1046
1048 for s i g in [
s i gna l . SIGTERM,
1050 s i gna l . SIGINT ,
s i gna l . SIGSEGV ,
1052 s i gna l . SIGABRT ,
s i gna l . SIGBREAK ,
1054 s i gna l . SIGFPE ,
s i gna l . SIGILL ,
1056 ] :
s i gna l . s i gna l ( s ig , signalHandler )
1058
#################################################################
1060 ################### EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS #####################
1062 ## Folders and f i l e s
1064 DIR_TO_READ = r ”V : \ dec \12 _09_19 ”
DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF = r ”V : \ dec \12 _09_19 \ Dr i f tCorr ”
1066 DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT = r ”V: ”
l o g f i l e = ” log . t x t ”
1068 i f os . path . e x i s t s ( f ” {DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT } \ \BATCH_MD.TXT” ) :
os . remove ( f ” {DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT } \ \BATCH_MD.TXT” )
1070
# os . remove ( f ” {DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT } \ \BATCH_MD.TXT” )
1072
## STM scanning condi t ions
1074 cur = 50 # pA
vo l t = 1 .3 # V
1076 topoBUFNUM = 1
xBUFNUM = 4
1078 windowsize = 100 # pix
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pixe l_ inc = 3.11 # angstrom
1080 threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion = 50 * p ixe l_ inc
wavelet = ”sym7”
1082
1084 # ## Lock−in ampl i f ier values
1086 # phase = 121 # degrees
# time_constant = 10 # ms
1088 # f i l t e r _ s l o p e = 12 # dB/ octave
# s e n s i t i v i t y = 50 # mV
1090 # expand = 1
# o f f s e t = 0 # mV
1092 # re f = 7.206 # kHz
1094 #####################################################################
################### DRIFT CONTROL PID PARAMETERS ####################
1096
1098 # I n i t i a l i z e the PID for d r i f t correc t ion




se tpo in t =0 ,
1104 output_ l imi t s =(
−threshold_for_drif t_compensat ion ,




1110 ) # Os c i l l a t i on s have occurred when Kp was too high . Empir ica l ly Kp <= 1 .
pidx . set_auto_mode ( True , l a s t_ou tpu t =0)
1112




se tpo in t =0 ,
1118 output_ l imi t s =(
−threshold_for_drif t_compensat ion ,










1132 def normalize_img ( img , vmin , vmax) :
img = img . astype ( ” f l o a t ” )
1134 sca le = ( img .max ( ) − img .min ( ) ) / np . abs (vmax − vmin )
img = ( img − img .min ( ) ) / sca le + vmin
1136 return img
1138
def ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en ( d i rec tory ) :
1140 f i l e _ l i s t = [ f for f in os . l i s t d i r ( d i rec tory ) ]
f i l e _ l i s t = [ f for f in f i l e _ l i s t i f f . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1]. i s d i g i t ( ) ]
1142 f i l e _ l i s t = sorted ( f i l e _ l i s t )
i f len ( f i l e _ l i s t ) > 0 :
1144 return f i l e _ l i s t [−1]
e l se :
1146 return os . path . j o in ( d irectory , os . path . s p l i t ( d i rec tory ) [−1] + ” .000 ” )
1148
def watch_for_new_stm_file ( d irectory , l a s t _w r t _ f i l e ) :
1150 while True :
cu r r en t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en ( d i rec tory )
1152 current_file_number = in t ( cu r r en t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1])
i f current_file_number > in t ( l a s t _w r t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1]) :
1154 time . s leep (
1
1156 ) # wait for data to be f u l l y saved in hard drive . Otherwise missing data
error
s tm_f i l e = ps . STMfile ( os . path . j o in ( directory , cu r r en t _ f i l e ) )
1158 return s tm_f i l e
e l se :
1160 pass
time . s leep ( 0 . 5 )
1162
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1164 def create_batchmode_txt ( xof fSet , yof fSet , d i rec tory ) :
with open ( os . path . j o in ( directory , ”BATCH_MD.TXT” ) , ”w” ) as f i l e :
1166 f i l e . wri te ( ”BATCH MODE PARAMETER FILE REV 1 . 0 \ n” )
f i l e . wri te ( ”OFFSET_INCREMENTS\n” )
1168 f i l e . wri te ( f ” { xo f fSe t : . 2 f } \ n” )
f i l e . wri te ( f ” { yo f f Se t : . 2 f } \ n” )
1170 f i l e . wri te ( ”EOF\n” )
1172
def image_process ( img , detrend=False ) :
1174 img = np . array ( img )
i f detrend :
1176 img = subtract_plane ( img )
img = destr ipe_by_wavelet_svd ( img , wavelet=wavelet , vecnum=13)
1178 img = np . c l i p ( img , np . percen t i l e ( img , 2 ) , np . percen t i l e ( img , 98) )
img = normalize_img ( img , 0 , 2 ** 16 − 1) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
1180 return img
1182
def tipchange_handler ( xof f se t , yo f f se t , ref , cur ) :
1184 # o f f s e t > 10 for quantum dots and > 7 for g la s s
# s h i f t s = r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on ( ref , cur , upsample_factor =1) [ 0 ]
1186 # shif ted_img = sh i f t ( cur , s h i f t s )
# pair = [ re f ]
1188 # pair . append ( shif ted_img )
# t ru_pts = [np . argwhere ( im) for im in pair ]
1190 # t op l e f t = [ pts .min( ax i s =0) for pts in t ru_pts ]
# bottomright = [ pts .max( ax i s =0) for pts in t ru_pts ]
1192 # t op l e f t x = [ t [ 0 ] for t in t op l e f t ]
# t op l e f t y = [ t [ 1 ] for t in t op l e f t ]
1194 # bottomrightx = [ t [ 0 ] for t in bottomright ]
# bottomrighty = [ t [ 1 ] for t in bottomright ]
1196 # s t a r t x = max( t op l e f t x )
# s t a r t y = max( t op l e f t y )
1198 # stopx = min( bottomrightx )
# stopy = min( bottomrighty )
1200 # newpair = [ im[ s t a r t x : stopx , s t a r t y : stopy ] for im in pair ]
# nrmse = compare_nrmse ( newpair [ 0 ] , newpair [ 1 ] )
1202 # pr in t ( ” S im i l a r i t y between previous and current images : ” , nrmse , ” \ n ” )
i f (
1204 abs ( xo f f s e t ) > threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion
or abs ( yo f f s e t ) > threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion
1206 ) :
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pr in t (
1208 ” xo f fSe t = { a } ; yo f f Se t = {b } ; => Tip d r i f t i s above threshold . Sh i f t s
w i l l be 0 . ” . format (
a= xof f se t , b= yo f f s e t
1210 )
)
1212 xo f f s e t = 0
yo f f s e t = 0
1214 return xof f se t , yo f f se t , cur , True
# e l i f nrmse > nrmse_thresh :
1216 # pr in t (
# ” xo f fSe t = { a } ; yo f fSe t = {b } ; => Two images are not s imi lar . Poss ib le
t i p change . \
1218 #
Sh i f t s w i l l be 0 . ” . format (
# a= xof f se t , b= yo f f s e t
1220 # )
# )
1222 # xo f f s e t = 0
# yo f f s e t = 0
1224 # return xof f se t , yo f f se t , cur , True
return xof f se t , yo f f se t , ref , False
1226
1228 def program (Wdir , BMtxtdir , saveTi f =None) :
i f saveTi f i s None :
1230 saveTi f = Wdir
1232 # Create working d i rec tory
t ry :
1234 os . makedirs ( saveTi f )
except OSError as e :
1236 i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
ra i se
1238 Xdir = os . path . j o in ( saveTif , ”X” )
TOPOdir = os . path . j o in ( saveTif , ”TOPO” )
1240 t r y :
os . makedirs ( Xdir )
1242 except OSError as e :
i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
1244 ra i se
t ry :
1246 os . makedirs ( TOPOdir )
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except OSError as e :
1248 i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
ra i se
1250
# Create a log f i l e and f i l l in experimental condi t ions
1252 t x t F i l e = os . path . j o in (DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF , l o g f i l e )
1254 # i f not os . path . i s f i l e ( t x t F i l e ) :
with open ( t x t F i l e , ” a+” ) as f :
1256 f . wri te ( ” ==========================\n \n” )
f . wri te ( ” D r i f t correc t ion STM imaging logs \n \n” )
1258 f . wri te (
f ” I = { cur } pA ; V = { vo l t } V; window s i ze = { windowsize } x { windowsize }
p ixe l s ; p ixe l s i z e = { p ixe l_ inc } Angstrom \n”
1260 )
1262 # I n i t i a l i z e some var iab le s
l a s tWr t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en (Wdir )
1264 Firs tWrt = in t ( l a s tWr t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1])
Noscans = 999 − Firs tWrt
1266
img_pair = [None , None ]
1268 j = 0
1270 # For est imat ion of time to f in i sh
acq_time_0 = time . time ( )
1272 elapsed_times = [ 0 ]
current_data_points = [ 0 ]
1274 t o t a l _po in t s = Noscans
while j <= Noscans :
1276 j += 1
i f j > Noscans :
1278 break
pr in t (
1280 ” ==================== CURRENT SCAN: { a } . TIF ======================= ” .
format (




# grab the curent stm f i l e
1286
curSTMfile = watch_for_new_stm_file (Wdir , l a s tWr t _ f i l e )
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1288
# Update the l a s t wri t ten f i l e and wri te to log
1290 l a s tWr t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en (Wdir )
heightIMG = curSTMfile . ge t_he ight_buf fers ( [ topoBUFNUM] ) [ topoBUFNUM]
1292 xIMG = curSTMfile . ge t_he ight_buf fers ( [xBUFNUM] ) [xBUFNUM]
heightIMG = image_process ( heightIMG , detrend=True )
1294 heightIMG_towrite = ( cmap_topo ( heightIMG ) * (2 ** 16 − 1) ) . astype (
” uint16 ”
1296 )
xIMG = image_process (xIMG, detrend=False )
1298 xIMG_towrite = (cmap_X(xIMG) * (2 ** 16 − 1) ) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
fname = os . path . j o in ( TOPOdir , ” { a }_TOPO. TIF ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j ) )
1300 fname_X = os . path . j o in ( Xdir , ” { a } _X . TIF ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j ) )
imageio . imwrite ( fname , heightIMG_towrite )
1302 imageio . imwrite ( fname_X , xIMG_towrite )
i f j == 1 :
1304 img_pair [ 0 ] = img_pair [ 1 ] = heightIMG . copy ( )
pr in t ( ” Reference Image : { a } . t i f f ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + 1) )
1306 e l se :
img_pair [ 1 ] = heightIMG . copy ( )
1308 pr in t ( ” Current Image : { a } . t i f f ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j ) )
sh i f t s , _ , _ = r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on (
1310 img_pair [ 0 ] , img_pair [ 1 ] , upsample_factor =100
)
1312 # xo f fSe t = in t ( round(− s h i f t s [ 1 ] , 1 ) ) # o r i g ina l s c r i p t
# yo f fSe t = in t ( round (+ s h i f t s [ 0 ] , 1 ) )
1314 xo f fSe t = round(− s h i f t s [ 1 ] * pixel_ inc , 1 ) # o r i g ina l s c r i p t
yo f f Se t = round (+ s h i f t s [ 0 ] * pixel_ inc , 1 )
1316 pr in t ( f ”raw o f f s e t s : x={ xo f fSe t } , y ={ yo f f Se t } ” )
1318 xo f fSe t = pidx(−xo f fSe t )
yo f f Se t = pidy(−yo f fSe t )
1320 pr in t ( f ”PID o f f s e t s : x={ xo f fSe t } , y ={ yo f f Se t } ” )
1322 xoffSet , yof fSe t , img_pair [ 0 ] , tipchanged = tipchange_handler (
xof fSet , yof fSe t , img_pair [ 0 ] , img_pair [ 1 ]
1324 )
1326 i f tipchanged :
pidx . rese t ( )
1328 pidy . rese t ( )
1330 # Create s h i f t in s t ruc t i on for STM computer
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create_batchmode_txt ( xof fSet , yof fSet , BMtxtdir )
1332 pr in t ( ” Of f se t s : x={ a } , y ={b } \ n” . format ( a= xoffSet , b= yo f fSe t ) )
pr in t ( ” Created BATCH_MD.TXT\n” )
1334
elapsed_times . append ( time . time ( ) − acq_time_0 )
1336 current_data_points . append ( j )
pr in t ( f ”Time elapsed : { round ( elapsed_times [−1] / 60 ,1 ) } minutes . ” )
1338 i f len ( current_data_points ) > 3 :
es t = np . poly1d (
1340 np . p o l y f i t ( current_data_points [ −3: ] , elapsed_times [ −3: ] , 1 )
)
1342 pr in t (
f ” Estimated time to f in i shed : { round ( es t ( t o t a l _po in t s ) / 60 −
elapsed_times [−1] / 60 ,1 ) } minutes . ”
1344 )
e l se :
1346 pr in t ( ” Ca lcu la t ing time to f in i sh . . ” )
pr in t ( ” ================================================= ” )
1348
time . s leep ( 1 )
1350
1352 i f __name__ == ”__main__ ” :
1354 program (DIR_TO_READ, DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT, DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF )
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B.6. Laser Controlling Library
1000 import s e r i a l
import time
1002
1004 c l a s s PyTai :
” ” ” Create a c l a s s for the Spectra−Physics MaiTai l a se r ” ” ”
1006
def __ in i t __ (
1008 se l f ,
port ,
1010 baudrate =9600 ,
b i t s =8 ,
1012 par i t y =”N” ,
s top_b i t s =1 ,
1014 timeout =0 ,
xonxoff =1 ,
1016 ) :
1018 s e l f . ser = s e r i a l . S e r i a l (
port , baudrate , b i t s , par i ty , s top_bi t s , timeout , xonxoff
1020 )
s e l f . port = s e l f . ser . port
1022 s e l f . baudrate = s e l f . ser . baudrate
s e l f . b i t s = s e l f . ser . by tes i ze
1024 s e l f . par i t y = s e l f . ser . par i t y
s e l f . s t op_b i t s = s e l f . ser . s t opb i t s
1026 s e l f . timeout = s e l f . ser . timeout
s e l f . xonxoff = s e l f . ser . xonxoff
1028
def query ( se l f , command) :
1030 __instr_response = ” ”
i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
1032 s e l f . ser . open ( )
s e l f . ser . wri te ( ” { c } \ n” . format ( c=command) . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
1034 time . s leep ( 0 . 1 )
__instr_response = s e l f . ser . r eada l l ( )




1040 def o f f ( s e l f ) :
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i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
1042 s e l f . ser . open ( )
s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”SAVE\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
1044 s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”OFF\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1046
def on ( s e l f ) :
1048 i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
s e l f . ser . open ( )
1050 s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”ON\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1052
def save_s ta tus ( s e l f ) :
1054 i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
s e l f . ser . open ( )
1056 s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”SAVE\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1058
def set_wavelength ( se l f , wav ) :
1060
i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
1062 s e l f . ser . open ( )
s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”WAVELENGTH { l } \ n” . format ( l =wav ) . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
1064 s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
recentWav = s e l f . recent_wavelength_commanded ( )
1066 while True :
curWav = s e l f . MaiTai_wavelength ( )
1068 pr in t ( curWav . decode ( ” a s c i i ” ) )
i f curWav == recentWav :
1070 pr in t ( curWav . decode ( ” a s c i i ” ) , ”Done” )
break
1072 time . s leep ( 3 )
pr in t ( ”Yup , Done ! ! ” )
1074
def shu t t e r_o f f ( s e l f ) :
1076 i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
s e l f . ser . open ( )
1078 s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”SHUTTER 0\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1080
def shutter_on ( s e l f ) :
1082 i f not s e l f . ser . is_open :
s e l f . ser . open ( )
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1084 s e l f . ser . wri te ( ”SHUTTER 1\n” . encode ( ” utf−8” ) )
s e l f . ser . c lose ( )
1086
# Query commands
1088 def recent_wavelength_commanded ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”WAVelength? ” )
1090
def wavelength_range ( s e l f ) :
1092 maxWav = s e l f . query ( ”WAVelength :MAX? ” )
minWav = s e l f . query ( ”WAVelength :MIN? ” )
1094 return minWav, maxWav
1096 def idYourse l f ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ” *IDN? ” )
1098
def shu t t e r_ s t a tu s ( s e l f ) :
1100
# time . s leep ( 2 )
1102 shu tS ta t = s e l f . query ( ”SHUTter? ” )
i f shu tS ta t == b” 0 \n” :
1104 pr in t ( ” Shut ter Closed ” )
e l se :
1106 pr in t ( ” Shut ter Open” )
return shutS ta t
1108
## The pump lase r : Mi l lenia
1110
def pump_laser_which_mode ( s e l f ) :
1112 return s e l f . query ( ”MODE? ” )
1114 def pump_laser_history ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”PLASER :AHISTORY? ” )
1116
def pump_laser_errcode ( s e l f ) :
1118 return s e l f . query ( ”PLASER :ERRCODE? ” )
1120 def pump_laser_current_commanded ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”PLASER :CURRENT? ” )
1122
def pump_laser_power_commanded ( s e l f ) :
1124 return s e l f . query ( ”PLASER :POWER? ” )
1126 def pump_laser_diodes_currents ( s e l f ) :
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” ” ” Typical response may be “75.1%<LF”> ” ” ”
1128 __d1Curr = s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :DIODe1 : CURRent? ” )
__d2Curr = s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :DIODe2 : CURRent? ” )
1130 return __d1Curr , __d2Curr
1132 def pump_laser_diodes_temps ( s e l f ) :
” ” ” Typical response may be “20.5 <LF”> ” ” ”
1134 __d1Temp = s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :DIODe1 : TEMPerature ? ” )
__d2Temp = s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :DIODe2 : TEMPerature ? ” )
1136 return __d1Temp , __d2Temp
1138 def pump_laser_current_actual ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer : PCURrent ? ” )
1140
def pump_laser_power_actual ( s e l f ) :
1142 return s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :POWer? ” )
1144 def pump_laser_SHG ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”READ: PLASer :SHGS? ” )
1146
## The MaiTai l a se r
1148
def MaiTai_is_modelocked ( s e l f ) :
1150 return s e l f . query ( ”CONTROL:MLENABLE? ” )
1152 def MaiTai_history ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”READ:AHISTORY? ” )
1154
def is_warmed_up ( s e l f ) :
1156 ” ” ” response i s in the form of b ’ x% ’. Laser can be turned on when the
response i s b ’100% ’ ” ” ”
1158 return s e l f . query ( ”READ:PCTWARMEDUP? ” )
1160 def MaiTai_output_power ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . query ( ”READ:POWer? ” )
1162
def MaiTai_wavelength ( s e l f ) :
1164 return s e l f . query ( ”READ:WAVelength? ” )
Translation stage Python library
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B.7. Pump‐probeMovie Collection Code
1000 # Written by Huy Nguyen ( hanguyn2@ill inois . edu ) , Gruebele Group , Univers i ty of
# I l l i n o i s a t Urbana−Champaign
1002 #
# This s c r i p t i s wri t ten to automate the pump−probe imaging process :
1004 # * The STM i s put on batch−mode when running the s c r i p t . Tip d r i f t w i l l be
# corrected continuously throughout
1006 # * the experiment .
#
1008 # * A lock−in X image i s saved with the delay in the filename at every time
# delay , and there w i l l be a log . t x t
1010 # * f i l e to keep track of which delay corresponds to which STM f i l e . The
# experiment repeats a f t e r the a l l time
1012 # * points have been co l l ec t ed .
#
1014 # * The user spec i fy the read and wri te fo lders , the delay increments , the
# short−long time cu to f f (more time





1022 os . environ [ ”FOR_DISABLE_CONSOLE_CTRL_HANDLER” ] = ” 1 ”
import thor labs_apt as apt
1024 import time
import s t ruc t
1026 import errno
import numpy as np
1028
from skimage . fea ture import r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on
1030 import matplo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
import errno
1032 import parseSTM as ps
from detrend2d import subtract_plane
1034
import pys t r ipe as s t r i p e
1036 import imageio
from matplo t l ib import cm
1038 from simple_pid import PID
from myImageToolset import destripe_by_wavelet_svd , imreg
1040 import PyTai
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from skimage .measure import compare_nrmse
1042 from datetime import datetime
from datetime import t imedel ta
1044
1046 cmap_topo = cm. get_cmap ( ” afmhot ” , 2 ** 16)
cmap_X = cm. get_cmap ( ” gray_r ” , 2 ** 16)
1048
1050 # Make sure the connection to the stage i s closed properly i f error occurs
import s i gna l
1052 import sys
1054
def signalHandler ( signo , frame ) :
1056 sys . e x i t ( 0 )
1058
for s i g in [
1060 s i gna l . SIGTERM,
s igna l . SIGINT ,
1062 s i gna l . SIGSEGV ,
s igna l . SIGABRT ,
1064 s i gna l . SIGBREAK ,
s igna l . SIGFPE ,
1066 s i gna l . SIGILL ,
] :
1068 s i gna l . s i gna l ( s ig , signalHandler )
1070
#################################################################
1072 ################### EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS #####################
1074
## TO TURN LASER OFF AT NIGHT
1076 use_ la ser_ l ib = True
1078 i f u se_ l a se r_ l ib :
maitai = PyTai . PyTai ( ”COM1” , baudrate =9600)
1080 pr in t ( maitai . idYourse l f ( ) )




1084 LP_red = ”4 mW”
LP_blue = ” 13 mW”
1086
## Folders and f i l e s
1088
DIR_TO_READ = r ”E : \ Box Sync \2020 \ Feb \02 _16_20 ”
1090 DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF = r ”E : \ Box Sync \2020 \ Feb \02 _16_20 \MOVIE 80 ( S ing le CD) ”
DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT = r ”E : \ Box Sync \2020 ”
1092 nrmse_thresh = 0 .7
l o g f i l e = ” log . t x t ”
1094 i f os . path . e x i s t s ( f ” {DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT } \ \BATCH_MD.TXT” ) :
os . remove ( f ” {DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT } \ \BATCH_MD.TXT” )
1096
## STM scanning condi t ions
1098 cur = 100 # pA
vo l t = 1 .3 # V
1100 topoBUFNUM = 1
xBUFNUM = 4
1102 windowsize = 50 # pix
p ixe l_ inc = 2.54 # angstrom
1104 threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion = 50 * p ixe l_ inc
wavelet = ”sym7”
1106
1108 ## Time−delay re la ted s e t t i n g s
time_zero = 80.261 # mm, 80.363 mm ( Previous ly 80.387 mm)
1110 c0 = 0.2998 # mm/ ps
ini t_s tage_increment = 0 .05 # ps
1112 l og fac to r = 1 .2
negat ive_ t ime_logfac tor = 1 .5
1114 stage_increment_short_ps = 0 .1 # ps . ignored
stage_increment_long_ps = 1 # ps . ignored
1116 s t a r t _ps = −3 # ps . With time zero of 80 mm, we can go down to −460 ps
stop_ps = 500 # ps . With time zero of 80 mm, we can go up to 500 ps
1118 shor t_ long_cutof f = 35 # ps
delay_scan_mode = 0 # Mode 0 : s t a r t to f i n i sh ;
1120 # Mode 1 : a l t e rna t ing delays from middle (Time−zero ) outward ;
# mode 2 : every other : 1 , 3 , 2 , 4 , . . .
1122 repetition_mode = (
0
1124 ) # Mode 0 : No repe t i t i on ; Mode 1 : two scans / delay then move next




1128 stage_increment_short_mm = stage_increment_short_ps * c0 / 2
stage_increment_long_mm = stage_increment_long_ps * c0 / 2
1130 stop_mm = time_zero − stop_ps * c0 / 2
start_mm = time_zero − s t a r t _ps * c0 / 2
1132
## Lock−in ampl i f ier values
1134
phase = 12 # degrees
1136 t ime_constant = 10 # ms
f i l t e r _ s l o p e = 12 # dB/ octave
1138 s e n s i t i v i t y = 20 # mV
expand = 1
1140 sum_offset = 0 # %
ref = 7.204 # kHz
1142
blue_phase = 3.1415 # degrees
1144 blue_time_constant = 10 # ms
b lue_ f i l t e r _ s l ope = 18 # dB/ octave
1146 b lue_ s en s i t i v i t y = 500 # mV
blue_expand = 1
1148 b lue_o f f se t = 0 # %
blue_ref = 2.698 # kHz
1150
red_phase = −3.1415 # degrees
1152 red_time_constant = 10 # ms
red_ f i l t e r _ s l ope = 18 # dB/ octave
1154 r ed_ s en s i t i v i t y = 200 # mV
red_expand = 1
1156 red_o f f se t = 0 # %




################### DRIFT CONTROL PID PARAMETERS ####################
1162
1164 # I n i t i a l i z e the PID for d r i f t correc t ion




se tpo in t =0 ,
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1170 output_ l imi t s =(
−threshold_for_drif t_compensat ion ,




1176 ) # Os c i l l a t i on s have occurred when Kp was too high . Empir ica l ly Kp <= 1 .
pidx . set_auto_mode ( True , l a s t_ou tpu t =0 .001 )
1178




se tpo in t =0 ,
1184 output_ l imi t s =(
−threshold_for_drif t_compensat ion ,





1192 pidy . set_auto_mode ( True , l a s t_ou tpu t =0 .001 )
1194
def f ind_neares t_ idx ( array , value ) :
1196 array = np . asarray ( array )
idx = (np . abs ( array − value ) ) . argmin ( )
1198 return idx
1200
def sor t_ to_center ( arr , centerva l =None) :
1202 arr = np . asarray ( arr )
l = len ( arr )
1204 new_arr = [ ]
i f centerva l i s not None :
1206 center idx = f ind_neares t_ idx ( arr , centerva l )
new_arr . append ( arr [ center idx ] )
1208 for i in range (1 , l ) :
i f center idx + i < l :
1210 new_arr . append ( arr [ center idx + i ] )
i f len ( new_arr ) == l :
1212 break
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i f center idx − i >= 0 :
1214 new_arr . append ( arr [ center idx − i ] )
i f len ( new_arr ) == l :
1216 break
e l se :
1218 new_arr . append ( arr [ 0 ] )
for i in range (1 , l ) :
1220 new_arr . append ( arr [− i ] )
i f len ( new_arr ) == l :
1222 break
new_arr . append ( arr [ i ] )
1224 i f len ( new_arr ) == l :
break
1226 new_arr = l i s t ( reversed ( new_arr ) )
return new_arr
1228
1230 def so r t _ l i s t _eve ry_o the r ( l s ) :
new_ls = [ ]
1232 even = l s [ : : 2 ]
leven = len ( even )
1234 i f leven % 4 != 0 :
even . extend ([−1] * (4 − leven % 4) )
1236 as se r t len ( even ) % 4 == 0 , ” length of even not d i v i s i b l e by 4 ”
odd = l s [ 1 : : 2 ]
1238 lodd = len ( odd )
i f lodd % 4 != 0 :
1240 odd . extend ([−1] * (4 − lodd % 4) )
a s se r t len ( odd ) % 4 == 0 , ” length of odd not d i v i s i b l e by 4 ”
1242
length = len ( l s )
1244 while len ( new_ls ) <= length :
t ry :
1246 new_ls . append ( even . pop ( 0 ) )
new_ls . append ( even . pop ( 0 ) )
1248 new_ls . append ( odd . pop ( 0 ) )
new_ls . append ( odd . pop ( 0 ) )
1250 except IndexError :
break
1252 new_ls = [ e for e in new_ls i f e != −1]
a s se r t (
1254 len ( new_ls ) == length




def ca l cu la te_de lay_pos i t i ons (
1260 zero_posi t ion ,
start_mm ,
1262 stop_mm,
i n i t _ t _ i n c =0 .1 ,
1264 l og fac to r =1 .5 ,
negat ive_ t ime_logfac tor =2 ,
1266 scan_mode=0 ,
) :
1268 ” ” ” Values returned are in mm”” ”
as se r t ( start_mm − zero_pos i t ion < 0) ^ (
1270 stop_mm − zero_pos i t ion < 0
) , ” Ei ther s t a r t or stop time must be negat ive and not both of them are . ”
1272 i n i t _ i n c = i n i t _ t _ i n c * c0 / 2
inc = i n i t _ i n c
1274 pos i t i ons = [ zero_pos i t ion ]
while pos i t i ons [−1] <= max(stop_mm, start_mm ) :
1276 delay = zero_pos i t ion + inc
i f 150 >= delay >= 0 and delay <= max(stop_mm, start_mm ) :
1278 pos i t i ons . append ( delay )
e l se :
1280 break
old_inc = inc
1282 inc *= negat ive_ t ime_logfac tor
i f abs ( old_inc − inc ) < i n i t _ i n c :
1284 inc = old_inc + i n i t _ i n c
inc = i n i t _ i n c
1286 while pos i t i ons [−1] >= min(stop_mm, start_mm ) :
delay = zero_pos i t ion − inc
1288 i f 150 >= delay >= 0 and delay >= min(stop_mm, start_mm ) :
pos i t i ons . append ( delay )
1290 e l se :
break
1292 old_inc = inc
inc *= log fac to r
1294 i f abs ( old_inc − inc ) < i n i t _ i n c :
inc = old_inc + i n i t _ i n c
1296
i f start_mm > stop_mm:
1298 pos i t i ons = sorted ( pos i t ions , reverse=True )
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e l se :
1300 pos i t i ons = sorted ( pos i t i ons )
i f scan_mode == 1 :
1302 pos i t i ons = sor t_ to_center ( pos i t ions , centerva l = zero_pos i t ion )
# pos i t i ons = l i s t ( reversed ( pos i t i ons ) ) # go from c t r out
1304 e l i f scan_mode == 2 :
pos i t i ons = so r t _ l i s t _eve ry_o the r ( pos i t i ons )
1306 return pos i t i ons
1308
# Convenient est imate var iab le s for time to f in i sh
1310 pos i t i ons = ca l cu la te_de lay_pos i t i ons (
zero_pos i t ion=time_zero ,
1312 start_mm=start_mm ,
stop_mm=stop_mm,
1314 i n i t _ t _ i n c = ini t_stage_increment ,
l og fac to r = logfac tor ,
1316 negat ive_ t ime_logfac tor =negat ive_t ime_logfactor ,
scan_mode=delay_scan_mode ,
1318 )
1320 i f repetit ion_mode == 0 :
# No repe t i t i on
1322 pass
e l i f repetit ion_mode == 1 :
1324 # One se t forward then one se t reverse
reversed_pos i t ions = l i s t ( reversed ( pos i t i ons ) )
1326 pos i t i ons . extend ( reversed_pos i t ions )
e l se :
1328 # Both se t in pa r a l l e l (2 points / delay )
pos i t i ons = [ va l for pair in z ip ( pos i t ions , pos i t i ons ) for va l in pair ]
1330
t o t a l _po in t s = len ( pos i t i ons )
1332
pr in t ( ” Delay pos i t i ons : ” , pos i t i ons )
1334 pr in t (
” Delay Time ( ps ) : ” ,
1336 np . round ( ( time_zero − np . array ( pos i t i ons ) ) / c0 * 2 , 3 ) ,
)




def normalize_img ( img , vmin , vmax) :
1344 img = img . astype ( ” f l o a t ” )
sca le = ( img .max ( ) − img .min ( ) ) / np . abs (vmax − vmin )
1346 img = ( img − img .min ( ) ) / sca le + vmin
return img
1348
1350 def ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en ( d i rec tory ) :
f i l e _ l i s t = [ f for f in os . l i s t d i r ( d i rec tory ) ]
1352 f i l e _ l i s t = [ f for f in f i l e _ l i s t i f f . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1]. i s d i g i t ( ) ]
f i l e _ l i s t = sorted ( f i l e _ l i s t )
1354 i f len ( f i l e _ l i s t ) > 0 :
return f i l e _ l i s t [−1]
1356 e l se :
return os . path . j o in ( d irectory , os . path . s p l i t ( d i rec tory ) [−1] + ” .000 ” )
1358
1360 def watch_for_new_stm_file ( d irectory , l a s t _w r t _ f i l e ) :
while True :
1362 cu r ren t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en ( d i rec tory )
current_file_number = in t ( cu r r en t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1])
1364 i f current_file_number > in t ( l a s t _w r t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1]) :
time . s leep (
1366 1
) # wait for data to be f u l l y saved in hard drive . Otherwise
1368 missing data error
s tm_f i l e = ps . STMfile ( os . path . j o in ( directory , cu r r en t _ f i l e ) )
1370 return s tm_f i l e
e l se :
1372 pass
time . s leep ( 0 . 5 )
1374
1376 def create_batchmode_txt ( xof fSet , yof fSet , d i rec tory ) :
with open ( os . path . j o in ( directory , ”BATCH_MD.TXT” ) , ”w” ) as f i l e :
1378 f i l e . wri te ( ”BATCH MODE PARAMETER FILE REV 1 . 0 \ n” )
f i l e . wri te ( ”OFFSET_INCREMENTS\n” )
1380 f i l e . wri te ( f ” { xo f fSe t : . 2 f } \ n” )
f i l e . wri te ( f ” { yo f f Se t : . 2 f } \ n” )
1382 f i l e . wri te ( ”EOF\n” )
1384
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# def image_process ( img , detrend=False ) :
1386 # i f detrend :
# img = subtract_plane ( img )
1388 # img = normalize_img ( img , 0 , 2 ** 16 − 1) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
# img = s t r i pe . f i l t e r _ s t r e a k s ( img , sigma =[20 , 20 ] , wavelet =”sym20 ” )
1390
# img = np . c l i p ( img , np . percen t i l e ( img , 2) , np . percen t i l e ( img , 98) )
1392 # img = normalize_img ( img , 0 , 2 ** 16 − 1) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
# return img
1394
1396 def image_process ( img , detrend=False ) :
img = np . array ( img )
1398 i f detrend :
img = subtract_plane ( img )
1400 # img = destr ipe_by_wavelet_svd ( img , wavelet=wavelet , vecnum=10)
img = np . c l i p ( img , np . percen t i l e ( img , 2 ) , np . percen t i l e ( img , 98) )
1402 img = normalize_img ( img , 0 , 2 ** 16 − 1) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
return img
1404
1406 def tipchange_handler ( xof f se t , yo f f se t , ref , cur ) :
# o f f s e t > 10 for quantum dots and > 7 for g la s s
1408 # s h i f t s = r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on ( ref , cur , upsample_factor =1) [ 0 ]
# shif ted_img = sh i f t ( cur , s h i f t s )
1410 # pair = [ re f ]
# pair . append ( shif ted_img )
1412 # tru_pts = [np . argwhere ( im) for im in pair ]
# t op l e f t = [ pts .min( ax i s =0) for pts in t ru_pts ]
1414 # bottomright = [ pts .max( ax i s =0) for pts in t ru_pts ]
# t op l e f t x = [ t [ 0 ] for t in t op l e f t ]
1416 # t op l e f t y = [ t [ 1 ] for t in t op l e f t ]
# bottomrightx = [ t [ 0 ] for t in bottomright ]
1418 # bottomrighty = [ t [ 1 ] for t in bottomright ]
# s t a r t x = max( t op l e f t x )
1420 # s t a r t y = max( t op l e f t y )
# stopx = min( bottomrightx )
1422 # stopy = min( bottomrighty )
# newpair = [ im[ s t a r t x : stopx , s t a r t y : stopy ] for im in pair ]
1424 newpair = imreg ( [ ref , cur ] , upsample_factor =100)
nrmse = compare_nrmse ( newpair [ 0 ] , newpair [ 1 ] )
1426 pr in t ( ” Dif ference between previous and current images : ” , nrmse , ” \n” )
i f (
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1428 abs ( xo f f s e t ) >= threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion
or abs ( yo f f s e t ) >= threshold_for_dri f t_compensat ion
1430 ) :
pr in t (
1432 ” xo f fSe t = { a } ; yo f f Se t = {b } ; => Tip d r i f t i s above threshold .
Sh i f t s w i l l be 0 . ” . format (
1434 a= xof f se t , b= yo f f s e t
)
1436 )
xo f f s e t = 0
1438 yo f f s e t = 0
return xof f se t , yo f f se t , cur , True
1440 # e l i f nrmse > nrmse_thresh :
# pr in t (
1442 # ” xo f fSe t = { a } ; yo f fSe t = {b } ; => Two images are not s imi lar .
# Poss ib le t i p change . \
1444 #
# Sh i f t s w i l l be 0 . ” . format (
1446 # a= xof f se t , b= yo f f s e t
# )
1448 # )
# xo f f s e t = 0
1450 # yo f f s e t = 0
# return xof f se t , yo f f se t , cur , True
1452 return xof f se t , yo f f se t , ref , False
1454
def program (Wdir , BMtxtdir , saveTi f =None) :
1456 i f saveTi f i s None :
saveTi f = Wdir
1458
# I n i t i a l i z e t r ans l a t i on stage
1460 pr in t ( ” I n i t i a l i z i n g the t r ans l a t i on stage . . ” )
while True :
1462 t r y :
s t a ge_ s e r i a l = apt . l i s t _ a v a i l a b l e _dev i c e s ( ) [ 0 ] [ 1 ]
1464 s tage = apt . Motor ( s t a ge_ s e r i a l )
pr in t ( ”Done ! ” )
1466 break
except Exception :
1468 time . s leep ( 5 )
1470 # Set s tage moving p ro f i l e
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# stage . set_dc_profile_mode_parameters (
1472 # 2 , 7000
# ) # S−curve p ro f i l e with jerk to smooth out motion
1474
# Check i f s tage i s homed. I f not , home and move to s t a r t _ps
1476 pr in t ( ”Check homing s t a tu s . . \ n” )
i f not s tage . has_homing_been_completed :
1478 pr in t ( ” Stage not homed. Homing now . . ” )
s tage .move_home( blocking=False )
1480 while not s tage . has_homing_been_completed :
time . s leep ( 1 )
1482 continue
1484 i f s tage . has_homing_been_completed :
pr in t ( ” Stage homed. Moving to s t a r t i n g point . . ” )
1486 s tage .move_to ( pos i t i ons [ 0 ] , blocking=False )
while s tage . is_in_motion :
1488 time . s leep ( 1 )
continue
1490
# To make sure i t goes to the r i gh t place
1492 s tage .move_to ( pos i t i ons [ 0 ] , blocking=False )
while s tage . is_in_motion :
1494 time . s leep ( 1 )
continue
1496 pr in t ( ”Done ! ” )
1498 # Create working d i rec tory
t ry :
1500 os . makedirs ( saveTi f )
except OSError as e :
1502 i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
ra i se
1504 Xdir = os . path . j o in ( saveTif , ”X” )
TOPOdir = os . path . j o in ( saveTif , ”TOPO” )
1506 t r y :
os . makedirs ( Xdir )
1508 except OSError as e :
i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
1510 ra i se
t ry :
1512 os . makedirs ( TOPOdir )
except OSError as e :
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1514 i f e . errno != errno . EEXIST :
ra i se
1516
# Create a log f i l e and f i l l in experimental condi t ions
1518 t x t F i l e = os . path . j o in (DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF , l o g f i l e )
1520 # i f not os . path . i s f i l e ( t x t F i l e ) :
with open ( t x t F i l e , ” a+” ) as f :
1522 f . wri te ( ” ==========================\n \n” )
f . wri te ( ” U l t r a f a s t STM imaging logs \n \n” )
1524 f . wri te (
f ” I = { cur } pA ; V = { vo l t } V; window s i ze = { windowsize } x
1526 { windowsize } p ixe l s ; p ixe l s i z e = { p ixe l_ inc } Angstrom \n”
)
1528 f . wri te ( f ” Laser powers : red = { LP_red } ; blue = { LP_blue } . \ n” )
f . wri te (
1530 f ”Time zero : { time_zero } ; short time increment :
{ stage_increment_short_ps } ps ; long time increment :
1532 { stage_increment_long_ps } ps \n”
)
1534 f . wri te ( f ” S t a r t time : { s t a r t _ps } ps ; End time : { stop_ps } ps \n” )
f . wri te ( f ” Short−long cu to f f time : { shor t_ long_cutof f } ps \n” )
1536 f . wri te ( ”LOCK−IN AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS\n \n” )
f . wri te (
1538 f ” ” ”
sum phase : { phase } degrees ;
1540 sum time constant : { t ime_constant } ms;
sum f i l t e r slope : { f i l t e r _ s l o p e } dB / octave ;
1542 sum s en s i t i v i t y : { s e n s i t i v i t y } mV; expand : { expand } ;
sum o f f s e t : { sum_offset } %;
1544
blue phase : { blue_phase } degrees ;
1546 blue time constant : { blue_time_constant } ms;
blue f i l t e r slope : { b l ue_ f i l t e r _ s l ope } dB / octave ;
1548 blue s e n s i t i v i t y : { b l u e_ s en s i t i v i t y } mV; expand : { blue_expand } ;
blue o f f s e t : { b lue_o f f se t } %;
1550
red phase : { red_phase } degrees ;
1552 red time constant : { red_time_constant } ms;
red f i l t e r slope : { r ed_ f i l t e r _ s l ope } dB / octave ;
1554 red s e n s i t i v i t y : { r e d_ s en s i t i v i t y } mV; expand : { red_expand } ;
red o f f s e t : { red_o f f se t } %\n \n
1556 ” ” ”
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)
1558 f . wri te ( ” F i l e name, Time delay ( ps ) , Stage pos i t ion (mm) \n” )
1560 # I n i t i a l i z e some var iab le s
l a s tWr t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en (Wdir )
1562 Firs tWrt = in t ( l a s tWr t _ f i l e . s p l i t ( ” . ” ) [−1])
Noscans = 999 − Firs tWrt
1564
# S t a r t with f i r s t image at the s t a r t _ps time delay
1566 current_s tage_pos i t ion = stage . pos i t ion
img_pair = [None , None ]
1568 j = 0
1570 # For est imat ion of time to f in i sh
acq_time_0 = time . time ( )
1572 elapsed_times = [ 0 ]
current_data_points = [ 0 ]
1574 # while (
# round ( start_mm , 3)
1576 # >= round ( current_s tage_pos i t ion , 3 )
# >= round (stop_mm, 3)
1578 # or round ( start_mm , 3)
# <= round ( current_s tage_pos i t ion , 3 )
1580 # <= round (stop_mm, 3)
# or j == 0
1582 # ) :
for delay in pos i t i ons :
1584 s tage .move_to ( delay , blocking=True )
i f round ( s tage . posi t ion , 2 ) != round ( delay , 2 ) :
1586 s tage .move_to ( delay , blocking=True )
1588 # update current_s tage_pos i t ion
current_s tage_pos i t ion = stage . pos i t ion
1590
j += 1
1592 i f j > Noscans :
break
1594 current_time = round ( ( time_zero − current_s tage_pos i t ion ) / c0 * 2 , 3 )
pr in t (
1596 ” ==================== CURRENT SCAN: { a } _ {b } ps . TIF
======================= ” . format (




pr in t ( ”Time delay : { a } ps ” . format ( a=current_time ) )
1602
# grab the curent stm f i l e
1604
curSTMfile = watch_for_new_stm_file (Wdir , l a s tWr t _ f i l e )
1606
# Update the l a s t wri t ten f i l e and wri te to log
1608 l a s tWr t _ f i l e = ge t _ l a s t _wr i t t en (Wdir )
with open ( t x t F i l e , ” a ” ) as f :
1610 f . wri te (
f ” { l a s tWr t _ f i l e } , { current_time } , { current_s tage_pos i t ion } \ n”
1612 )
heightIMG = curSTMfile . ge t_he ight_buf fers ( [ topoBUFNUM] ) [ topoBUFNUM]
1614 xIMG = curSTMfile . ge t_he ight_buf fers ( [xBUFNUM] ) [xBUFNUM]
heightIMG = image_process ( heightIMG , detrend=True )
1616 heightIMG_towrite = ( cmap_topo ( heightIMG ) * (2 ** 16 − 1) ) . astype (
” uint16 ”
1618 )
xIMG = image_process (xIMG, detrend=False )
1620 xIMG_towrite = (cmap_X(xIMG) * (2 ** 16 − 1) ) . astype ( ” uint16 ” )
fname = os . path . j o in (
1622 TOPOdir , ” { a } _ {b }_TOPO. TIF ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j , b=current_time )
)
1624 fname_X = os . path . j o in (
Xdir , ” { a } _ {b } _X . TIF ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j , b=current_time )
1626 )
imageio . imwrite ( fname , heightIMG_towrite )
1628 imageio . imwrite ( fname_X , xIMG_towrite )
i f j == 1 :
1630 img_pair [ 0 ] = img_pair [ 1 ] = heightIMG . copy ( )
pr in t ( ” Reference Image : { a } . t i f f ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + 1) )
1632 e l se :
img_pair [ 1 ] = heightIMG . copy ( )
1634 pr in t ( ” Current Image : { a } . t i f f ” . format ( a=Firs tWrt + j ) )
sh i f t s , _ , _ = r e g i s t e r _ t r an s l a t i on (
1636 img_pair [ 0 ] , img_pair [ 1 ] , upsample_factor =100
)
1638 # xo f fSe t = in t ( round(− s h i f t s [ 1 ] , 1 ) ) # o r i g ina l s c r i p t
# yo f fSe t = in t ( round (+ s h i f t s [ 0 ] , 1 ) )
1640 xo f fSe t = round(− s h i f t s [ 1 ] * pixel_ inc , 1 ) # o r i g ina l s c r i p t
yo f f Se t = round (+ s h i f t s [ 0 ] * pixel_ inc , 1 )
1642 pr in t ( f ”raw o f f s e t s : x={ xo f fSe t } , y ={ yo f f Se t } ” )
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# Applying PID correc t ion
1644 # xof fSe t_p id = pidx ( xo f fSe t )
# yof fSe t_p id = pidy ( yo f fSe t )
1646 # pr in t ( f ”PID o f f s e t s : x={ xof fSe t_p id } , y ={ yof fSe t_p id } ” )
xoffSet_raw = xof fSe t
1648 yoffSet_raw = yo f fSe t
xo f fSe t = pidx(−xo f fSe t )
1650 yo f fSe t = pidy(−yo f fSe t )
pr in t ( f ”PID o f f s e t s : x={ xo f fSe t } , y ={ yo f f Se t } ” )
1652
xoffSet , yof fSe t , img_pair [ 0 ] , tipchanged = tipchange_handler (
1654 xoffSet , yof fSe t , img_pair [ 0 ] , img_pair [ 1 ]
)
1656
i f tipchanged :
1658 pidx . rese t ( )
pidy . rese t ( )
1660
# Create s h i f t in s t ruc t i on for STM computer
1662
# To reduce inaccurate o s c i l l a t i o n s from PID , re lease PID contro l when
1664 # system i s s t ab le
i f abs ( xoffSet_raw ) < 2 and abs ( xo f fSe t ) < 4 :
1666 xo f fSe t = 0
i f abs ( yoffSet_raw ) < 2 and abs ( yo f f Se t ) < 4 :
1668 yo f fSe t = 0
pr in t ( f ” Actual o f f s e t s : x={ xo f fSe t } , y ={ yo f fSe t } ” )
1670 create_batchmode_txt ( xof fSet , yof fSet , BMtxtdir )
pr in t ( ” Of f se t s : x={ a } , y ={b } \ n” . format ( a= xoffSet , b= yo f fSe t ) )
1672 pr in t ( ” Created BATCH_MD.TXT\n” )
1674 elapsed_times . append ( time . time ( ) − acq_time_0 )
current_data_points . append ( j )
1676 pr in t ( f ”Time elapsed : { round ( elapsed_times [−1] / 60 ,1 ) } minutes . ” )
i f len ( current_data_points ) > 3 :
1678 es t = np . poly1d (
np . p o l y f i t ( current_data_points [ −3: ] , elapsed_times [ −3: ] , 1 )
1680 )
f in ish_t ime = datetime .now( ) + t imedel ta (
1682 minutes=round (




1686 dtime = f in ish_t ime . s t r f t ime ( ”%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S” )
pr in t (
1688 f ” ” ” Estimated time to f in i shed : { round ( es t ( t o t a l _po in t s ) / 60
− elapsed_times [−1] / 60 ,1 ) } minutes .
1690 Movie w i l l f i n i sh at { dtime } .
1692 ” ” ”
)
1694 e l se :
pr in t ( ” Ca lcu la t ing time to f in i sh . . ” )
1696 pr in t ( ” ================================================= ” )
1698 time . s leep ( 1 )
s tage .move_to (
1700 time_zero , blocking=False
) # Move to +0 ps a f t e r f in i sh ing up
1702 while s tage . is_in_motion :
time . s leep ( 1 )
1704 continue
1706
i f __name__ == ”__main__ ” :
1708
program (DIR_TO_READ, DIR_TO_WRITE_BATCHMD_TXT, DIR_TO_WRITE_TIF )
1710 i f u se_ l a se r_ l ib :
maitai . o f f ( )
1712 time . s leep ( 2 )
pr in t ( maitai . MaiTai_output_power ( ) )
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B.8. Lyding STM File Library to Extract Data
1000 # ! / Users / ordinary / anaconda3 / bin / python
1002 # Sc r ip t i s based on Adrian Radocea ’ s parseme . py
import s t ruc t , os
1004 import numpy as np
1006
c l a s s ACitsBlock :
1008 def __ in i t __ (





1014 ci ts_spec_raw_degl i tch ,





1020 s e l f . c i t s_b lock_data_ type = block_data_type
s e l f . cits_block_mode = block_mode
1022 s e l f . data = data
s e l f . c i t s_spec_raw_degl i tch = c i t s_spec_raw_degl i tch
1024 s e l f . c i t s_spec_raw_gl i t ch_threshold = c i t s_spec_raw_gl i t ch_threshold
s e l f . cits_spec_raw_smooth = cits_spec_raw_smooth
1026 s e l f . cits_spec_raw_smooth_order = cits_spec_raw_smooth_order
s e l f . ci ts_spec_raw_smooth_n_fi t = ci ts_spec_raw_smooth_n_fi t
1028 s e l f . rea lda ta = 0
s e l f . in tda ta = 0
1030 i f s e l f . c i t s_b lock_data_ type == 0 :
s e l f . in tda ta = data
1032 e l i f s e l f . c i t s_b lock_data_ type == 1 :
s e l f . rea lda ta = data
1034 s e l f . block_number = block_number
1036
c l a s s ASpecBlock :
1038 def __ in i t __ (















spec_se t t l e ,
1054 spec_vs tr t ,
spec_vfnsh ,
1056 spec_ i s t r t ,
spec_ifnsh ,
1058 spec_pt_del ,































spec_potent io_lower_rai l_v ,
1090 spec_potent io_upper_rai l_v ,
spec_potent io_ lower_ra i l_ f ixed ,
1092 spec_potent io_upper_rai l_f ixed ,
spec_ini t ia l_v_use_scan_value ,
1094 spec_ in i t i a l_ i_use_scan_va lue ,
spec_ in i t i a l _ t rans_ toge ther ,
1096 s p e c _ i n i t i a l _ t r a n s _ i _ f i r s t ,
spec_ in i t i a l _v ,
1098 spec_ in i t i a l_v_ t rans_ t ime ,
spe c _ i n i t i a l _ i ,
1100 spec_ in i t i a l _ i _ t rans_ t ime ,
spec_cusp_voltage ,
1102 spec_delay_before_atod ,
spec_se t _ in i t i a l _d s ,
1104 spec_ in i t i a l _ds ,









1114 s e l f . max_spec_per_coord = max_spec_per_coord
s e l f . spec_block_data_type = spec_block_data_type
1116 s e l f . spec_block_label = spec_block_label
s e l f . spec_mode = spec_mode
1118 s e l f . spec_num_spec = spec_num_spec
s e l f . spec_pt_per_spec = spec_pt_per_spec
1120 s e l f . spec_avg_num_spec = spec_avg_num_spec
s e l f . spec_hex_num_spec = spec_hex_num_spec
1122 s e l f . spec_x_num_spec = spec_x_num_spec
s e l f . spec_y_num_spec = spec_y_num_spec
1124 s e l f . spec_u_num_spec = spec_u_num_spec
s e l f . spec_spread_type = spec_spread_type
1126 s e l f . spec_lead_pts = spec_lead_pts
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s e l f . spec_se t t l e = spec_se t t l e
1128 s e l f . spec_vs t r t = spec_vs t r t
s e l f . spec_vfnsh = spec_vfnsh
1130 s e l f . s p e c _ i s t r t = spe c _ i s t r t
s e l f . spec_ifnsh = spec_ifnsh
1132 s e l f . spec_pt_del = spec_pt_del
s e l f . spec_z s t r t = spec_z s t r t
1134 s e l f . spec_zfnsh = spec_zfnsh
s e l f . spec_zscan = spec_zscan
1136 s e l f . spec_avg_del = spec_avg_del
s e l f . spec_x_spec_inc = spec_x_spec_inc
1138 s e l f . spec_y_spec_inc = spec_y_spec_inc
s e l f . spec_r_x_cen = spec_r_x_cen
1140 s e l f . spec_r_y_cen = spec_r_y_cen
s e l f . spec_rect_angl = spec_rect_angl
1142 s e l f . spec_u_x_cen = spec_u_x_cen
s e l f . spec_u_y_cen = spec_u_y_cen
1144 s e l f . spec_user_angl = spec_user_angl
s e l f . spec_hex_pt_sep = spec_hex_pt_sep
1146 s e l f . spec_h_x_cen = spec_h_x_cen
s e l f . spec_h_y_cen = spec_h_y_cen
1148 s e l f . spec_hex_angl = spec_hex_angl
s e l f . spec_lock_in_der = spec_lock_in_der
1150 s e l f . spec_lock_in_range = spec_lock_in_range
s e l f . spec_lock_in_tau = spec_lock_in_tau
1152 s e l f . spec_dith_ampl = spec_dith_ampl
s e l f . spec_di th_freq = spec_di th_freq
1154 s e l f . spec_cusp_index = spec_cusp_index
s e l f . spec_lock_in_point_delay = spec_lock_in_point_delay
1156 s e l f . spec_ lock_ in_fu l l_ sca le_v = spec_ lock_ in_fu l l _sca le_v
s e l f . spec_skip_endpoint_ramps = spec_skip_endpoint_ramps
1158 s e l f . spec_pt_num_average = spec_pt_num_average
s e l f . spec_pt_avg_delay = spec_pt_avg_delay
1160 s e l f . spec_potentiometry = spec_potentiometry
s e l f . spec_potentio_use_samp_intv = spec_potentio_use_samp_intv
1162 s e l f . spec_potentio_samp_interval = spec_potentio_samp_interval
s e l f . spec_potent io_ lower_ra i l_v = spec_potent io_ lower_ra i l_v
1164 s e l f . spec_potent io_upper_rai l_v = spec_potent io_upper_rai l_v
s e l f . spec_potent io_ lower_ra i l_ f ixed = spec_potent io_ lower_ra i l_ f ixed
1166 s e l f . spec_potent io_upper_ra i l_ f ixed = spec_potent io_upper_ra i l_ f ixed
s e l f . spec_ in i t ia l_v_use_scan_va lue = spec_ in i t ia l_v_use_scan_va lue
1168 s e l f . spec_ in i t i a l _ i_use_scan_va lue = spec_ in i t i a l _ i_use_scan_va lue
s e l f . spec_ in i t i a l _ t r ans_ toge the r = spec_ in i t i a l _ t r ans_ toge the r
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1170 s e l f . s p e c _ i n i t i a l _ t r a n s _ i _ f i r s t = s p e c _ i n i t i a l _ t r a n s _ i _ f i r s t
s e l f . s p e c_ in i t i a l _ v = spec_ in i t i a l _ v
1172 s e l f . spec_ in i t i a l _v_ t rans_ t ime = spec_ in i t i a l _v_ t rans_ t ime
s e l f . s p e c _ i n i t i a l _ i = s p e c _ i n i t i a l _ i
1174 s e l f . spec_ in i t i a l _ i _ t r ans_ t ime = spec_ in i t i a l _ i _ t r ans_ t ime
s e l f . spec_cusp_voltage = spec_cusp_voltage
1176 s e l f . spec_delay_before_atod = ( spec_delay_before_atod , )
s e l f . s pec_ s e t _ i n i t i a l _d s = spec_ se t _ i n i t i a l _d s
1178 s e l f . s pec_ in i t i a l _d s = spec_ in i t i a l _d s
s e l f . spec_ in i t i a l _ds_ t rans_ t ime = spec_ in i t i a l _ds_ t rans_ t ime
1180 s e l f . spec_current_channel_0_on = spec_current_channel_0_on
s e l f . spec_current_channel_1_on = spec_current_channel_1_on
1182 s e l f . spec_current_channel_2_on = spec_current_channel_2_on
s e l f . spec_current_channel_3_on = spec_current_channel_3_on
1184 s e l f . spec_current_average_mode = spec_current_average_mode
s e l f . spec_dither_only = spec_dither_only
1186 s e l f . spec_leave_dither_on = spec_leave_dither_on
s e l f . coords = [ ]
1188 s e l f . s t sda t a = [ ]
1190 # NOTE: for now I don ’ t know what spec_mode corresponds to which ,
# except 4 : I vs V var . S ; 2 : I vs S con . V
1192 i f s e l f . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 3 , 4 ] :
s e l f . vrange = np . l inspace (
1194 s e l f . spec_vs tr t , s e l f . spec_vfnsh , num= s e l f . spec_pt_per_spec
)
1196 e l i f spec_mode == 2 :
s e l f . srange = np . l inspace (
1198 s e l f . spec_zs t r t , s e l f . spec_zfnsh , num= s e l f . spec_pt_per_spec
)
1200 # e l se :
# s e l f . irange = np . l inspace (
1202 # s e l f . spec_ i s t r t , s e l f . spec_ifnsh , num= s e l f . spec_pt_per_spec
# )
1204
1206 c l a s s STMfile :
def __ in i t __ ( se l f , f i l e _pa th ) :
1208 s e l f . fp = f i l e _pa th
s e l f . fn = os . path . s p l i t ( f i l e _pa th ) [ 1 ]
1210 with open ( f i l e_pa th , ” rb ” ) as f :
s e l f . bin_data = open ( f i l e_pa th , ” rb ” ) . read ( )
1212 s e l f . numbufs = s e l f . parseChunk (b”BUFF_0” , ”<H” ) [ 0 ]
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s e l f . dimensions = s e l f . findDimension ( )
1214 s e l f . BufDataTypes = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”SCAN_5A ” , ”<” + ”H” * s e l f . numbufs
1216 )
s e l f .modTime = os . path . getmtime ( f i l e _pa th )
1218 s e l f . iscan , s e l f . vscan , s e l f . tsamp = s e l f . parseChunk (
b” I_V_T ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 3
1220 )
s e l f . scan_mode = s e l f . parseChunk (b”SCAN ” , ”<h” ) [ 0 ]
1222 s e l f . buf_scan_modes = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”S_MODE_1” , ”<” + ”h” * s e l f . numbufs
1224 )
s e l f . xst , s e l f . xfin , s e l f . xinc , s e l f . x_ofset , s e l f . yst ,
1226 s e l f . yf in , s e l f . yinc , s e l f . y_ofset , s e l f . scnxin , s e l f . scnyin ,
s e l f . theta , s e l f . scan_del = s e l f . parseChunk (
1228 b”SCAN ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 12 , sk ip_s teps =2
)
1230 s e l f . scan_ad_check , s e l f . scan_up_down , s e l f . scanning_up ,
s e l f . nsampl , s e l f . nscans , s e l f .xnum, s e l f .ynum = s e l f . parseChunk (
1232 b”SCAN ” , ”<” + ”h” * 7 , sk ip_s teps =50
)
1234 s e l f . xcal , s e l f . ycal , s e l f . zcal , s e l f . xver , s e l f . yver ,
s e l f . zver = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CAL ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 6 )
1236 s e l f . cur_gain , s e l f . hv_gain , s e l f . amplif = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”GAIN_1 ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 3
1238 )
s e l f . top_ad_ver , s e l f . top_ad_max_gain , s e l f . cur_ad_ver ,
1240 s e l f . cur_ad_gain , s e l f . err_ad_ver , s e l f . err_ad_gain ,
s e l f . lock_ad_ver , s e l f . lock_ad_gain = s e l f . parseChunk (
1242 b”ATOD ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 8
)
1244 s e l f . top_ad_gain = 1 + ( s e l f . top_ad_ver / 10) * s e l f . top_ad_max_gain
t ry :
1246 s e l f . prop_gain , s e l f . intg_gain , s e l f . der_gain ,
s e l f . atod1_gain , s e l f . atod2_gain = s e l f . parseChunk (
1248 b”ELEC1 ” , ”<” + ” f ” * 5
)
1250 except Exception :
s e l f . prop_gain , s e l f . intg_gain , s e l f . der_gain ,
1252 s e l f . atod1_gain , s e l f . atod2_gain = (None , None , None , None , None)
t ry :
1254 s e l f . atod1_chanl , s e l f . atod2_chanl = s e l f . parseChunk (




1258 s e l f . atod1_chanl , s e l f . atod2_chanl = (None , None)
s e l f . val id_spec , s e l f . bias_to_probe , s e l f . c i t s_on = s e l f . parseChunk (
1260 b”FLAG ” , ”<” + ”h” * 3
)
1262 s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s = s e l f . parseChunk (b”FLAG_1 ” , ”<h” ) [ 0 ]
s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v = 2.75
1264 s e l f . dsp_dtoa_max_v = 3.00
s e l f . dtoa_max_value = 32767
1266 s e l f . atodsign = 0
i f s e l f . bin_data . f ind (b”ATODSIGN” ) != −1:
1268 s e l f . atodsign = 1
s e l f . j j _ z _ga in = 3.35 # Jim Janick Gain
1270
# spec i fy some t i t l e s
1272 _ t i t l e s = {
0 : ” Current Buffer : ” ,
1274 1 : ” Topographic Buffer : ” ,
2 : ”Dig . Topographic Buffer : ” ,
1276 3 : ” Error Image : ” ,
4 : ”Lock−In Image : ” ,
1278 5 : ” d2I / dV2 Buffer : ” ,
}
1280 s e l f . Bu fT i t l e s = { }
for bufnum, scan_mode in enumerate ( s e l f . buf_scan_modes ) :
1282 i f scan_mode in _ t i t l e s :
s e l f . Bu fT i t l e s [bufnum] = _ t i t l e s [ scan_mode ] + ”%s \0 ” % bufnum
1284
# spec i fy some uni t s
1286 _uni ts = { 0 : ”A\0 ” , 1 : ”m\0 ” , 2 : ”m\0 ” , 3 : ” \0 ” , 4 : ”V\0 ” , 5 : ”V\0 ” }
s e l f . BufUnits = { }
1288 for bufnum, scan_mode in enumerate ( s e l f . buf_scan_modes ) :
i f scan_mode in _uni ts :
1290 s e l f . BufUnits [bufnum] = _uni ts [ scan_mode ]
1292 # STS BLOCKS
s e l f . s t sb locks = { }
1294 i f s e l f . va l id_spec == 1 and s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 0 :
s e l f . spec_num_blocks , s e l f . spec_array_offse t ,
1296 s e l f . spec_max_points_per_spec , s e l f . spec_max_spec_per_coord ,
s e l f . spec_max_num_spec , s e l f . spec_act ive_block = s e l f . parseChunk (
1298 b”SPEC_M1” , ”<hfhhhh”
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)
1300 i f s e l f . spec_num_blocks > 0 :
for i in range ( s e l f . spec_num_blocks ) :
1302 _tmp = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”SPEC_M1” ,
1304 ”<h80s8hfh22fh4fh2f2hf2h3f6h6fh2f7h ” ,
sk ip_s teps =14 ,
1306 )
spec_block = ASpecBlock (2 , *_tmp )
1308 for j in range ( spec_block . spec_num_spec ) :
spc = 1
1310 i f spec_block . spec_potentiometry and (
spec_block . spec_mode == 1
1312 or spec_block . spec_mode == 4
) :
1314 spc = 2
i f spec_block . spec_lock_in_der :
1316 spc = 2
spec_block . max_spec_per_coord = spc
1318 _parsed = spec_block . spec_num_spec * 2
_skipped = _parsed * i * s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” )
1320 spec_block . coords = np . array (
s e l f . parseChunk (
1322 b”SPC_MDAT” ,
” <{a }h” . format ( a=_parsed ) ,
1324 sk ip_s teps =_skipped ,
)
1326 )
spec_block . coords = spec_block . coords . reshape (
1328 ( 2 , spec_block . spec_num_spec )
)
1330 spec_block . coords = np . s tack (
( spec_block . coords [ 0 , : ] , spec_block . coords [ 1 , : ] ) ,
1332 ax is =−1,
)
1334 spec_block . coords [ : , 1 ] = (
s e l f .ynum − spec_block . coords [ : , 1 ]
1336 )
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] = spec_block
1338
for i in range ( s e l f . spec_num_blocks ) :
1340 _skipped = (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec
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1342 * 2
* s e l f . spec_num_blocks
1344 * s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” )
)
1346 i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . max_spec_per_coord == 1 :
_skipped1 = (
1348 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec
* s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec
1350 * i
* s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”< f ” )
1352 )
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = s e l f . parseChunk (
1354 b”SPC_MDAT” ,
” <{a } f ” . format (
1356 a= s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec
* s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec
1358 ) ,
sk ip_s teps =_skipped + _skipped1 ,
1360 )
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = np . reshape (
1362 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sdata ,
(
1364 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec ,
1 ,
1366 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec ,
) ,
1368 )
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = (
1370 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta
* 2
1372 * f l o a t ( s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v )
/ 2 ** 16
1374 / s e l f . cur_gain
/ s e l f . cur_ad_gain
1376 )
e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . max_spec_per_coord == 2 :
1378 _skipped1 = (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec
1380 * s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec
* 2
1382 * i
* s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”< f ” )
1384 )
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s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = s e l f . parseChunk (
1386 b”SPC_MDAT” ,
” <{a } f ” . format (
1388 a=2 * s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec
) ,
1390 sk ip_s teps =_skipped + _skipped1 ,
)
1392 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = np . reshape (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sdata ,
1394 (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_num_spec ,
1396 2 ,
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . spec_pt_per_spec ,
1398 ) ,
)
1400 s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta = (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ i ] . s t sda ta
1402 * 2
* f l o a t ( s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v )
1404 / 2 ** 16
/ s e l f . cur_gain




1410 s e l f . c i t s _b locks = { }
i f s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 1 :
1412 s e l f . cits_spec_mode , s e l f . cits_num_buff ,
s e l f . cits_oversample_mult , s e l f . c i t s _ spec_v s t r t ,
1414 s e l f . c i ts_spec_vfnsh , s e l f . c i t s_spec_pt_de l ,
s e l f . cits_spec_avg_num_spec , s e l f . c i ts_spec_avg_del ,
1416 s e l f . c i t s_spec_ lock_ in_point_de lay = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”CITS ” , ”<hhhff fhf f ”
1418 )
s e l f . c i t s _b i a s = [ ]
1420 _c i t s _b i a s _ s t a r t _ i nd = (
s e l f . f ind (b”CITS ” ) + 8 + 2 * 3 + 4 * 3 + 2 + 4 * 2
1422 )
for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_buff ) :
1424 s e l f . c i t s _b i a s . append (
s t ruc t . unpack (
1426 ”< f ” ,
s e l f . bin_data [
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1428 _c i t s _b i a s _ s t a r t _ i nd
+ 4 * i : _ c i t s _b i a s _ s t a r t _ i nd
1430 + 4 * i
+ 4
1432 ] ,
) [ 0 ]
1434 )
1436 i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_1 ” ) != −1:
s e l f . c i t s_spec_di ther_only , s e l f . c i ts_topo_average ,
1438 s e l f . cits_topo_num_average , s e l f . c i t s _ spec_ f i t ,
s e l f . c i t s _ s p e c _ f i t _ p t s = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_1 ” , ”<hhhhh” )
1440 i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_2 ” ) != −1:
s e l f . cits_num_blocks , s e l f . c i t s_ana lys i s_b lock ,
1442 s e l f . c i t s _d i sp lay_b lock = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_2 ” , ”<hhh” )
i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_3 ” ) != −1:
1444 s e l f . c i t s _ s pe c _ i s t r t , s e l f . c i t s_spec_ i fnsh ,
s e l f . c i t s _ spec_z s t r t , s e l f . c i ts_spec_zfnsh ,
1446 s e l f . c i t s_spec_zscan = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_2 ” , ”< f f f f f ” )
i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_5 ” ) != −1:
1448 s e l f . c i t s_ log_temperature = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_5 ” , ”<h” ) [ 0 ]
i f s e l f . c i t s_ log_temperature :
1450 s e l f . c i ts_temperature_pts ,
s e l f . ci ts_temperature_atod_channel ,
1452 s e l f . c i t s_ tempera ture_ log_ in terva l ,
s e l f . ci ts_temperature_log_sampl_dt ,
1454 s e l f . c i ts_temperature_conv_factor = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”CITS_5 ” , ”<hhff f ” , sk ip_s teps =2
1456 )
i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_6 ” ) != −1:
1458 s e l f . c i t s_spec_di ther_only , s e l f . c i ts_topo_average ,
s e l f . cits_topo_num_average = s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_6 ” , ”<hhh” )
1460 _cits_block_mode = [ ]
_ c i t s 2 _ i = s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_2 ” )
1462 i f _ c i t s 2 _ i == −1:
ra i s e Exception ( ” CITS_2 not found ” )
1464 for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
_skipped = 2 * 3 + 2 * i
1466 _cits_block_mode . append (
s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_2 ” , ”<h” , sk ip_s teps =_skipped ) [ 0 ]
1468 )
_c i t s_b lock_data_ type = [ ]
1470 i f s e l f . f ind (b”CITS_4 ” ) != −1:
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for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
1472 _c i t s_b lock_data_ type . append (
s e l f . parseChunk (b”CITS_4 ” , ”<h” ) [ 0 ]
1474 )
# i f s e l f . f ind (b ’ CITS_6 ’ ) != −1:
1476 # for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
# _tmp = s e l f . parseChunk (b ’ CITS_6 ’ , ” <5h” , sk ip_s teps =6)
1478 # # skip 3 in tegers a f t e r c i t s _ 6 f l a g
_ in tda ta = [ ]
1480 _rea lda ta = [ ]
1482 for j in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
_tmp = s e l f . parseChunk (
1484 b”CITS_6 ” ,
” <5h” ,
1486 sk ip_s teps =6 + j * 5 * s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” ) ,
) # skip 3 in tegers a f t e r c i t s _ 6 f l a g
1488 i f _c i t s_b lock_data_ type [ j ] == 0 :
for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_buff ) :
1490 _skipped = (
s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ]
1492 * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
* (
1494 s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” ) * s e l f . numbufs
+ s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” ) * i
1496 )
)
1498 _arr = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”IMG_BUF” ,
1500 ” <{ j }h” . format (
j = s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
1502 ) ,
sk ip_s teps =_skipped ,
1504 )
_arr = np . reshape ( _arr , ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
1506 _arr = np . f l i p ( _arr , 0 )
_ in tda ta . append ( _arr )
1508 _ in tda ta = np . array ( _ in tda ta )
_ in tda ta = (
1510 _ in tda ta
* s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v
1512 * 2
/ 2 ** 16
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1514 / s e l f . cur_gain
/ s e l f . cur_ad_gain
1516 )
_ABlock = ACitsBlock (
1518 _c i t s_b lock_data_ type [ j ] ,





1524 s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ j ] = _ABlock
1526 e l i f _c i t s_b lock_data_ type [ j ] == 1 :
for i in range ( s e l f . cits_num_buff ) :
1528 _skipped = (
s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ]
1530 * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
* (
1532 s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”<h” ) * s e l f . numbufs
+ s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( ”< f ” ) * i
1534 )
)
1536 _arr = s e l f . parseChunk (
b”IMG_BUF” ,
1538 ” <{ j } f ” . format (
j = s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
1540 ) ,
sk ip_s teps =_skipped ,
1542 )
_arr = np . reshape ( _arr , ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
1544 _arr = np . f l i p ( _arr , 0 )
_rea lda ta . append ( _arr )
1546 _rea lda ta = np . array ( _rea lda ta )
_rea lda ta = (
1548 _rea lda ta
* s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v
1550 * 2
/ 2 ** 16
1552 / s e l f . cur_gain
/ s e l f . cur_ad_gain
1554 )
_ABlock = ACitsBlock (
1556 _c i t s_b lock_data_ type [ j ] ,
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1562 s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ j ] = _ABlock
1564 def f ind ( se l f , header ) :
return s e l f . bin_data . f ind ( header )
1566
def findDimension ( s e l f ) :
1568 i = s e l f . bin_data . f ind (b”SCAN_1” )
i f i == −1:
1570 ra i se Exception ( ”Missing data ” )
return s t ruc t . unpack (
1572 ”<HH” , s e l f . bin_data [ i − 4 : i ]
) # t h i s w i l l be a tuple of 2 numbers
1574
def parseChunk ( se l f , header , format , sk ip_s teps =0) :
1576 # i f header == ”CITS_2 ” or header == ”CITS_4 ” :
# pass
1578 i = s e l f . f ind ( header )
i f i == −1:
1580 ra i se Exception ( ”missing data ” )
return s t ruc t . unpack (
1582 format ,
s e l f . bin_data [
1584 i
+ 8
1586 + skip_s teps : i
+ 8
1588 + skip_s teps
+ s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( format )
1590 ] ,
) # There are 8 spaces from the header to the ac tua l data
1592
def convCharToByte ( se l f , c ) :
1594 num = ord ( c )
return s t ruc t . pack ( ”<B” , num)
1596
def convStringToByte ( se l f , s , format=” utf−8” ) :
1598 s = s . encode ( format )
return s t ruc t . pack ( ”<” + ”%i s ” % len ( s ) , s )
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def convIntToByte ( se l f , i , format=”< i ” ) :
1602 return s t ruc t . pack ( format , i )
1604 def convDoubleToByte ( se l f , d ) :
return s t ruc t . pack ( ”<d” , d )
1606
def convBoolToByte ( se l f , b ) :
1608 return s t ruc t . pack ( ” <? ” , b )
1610 def s i_un i t_Ob jec t ( se l f , bufnum, uni t =None) :
” ” ” Return uni t ob jec t and length in number of bytes ” ” ”
1612 t h i s _un i t = s e l f . BufUnits [bufnum]
i f uni t != None :
1614 t h i s _un i t = uni t + ” \0 ”
chanByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” un i t s t r \0 ” )
1616 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( th i s _un i t )
1618 return chanByte , len ( chanByte )
1620 def c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( se l f , uni t =None) :
” ” ” Return uni t ob jec t and length in number of bytes ” ” ”
1622 t h i s _un i t = ” \0 ”
i f uni t != None :
1624 t h i s _un i t = uni t + ” \0 ”
brickByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” un i t s t r \0 ” )
1626 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( th i s _un i t )
1628 return brickByte , len ( brickByte )
1630 def buildGwyDataLine ( se l f , stsblocknum , sts_spec_num ) :
# return channel and channel length
1632 i f stsblocknum >= s e l f . spec_num_blocks :
ra i se Exception (
1634 ” ” ” addGwyDataline went out of range of number of linenum
( s t sb locks ) ” ” ”
1636 )
e l i f sts_spec_num >= s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_num_spec :
1638 ra i se Exception (
” ” ” addGwyDataline went out of range of number of linenum




chanByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” res \0 ” )
1644 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . max_spec_per_coord == 2 :
1646 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_pt_per_spec * 2
1648 )
e l se :
1650 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_pt_per_spec
1652 )
1654 # rea l
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” rea l \0 ” )
1656 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 3 , 4 ] :
1658 chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte (
np . abs (
1660 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_vs t r t
− s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_vfnsh
1662 )
)
1664 e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode == 2 :
chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte (
1666 0 .1
* np . abs (
1668 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zs t r t
− s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zfnsh
1670 )
)
1672 # e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode == 4 :
# chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte (
1674 # np . abs (
# s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spe c _ i s t r t
1676 # − s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_ifnsh
# )
1678 # )
1680 # o f f
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” o f f \0 ” )
1682 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 3 , 4 ] :




s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_vs tr t ,




1692 e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode == 2 :




s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zs t r t ,
1698 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zfnsh ,
)
1700 ) # Angstrom to nm
)
1702 # e l se :
# chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte (
1704 # np .min(
# (
1706 # s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_ i s t r t ,




1712 # s i_un i t_x
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t_x \0 ” )
1714 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1716 i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 3 , 4 ] :
x_unit_chunk , length_x_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”V” )
1718 e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode == 2 :
x_unit_chunk , length_x_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”nm” )
1720 # e l se :
# x_unit_chunk , length_x_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”A” )
1722 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_x_unit )
chanByte += x_unit_chunk
1724
# s i_un i t_y
1726 chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t_y \0 ” )
chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
1728 chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
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# i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 2 ] :
1730 y_unit_chunk , length_y_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”A” )
# e l se :
1732 # y_unit_chunk , length_y_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”nm” )
chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_y_unit )
1734 chanByte += y_unit_chunk
1736 # data
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” data \0 ” )
1738 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”D” )
i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . max_spec_per_coord == 2 :
1740 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_pt_per_spec * 2 , format=”< I ”
1742 )
e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . max_spec_per_coord == 1 :
1744 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_pt_per_spec , format=”< I ”
1746 )
to_data = (
1748 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . s t sda ta [ sts_spec_num , : , : ] . copy ( )
)
1750 # i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [3 , 4 ] :
# to_data *= 0 .1
1752 i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode in [0 , 1 , 3 , 4 ] :
i f (
1754 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_vs t r t
> s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_vfnsh
1756 ) :
chanByte += (np . f l i p (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . tobytes ( )
1758 e l se :
chanByte += (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) . tobytes ( )
1760 e l i f s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_mode == 2 :
i f (
1762 s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zs t r t
> s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_zfnsh
1764 ) :
chanByte += (np . f l i p (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . tobytes ( )
1766 e l se :
chanByte += (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) . tobytes ( )
1768 # e l se :
# i f (
1770 # s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spe c _ i s t r t
# > s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_ifnsh
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1772 # ) :
# chanByte += (np . f l i p (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . tobytes ( )
1774 # e l se :
# chanByte += (np . array ( to_data ) . f l a t t e n ( ) ) . tobytes ( )
1776 return chanByte , len ( chanByte )
1778 def addGwyDataLine ( se l f , stsblocknum , sts_spec_num ) :
dataLine = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwyDataLine \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1780 chanByteObject , l eng th_o f_ i t = s e l f . buildGwyDataLine (
stsblocknum , sts_spec_num
1782 )
dataLine += s e l f . convIntToByte ( leng th_of_ i t , format=”< I ” )
1784 dataLine += chanByteObject
return dataLine , len ( dataLine )
1786
def buildGwySpectra ( se l f , stsblocknum ) :
1788 i f stsblocknum >= s e l f . spec_num_blocks :
ra i se Exception ( ” stsblocknum out of bound in buildGwySpectra ” )
1790 # t i t l e
coordByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” t i t l e \0 ” )
1792 coordByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
coordByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”STS data \0 ” )
1794
# s i_uni t_xy
1796 coordByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i_uni t_xy \0 ” )
coordByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
1798 coordByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
xy_unit_chunk , length_of_ i t_coord = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”m” )




1804 coordByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” coords \0 ” )
coordByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”D” )
1806 _no_coords = 2 * s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_num_spec
coordByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( _no_coords , format=”< I ” )
1808 _coords = np . array ( s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . coords ) . f l a t t e n ( )
coordByte += (
1810 ( s e l f . x f in − s e l f . xs t ) / s e l f .xnum * 1e−10 * _coords
) . tobytes ( )
1812
# data
1814 coordByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” data \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
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coordByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”O” )
1816 coordByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_num_spec , format=”< I ”
1818 )
_tmpbyte = [ ]
1820 _lenbyte = [ ]
for num_spec in range ( s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_num_spec ) :
1822 _tmpvar = s e l f . addGwyDataLine ( stsblocknum , num_spec )
_tmpbyte . append ( _tmpvar [ 0 ] )
1824 _lenbyte . append ( _tmpvar [ 1 ] )
1826 for i in range ( s e l f . s t sb locks [ stsblocknum ] . spec_num_spec ) :
coordByte += _tmpbyte [ i ]
1828 return coordByte , len ( coordByte )
1830 def addGwySpectra ( se l f , stsblocknum ) :
spec t raF ie ld = s e l f . convStringToByte (
1832 ” / sps / { i } \ 0 ” . format ( i =stsblocknum ) , format=” a s c i i ”
)
1834 spec t raF ie ld += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
spec t raF ie ld += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySpectra \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1836 spectra , l eng th_o f_ i t _ spec t ra = s e l f . buildGwySpectra ( stsblocknum )
spec t raF ie ld += s e l f . convIntToByte ( leng th_of_ i t_spec t ra , ”< I ” )
1838 spec t raF ie ld += spectra
return spectraFie ld , len ( spec t raF ie ld )
1840
def brickDataByteObject ( se l f , bricknum ) :
1842 i f bricknum >= s e l f . cits_num_blocks :
ra i se Exception (
1844 ” ” ” brickDataByteObject went out of range of number of CITS
blocks ” ” ”
1846 )
# xres
1848 brickByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” xres \0 ” )
brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
1850 brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( s e l f .xnum)
1852 # yres
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” yres \0 ” )
1854 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )




1858 brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” zres \0 ” )
brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
1860 brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( s e l f . cits_num_buff )
1862 # xrea l
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” xrea l \0 ” )
1864 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
brickByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( ( s e l f . x f in − s e l f . xs t ) * 1e−10)
1866
# yrea l
1868 brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” yrea l \0 ” )
brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
1870 brickByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( ( s e l f . y f in − s e l f . y s t ) * 1e−10)
1872 # zrea l
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” z rea l \0 ” )
1874 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
brickByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte (
1876 s e l f . c i t s_spec_vfnsh − s e l f . c i t s _ spe c_v s t r t
)
1878
# zo f f
1880 brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” zo f f \0 ” )
brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
1882 brickByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( s e l f . c i t s _ spe c_v s t r t )
1884 # s i_un i t_x
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t_x \0 ” )
1886 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1888 x_unit_chunk , length_x_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”m” )
brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_x_unit )
1890 brickByte += x_unit_chunk
1892 # s i_un i t_y
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t_y \0 ” )
1894 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1896 y_unit_chunk , length_y_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”m” )
brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_y_unit )
1898 brickByte += y_unit_chunk
1900 # s i _un i t _ z
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brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t _ z \0 ” )
1902 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1904 z_unit_chunk , length_z_uni t = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”V” )
brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_z_uni t )
1906 brickByte += z_unit_chunk
1908 # si_unit_w
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” si_unit_w \0 ” )
1910 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1912 w_unit_chunk , length_w_unit = s e l f . c i t s _un i t _Ob jec t ( uni t =”A” )
brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_w_unit )
1914 brickByte += w_unit_chunk
1916 # data
brickByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” data \0 ” )
1918 brickByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”D” )
brickByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
1920 s e l f .xnum * s e l f .ynum * s e l f . cits_num_buff , format=”< I ”
)
1922
i f s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ bricknum ] . c i t s_b lock_data_ type == 0 :
1924 brickByte += s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ bricknum ] . in tda ta . tobytes ( )
e l i f s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ bricknum ] . c i t s_b lock_data_ type == 1 :
1926 brickByte += s e l f . c i t s _b locks [ bricknum ] . rea lda ta . tobytes ( )
return brickByte , len ( brickByte )
1928
def addGwyBrick ( se l f , bricknum ) :
1930 i f bricknum >= s e l f . cits_num_buff :
r a i se Exception (
1932 ”GwyBrick went out of range of number of volume buffers ”
)
1934 br ickF ie ld = s e l f . convStringToByte (
” / brick/% i \0 ” % bricknum , format=” a s c i i ”
1936 )
br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
1938 br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwyBrick \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
brickByte , l eng th_o f_ i t _br i ck = s e l f . brickDataByteObject ( bricknum )
1940 br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convIntToByte ( leng th_of_ i t_br ick , format=”< I ” )
br ickF ie ld += brickByte
1942 br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convStringToByte (
” / brick/% i / preview \0 ” % bricknum , format=” a s c i i ”
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1944 )
br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
1946 br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” GwyDataField \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
chanByteObject , l eng th_o f _ i t _ f i e l d = s e l f . channelDataByteObject (
1948 0
) # show topographic buffer in preview
1950 br ickF ie ld += s e l f . convIntToByte ( l eng th_o f_ i t _ f i e l d , format=”< I ” )
br ickF ie ld += chanByteObject
1952 return br ickFie ld , len ( br ickF ie ld )
1954 def addBr ickTi t le ( se l f , bricknum ) :
i f bricknum >= s e l f . cits_num_blocks :
1956 ra i se Exception (
” B r i ckT i t l e went out of range of number of brick blocks ”
1958 )
B r i ckT i t l e = s e l f . convStringToByte (
1960 ” / brick/% i / t i t l e \0 ” % bricknum , format=” a s c i i ”
)
1962 Br i ckT i t l e += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
B r i ckT i t l e += s e l f . convStringToByte (
1964 ”CITS %i \0 ” % bricknum , format=” a s c i i ”
)
1966 return Br ickT i t l e , len ( B r i ckT i t l e )
1968 def channelDataByteObject ( se l f , bufnum) :
# return channel and channel length
1970 i f bufnum >= s e l f . numbufs :
r a i se Exception (
1972 ” channelDataByteObject went out of range of number of buffers ”
)
1974 # xres
chanByte = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” xres \0 ” )
1976 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( s e l f .xnum)
1978
# yres
1980 chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” yres \0 ” )
chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
1982 chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( s e l f .ynum)
1984 # xrea l
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” xrea l \0 ” )
1986 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
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chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( ( s e l f . x f in − s e l f . xs t ) * 1e−10)
1988
# yrea l
1990 chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” yrea l \0 ” )
chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”d” )
1992 chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( ( s e l f . y f in − s e l f . y s t ) * 1e−10)
1994 # s i_uni t_xy
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i_uni t_xy \0 ” )
1996 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
1998 xy_unit_chunk , length_xy_unit = s e l f . s i _un i t_Ob jec t (bufnum, uni t =”m” )
chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_xy_unit )
2000 chanByte += xy_unit_chunk
2002 # s i _un i t _ z
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” s i _un i t _ z \0 ” )
2004 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwySIUnit \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
2006 z_unit_chunk , length_z_uni t = s e l f . s i _un i t_Ob jec t (bufnum)
chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte ( length_z_uni t )
2008 chanByte += z_unit_chunk
2010 # data
chanByte += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” data \0 ” )
2012 chanByte += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”D” )
chanByte += s e l f . convIntToByte (
2014 s e l f .xnum * s e l f .ynum, format=”< I ”
) # times 8 or not ? Maybe j u s t number of items in array
2016
# ad jus t data ’ s mul t ip l i ca t i on fac to r
2018 mulfac = 1
addfac = 0
2020 i f s e l f . BufDataTypes [bufnum] == 0 :
i f s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 0 :
2022 mulfac = (
s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
2024 ) / s e l f . cur_ad_gain ** 2
i f not s e l f . bias_to_probe and s e l f . atodsign :
2026 mulfac *= −1
2028 e l i f (
s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 1
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2030 or s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 2
) :
2032 mulfac = ( s e l f . dsp_dtoa_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value ) * (
s e l f . j j _ z _ga in * s e l f . hv_gain * s e l f . zca l * s e l f . zver / 10
2034 )
2036 e l i f s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 3 :
mulfac = (
2038 s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
) / s e l f . cur_ad_gain ** 2
2040
e l i f (
2042 s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 4
or s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 5
2044 ) :
mulfac = s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
2046 i f not s e l f . bias_to_probe and s e l f . atodsign :
mulfac *= −1
2048
# add to chanByte
2050 # for i in reversed ( range ( s e l f .ynum) ) :
# for j in range ( s e l f .xnum) :
2052 # chanByte += s e l f . convDoubleToByte ( s e l f . a l l Bu f f e r s [bufnum ] [ j ,
# i ] * mulfac *1E−10 + addfac )
2054 chanByte += (
s e l f . ge t_buf fers ( [ bufnum + 1 ] ) [bufnum + 1] * mulfac * 1e−10
2056 + addfac
) . tobytes ( )
2058 return chanByte , len ( chanByte )
2060 def addGwyDataField ( se l f , bufnum) :
i f bufnum >= s e l f . numbufs :
2062 ra i se Exception (
”GwyDataField went out of range of number of buffers ”
2064 )
da taF ie ld = s e l f . convStringToByte (
2066 ”/% i / data \0 ” % bufnum, format=” a s c i i ”
)
2068 dataF ie ld += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
da taF ie ld += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” GwyDataField \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
2070 chanByteObject , l eng th_o f_ i t = s e l f . channelDataByteObject (bufnum)
dataF ie ld += s e l f . convIntToByte ( leng th_of_ i t , format=”< I ” )
2072 dataF ie ld += chanByteObject
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return dataField , len ( dataF ie ld )
2074
def addGwySelection ( se l f , bufnum) :
2076 ” ” ” Return the se l ec t i on / foo ob jec t and i t s length in number of bytes ” ” ”
i f bufnum >= s e l f . numbufs :
2078 ra i se Exception (
” GwySelection went out of range of number of buffers ”
2080 )
GwySelection = s e l f . convStringToByte (
2082 ”/% i / s e l e c t / pointer \0 ” % bufnum, format=” a s c i i ”
)
2084 GwySelection += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”o” )
GwySelection += s e l f . convStringToByte (
2086 ” GwySelectionPoint \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ”
)
2088 GwySelection += s e l f . convIntToByte (9 , ”< I ” )
GwySelection += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”max\0 ” )
2090 GwySelection += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” i ” )
GwySelection += s e l f . convIntToByte ( 1 )
2092 return GwySelection , len ( GwySelection )
2094 def addGwyTitle ( se l f , bufnum) :
” ” ” Return the data / t i t l e ob jec t and i t s length in number of bytes ” ” ”
2096 i f bufnum >= s e l f . numbufs :
r a i se Exception ( ” GwyTitle went out of range of number of buffers ” )
2098 GwyTitle = s e l f . convStringToByte (
”/% i / data / t i t l e \0 ” % bufnum, format=” a s c i i ”
2100 )
GwyTitle += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
2102 GwyTitle += s e l f . convStringToByte ( s e l f . Bu fT i t l e s [bufnum ] )
return GwyTitle , len ( GwyTitle )
2104
def addGwyVisible ( se l f , bufnum) :
2106 ” ” ” Return the data / v i s i b l e ob jec t and i t s length in number of bytes ” ” ”
i f bufnum >= s e l f . numbufs :
2108 ra i se Exception (
” GwyVisible went out of range of number of buffers ”
2110 )
GwyVis = s e l f . convStringToByte (
2112 ”/% i / data / v i s i b l e \0 ” % bufnum, format=” a s c i i ”
)
2114 GwyVis += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”b” )
GwyVis += s e l f . convBoolToByte ( True )
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2116 return GwyVis , len (GwyVis )
2118 def addGwyFilename ( s e l f ) :
” ” ” Return the / filename objec t and i t s length in number of bytes ” ” ”
2120 GwyFn = s e l f . convStringToByte ( ” / filename \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
GwyFn += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
2122 GwyFn += s e l f . convStringToByte ( s e l f . fp + ” . gwy\0 ” )
return GwyFn, len (GwyFn)
2124
def addGwyPalette ( se l f , bufnum) :
2126 ” ” ” Return base / pa l e t t e ob jec t and i t s length in number of bytes ” ” ”
GwyPalette = s e l f . convStringToByte (
2128 ”/% i / base / pa l e t t e \0 ” % bufnum, format=” a s c i i ”
)
2130 GwyPalette += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ” s ” )
i f (
2132 s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 1
or s e l f . buf_scan_modes [bufnum] == 2
2134 ) :
GwyPalette += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”Gwyddion . net \0 ” )
2136 e l se :
GwyPalette += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”Gray \0 ” )
2138 return GwyPalette , len ( GwyPalette )
2140 def addGwyHeader ( s e l f ) :
” ” ” Return the header of the f i l e ” ” ”
2142 GwyHeader = s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”G” )
GwyHeader += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”W” )
2144 GwyHeader += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”Y” )
GwyHeader += s e l f . convCharToByte ( ”P” )
2146 GwyHeader += s e l f . convStringToByte ( ”GwyContainer \0 ” , format=” a s c i i ” )
return GwyHeader
2148
def toGwy ( s e l f ) :
2150 ” ” ” Convert the STMfile c l a s s s t ruc ture in a binary f i l e of the
gwyddion format ” ” ”
2152 # Write the magic header
GwyHeader = s e l f . addGwyHeader ( )
2154 GwyFn, GwyFn_size = s e l f . addGwyFilename ( ) # the name
GwyVises = [ ]
2156 GwyTitles = [ ]
GwySelections = [ ]
2158 GwyDataFields = [ ]
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GwyBricks = [ ]
2160 GwyBrickTit les = [ ]
GwySpectra = [ ]
2162 #
GwyPalettes = [ ]
2164 for bufnum in range ( s e l f . numbufs ) :
GwyVises . append ( s e l f . addGwyVisible (bufnum) )
2166 GwySelections . append ( s e l f . addGwySelection (bufnum) )
GwyTitles . append ( s e l f . addGwyTitle (bufnum) )
2168 GwyDataFields . append ( s e l f . addGwyDataField (bufnum) )
#
2170 GwyPalettes . append ( s e l f . addGwyPalette (bufnum) )
2172 da tas i ze = (
sum( [ GwyVises [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyVises ) ) ] )
2174 + sum( [ GwyDataFields [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyDataFields ) ) ] )
+ sum( [ GwyTitles [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyTitles ) ) ] )
2176 + sum( [ GwySelections [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwySelections ) ) ] )
+ sum( [ GwyPalettes [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyPalettes ) ) ] )
2178 + +GwyFn_size
)
2180 i f s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 1 :
for bricknum in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
2182 GwyBricks . append ( s e l f . addGwyBrick ( bricknum ) )
GwyBrickTit les . append ( s e l f . addBr ickTi t le ( bricknum ) )
2184 da tas i ze += sum(
[ GwyBricks [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyBricks ) ) ]
2186 ) + sum( [ GwyBrickTit les [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwyBrickTit les ) ) ] )
2188 e l i f s e l f . va l id_spec == 1 and s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 0 :
for stsblocknum in range ( s e l f . spec_num_blocks ) :
2190 GwySpectra . append ( s e l f . addGwySpectra ( stsblocknum ) )
da tas i ze += sum( [ GwySpectra [ i ] [ 1 ] for i in range ( len ( GwySpectra ) ) ] )
2192
with open ( s e l f . fp + ” . gwy” , ”wb” ) as f :
2194 f . wri te (GwyHeader )
f . wri te (
2196 s e l f . convIntToByte ( datas ize , format=”< I ” )
) # s i z e of the en t i re data f i l e
2198 f . wri te (GwyFn)
for i in range ( s e l f . numbufs ) :
2200 f . wri te ( GwySelections [ i ] [ 0 ] )
f . wri te ( GwyVises [ i ] [ 0 ] )
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2202 f . wri te ( GwyTitles [ i ] [ 0 ] )
f . wri te ( GwyDataFields [ i ] [ 0 ] )
2204 f . wri te ( GwyPalettes [ i ] [ 0 ] )
i f s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 1 :
2206 for j in range ( s e l f . cits_num_blocks ) :
f . wri te ( GwyBricks [ j ] [ 0 ] )
2208 f . wri te ( GwyBrickTit les [ j ] [ 0 ] )
e l i f s e l f . va l id_spec == 1 and s e l f . v a l i d _ c i t s == 0 :
2210 for stsblocknum in range ( s e l f . spec_num_blocks ) :
f . wri te ( GwySpectra [ stsblocknum ] [ 0 ] )
2212
# def ge t _a l l _o r i g_bu f f e r s ( s e l f ) :
2214 # ” ” ” The returned buffers d ic t ionary i s l i k e what was done in Sco t t ’ s
# code ” ” ”
2216 #
# i = s e l f . bin_data . f ind (b”IMG_BUF ” )
2218 # i f i == −1:
# ra i se Exception ( ” Missing data ” )
2220 # bu f f e r _ s t a r t s = [
# i + 8 + 2 * b * s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
2222 # for b in range ( s e l f . numbufs )
# ]
2224 # buffers = { }
# for idx , elem in enumerate ( l i s t ( range ( s e l f . numbufs ) ) ) :
2226 # img_arr = np . zeros ( ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
# i f s e l f . BufDataTypes [ elem ] == 0 :
2228 # for x in range ( s e l f .xnum) :
# for y in range ( s e l f .ynum) :
2230 # img_arr [ y , x ] = s t ruc t . unpack (
# ”<h” ,
2232 # s e l f . bin_data [ bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] : bu f f e r _ s t a r t s
# [ idx ] + 2 ] ,
2234 # ) [ 0 ]
# bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] = bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] + 2
2236 # img_arr = np . reshape ( img_arr , ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
# img_arr = np . f l i p ( img_arr , 0 )
2238 # buffers [ elem ] = img_arr
# return buffers
2240
def ge t _a l l _o r i g_bu f f e r s ( s e l f ) :
2242 ” ” ” The returned buffers d ic t ionary i s l i k e what was done in Sco t t ’ s
code ” ” ”
2244
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i = s e l f . bin_data . f ind (b”IMG_BUF ” )
2246 i f i == −1:
ra i se Exception ( ”Missing data ” )
2248 bu f f e r _ s t a r t s = [
i + 8 + 2 * b * s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
2250 for b in range ( s e l f . numbufs )
]
2252 buffers = { }
for idx , elem in enumerate ( l i s t ( range ( s e l f . numbufs ) ) ) :
2254 i f s e l f . BufDataTypes [ elem ] == 0 :
# for x in range ( s e l f .xnum) :
2256 # for y in range ( s e l f .ynum) :
# img_arr [ y , x ] = s t ruc t . unpack (
2258 # ”<h” ,
# s e l f . bin_data [ bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] : bu f f e r _ s t a r t s
2260 # [ idx ] + 2 ] ,
# ) [ 0 ]
2262 # bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] = bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] + 2
points = s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
2264 image_array = s t ruc t . unpack (
”<” + ”h” * points ,
2266 s e l f . bin_data [
bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] : bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] + points * 2
2268 ] ,
)
2270 image_array = np . reshape ( image_array , ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
image_array = np . f l i p ( image_array , 0 )
2272 buffers [ elem + 1] = image_array
return buffers
2274
def ge t_buf fers ( se l f , bu f f e rL i s t ) :
2276 ” ” ” bu f f e rL i s t i s a l i s t of number ( s ) tha t ind i ca te s the buffer ( s ) to
be extrac ted . return a d ic t ionary
2278 with buffer number being the key and the corresponding image array
being the value
2280 ” ” ”
for i in bu f f e rL i s t :
2282 i f i > s e l f . numbufs :
r a i s e Exception (
2284 ” ” ”One or more buffer number ( s ) are not within the t o t a l
number of buffers ” ” ”
2286 )
i = s e l f . bin_data . f ind (b”IMG_BUF ” )
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2288 i f i == −1:
ra i se Exception ( ”Missing data ” )
2290 bu f f e r _ s t a r t s = [
i + 8 + 2 * (b − 1) * s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
2292 for b in bu f f e rL i s t
]
2294 # The 2 i s because each in t i s 2−byte (2 ind ices )
buf fers = { }
2296 for idx , elem in enumerate ( bu f f e rL i s t ) :
i f s e l f . BufDataTypes [ elem − 1 ] == 0 :
2298 points = s e l f . dimensions [ 0 ] * s e l f . dimensions [ 1 ]
image_array = s t ruc t . unpack (
2300 ”<” + ”h” * points ,
s e l f . bin_data [
2302 bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] : bu f f e r _ s t a r t s [ idx ] + points * 2
] ,
2304 )
image_array = np . reshape ( image_array , ( s e l f .ynum, s e l f .xnum) )
2306 image_array = np . f l i p ( image_array , 0 )
buf fers [ bu f f e rL i s t [ idx ] ] = image_array
2308 return buffers
2310 def get_he ight_buf fers ( se l f , bu f f e rL i s t ) :
buf fers = s e l f . ge t_buf fers ( bu f f e rL i s t )
2312 height_buffers = { }
for key in buffers :
2314 # ad jus t data ’ s mul t ip l i ca t i on fac to r
mulfac = 1
2316 addfac = 0
i f s e l f . BufDataTypes [ key − 1 ] == 0 :
2318 i f s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 0 :
mulfac = (
2320 s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
) / s e l f . cur_ad_gain ** 2
2322 i f not s e l f . bias_to_probe and s e l f . atodsign :
mulfac *= −1
2324
e l i f (
2326 s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 1
or s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 2
2328 ) :
mulfac = ( s e l f . dsp_dtoa_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value ) * (
2330 s e l f . j j _ z _ga in
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* s e l f . hv_gain
2332 * s e l f . zca l




e l i f s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 3 :
2338 mulfac = (
s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
2340 ) / s e l f . cur_ad_gain ** 2
2342 e l i f (
s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 4
2344 or s e l f . buf_scan_modes [ key − 1 ] == 5
) :
2346 mulfac = s e l f . dsp_atod_max_v / s e l f . dtoa_max_value
i f not s e l f . bias_to_probe and s e l f . atodsign :
2348 mulfac *= −1
2350 height_buffers [ key ] = buffers [ key ] * mulfac * 1e−10 + addfac
return height_buffers
2352
def get_height_buffers_average ( se l f , bu f f e rL i s t ) :
2354 height_buffers = s e l f . ge t_he ight_buf fers ( bu f f e rL i s t )
avg = { }
2356 for key in height_buffers :
avg [ key ] = height_buffers [ key ] .mean ( )
2358 return avg
2360
def parseChunk ( bindat , header , format , sk ip_s teps =0) :
2362 # i f header == ”CITS_2 ” or header == ”CITS_4 ” :
# pass
2364 i = bindat . f ind ( header )
i f i == −1:
2366 ra i s e Exception ( ”missing data ” )
return s t ruc t . unpack (
2368 format ,
bindat [
2370 i + 8 + sk ip_s teps : i + 8 + sk ip_s teps + s t ruc t . c a l c s i z e ( format )
] ,
2372 ) # There are 8 spaces from the header to the ac tua l data
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B.9. Sum‐frequencyMixer Box: Circuit Schematic and Layout
B.9.1. Schematic
233
Figure B.1: Mixer circuit diagram (Page 1)
234
Figure B.2: Mixer circuit diagram (Page 2)
235




Figure B.4: Circuit layout. Top traces are red; bottom traces are blue.
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